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•
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•

Low, flat postage cost (£1.49 for UK) on all
orders with no minimum order value
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QUASAR
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Robot Sensor 20 Lab
£21 .95 (Code EPLR20)

(and older) .!l.!n: : s

Electronic Bell Kit
£6.95 (Code EAKEB)

Electronic Motor Kit
£6.95 (Code EAKEM)

30 in ONE Project Lab
£17.95 (Code EPL030)

Digital Recording
Laboratory
£29.95 (Code EPLDR)

Solderless
Electronic
Projects

Automech Kit
£14.95 (Code C21-605)
Generator Kit
£6.95 (Code EAKEG)

Coptermech Kit
£14.95 (Code C21-604)

130 in ONE Project Lab
£49.95 (Code EPL 130)

__.,..

--

..

Musical LED Jingle
Bells Kit
£21 .95 (Code 1176KT)
Flashing
LED
Christmas
Tree Kit
£4.95
(Code
MK100)

~ ,

.

.

Trainmech Kit
£14.95 (Code C21 -606)

Riding Santa Kit
£13.95 (Code MK116)

Hand Held Metal
Detector (Assembled)
£7.95 (Code ELMDX7)

300 in ONE Project Lab
£79.95 (Code EPL300)
Short Wave Kit
£9.95 (Code ERKSW)

Robomech Kit
£15.95 (Code C21-603)

500 in ONE Project Lab
£179.95 (Code EPL500)

Crystal Radio Kit
£7.95 (Code ERKC)

Metal Detector Kit
£7.95 (Code ELMO)

Tyrannomech Kit
£14.95 (Code C21-601)

60 LED Multi-Effect LED
Star Kit
£14.95 (Code MK170)

See our website
for even more
great gift ideas!

Tools &
Equipment

Sound LED Star Kit

£11 .95 (Code MK172)
Soldering Set
£12.95 (Code SOL939)

0-30V/0-3A Regulated
Bench Power Supply
£159.95 (Code PSU676)

QUASAR
electronics
Get Plugged In!

LED Roulette Kit
£13.95 (Code MK119)

Hobby Tool Set
£20.95 (Code HTK300)

Solar Energy
Experimenter Kit
£15.95 (Code EDU02)
Hobby Test Meter
£7.95 (Code DMM006)

Digital Echo
Chamber Kit
£13.95 (Code MK182)

20 Piece Electronics
Tool Set
£34.95 (Code HTK368)
Digital Clamp Meter
£14.95 (Code DMC616)

Robotic Arm Kit
£44.95 (Code C9895)

Oscilloscope Tutor
Project
£17.95 (Code EDU06)
Crawling Bug Kit with Case
£16.95 (Code MK165)

MPJ Jukebox Module

£14.95 (Code VM202)

Rectangular Illuminated
Bench Top Magnifier
£74.95 (Code HTM018)

USB Tutor Project
£54.95 (Code EDUOS)

.. f.···:.
...
. ...... ..

USB 3D LED Cube Kit
£23.95 (Code MK193)

Classic TV Tennis
Game with Analogue
Bats Kit
£20.95 (Code MK191)

Helping Hands Tool
£4.95 (Code 71 0.165)
One Chip AM Radio Kit
£15.95 (Code 3063KT)
Crawling Bug Kit
£13.95 (Code MK129)
48W Digital Soldering
Station
£69.95 (Code SOL050)

Universal Battery
Tester
£2.95 (Code 690.393)

More Projects
& Gadgets

Stereo Valve Amplifier
Kit (Chrome Version)
£899.95 (Code K4040)

Running Microbot Kit
£10.95 (Code MK127)

Solar Bug Kit
£9.95 (Code MK185)

Advanced Personal
Scope, 2 x 240MS/s Probes , Cables, Battery
Pack, PSU & User
Manual Included
£274.95 (Code APS230)

Soldering Starter Pack
(inc. 2 electronic kits &
soldering tools)
£23.95 (Code EDU03)

Pocket Beta
Radioactivity Monitor
£149.95 (Code VM200)

3 x 5 Amp RGB LED
Controller (+RS232) Kit
£29.95 (Code 8191KT)

Outputs 1 .2 to 20V from a
higher voltage DC supply
at currents up to 1.5A. It
is small, efficient and
with many features
including a very low
drop-out voltage,
little heat generation,
electronic shutdown, soh start, thermal,
overload and short circuit protection.
Kit supplied with PCB, pre-soldered
surface mounted components.

Control the speed of 12
or 24VDC motors from
zero to full power, up to
20A. Features optional soft
start, adjustable pulse
frequency to reduce motor noise, and low battery
protection. The speed is set using the on board
trimpot, or by using an external potentiometer
(available separately, use RP-3510 £0 .77).
• Kit supplied w ith PCB and all
onboard electronic components
• Suitable enclosure U B3 case,
HB-6013 £1 .50 sold separately

The 'Fiexitimer' Kit
Cat. KA-1732
Now in it 's 3rd revision by Jaycar, the flexitimer
remains one of our most versatile short form
projects. The flexitimer runs on
12-15V DC and switches
the on-board relay once
or repeatedly when the
switching time is
reached. Switching
time can be set
between 7 seconds and
2 hours in fixed steps.
• PCB size: 74 x 47 mm
Featured 1n EPE September 2012

This simple ci rcuit provides a
turn-off delay for a 230VAC
light or a fan, such as a
bathroom fan set to run
for a short period after the
switch has been tuned off. The
circuit consumes no stand by power
when load is off. Kit supplied w ith PCB , case and
electronic components. Includes 1OOnF capacitor for
1 min to 25 mins. See website for a list of alternate
capacitors for different time periods between 5
seconds to 1 hour.
• Handles loads up to 5A
• PCB: 60 x 76mm

433MHz Remote Switch Kit
The receiver has momentary or toggle output and
the momentary period can be adjusted. Up to five
receivers can be used in the same vicinity. Shortform kit contains two
PCBs and all
specified
components .
• 200m range
• PCB:
Tx: 85 x 63mm Rx: 79 x 48mm
Featured 1n EPE November 2012

Easy to build kit that
reminds you when to
put which bin out by
flashing the
corresponding brightly
coloured LED. Up to
four bins can be
individually set to weekly,
fortnightly or alternate week or
fortnight cycle . Kit supplied with
silk-screened PCB, black enclosure
(83 x 54 x 31 mm), pre-programmed PIC, battery
and PCB mount components.
• PCB: 75 x 47mm
Note: Product will vary from photo shown

Marine growth
electronic antifouling
systems can cost
thousands . This project
uses the same
ultrasonic waveforms
and virtually identical
'~
ultrasonic transducers
mounted in a sturdy
/, d
polyurethane housings. By
\
building it yourself (which includes some potting) you
save a fortune! Standard unit consists of control
electronic kit and case, ultrasonic transducer, potting
and gluing components and housings. The single
transducer design of this kit is suitable for boats up to
10m (32ft); boats longer than about 14m w ill need two
transducers and drivers. Basically all parts supplied in
the project kit including wiring . Price includes epoxies.
• 12VDC
• Suitable for power or sail
• PCB: 104 x 78mm
Featured in EPE January 2013

10A 12VDC Motor Speed
Controller Kit
Cat. KC-5225
Ideal for controlling 12V
DC motors in cars such as
fuel injection pumps,
water/air intercoolers and
water injection systems. You
can also use it for headlight dimming and for
running 12V DC motors in 24V vehicles . The circuit
incorporates a soft start feature to reduce inrush
currents, especially on 12V incandescent lamps.
Includes PCB and all electronic components .
• Kit includes PCB plus all electronic
components to build the 1OA version .
• PCB: 69 x 51mm

Use this kit to replace a failed ignition module or to
upgrade a mechanical ignition system when
restoring a vehicle. Use with virtually any ignition
system that uses a single coil w ith points, hall
effect/lumenition, reluctor or optical sensors (Crane
and Piranha) and ECU . Features include adjustable
dwell time, output or follow input
option, tachometer
output, adjustable
debounce period,
dwell
compensation
for battery voltage
and coil switch-off
with no trigger signal.

ljl:ffj

• Kit suppl ied w ith silk-screened
PCB, diecast enc losure (111 x 60 x 30mm).
pre-programmed PIC and PCB mount
components for four trigger/pickup options

Featured in EPE November 2012

Speedo Corrector Mkll Kit
Cat. KC-5435
When you modify your gearbox, diff ratio or change
to a large circumference tyre, it may result in an
inaccurate speedometer. This kit alters the
speedometer signal up or down from 0% to 99 % of
the original signal. The input setup selection can be
automatically selected and features an LED indicator
to show when the input signal is being received . Kit
supplied with PCB with overlay and all
electronic components .
.. a..
• PCB : 105 x 61mm
• Recommended box:
UB3 (use HB-6013 £1 .50)
Featured in EPE
January 2013

USB Power Monitor Kit
Cat. KC-55 16
Plug this kit inline with a USB device to display the current that is drawn
at any given time . Check the total power draw from an unpowered hub
and its attached devices or what impact a USB device has on your
laptop battery life. Displays current, voltage or power, is auto-ranging
and will read as low as a few microamps and up to over an amp. Kit
supplied with double sided, soldermasked and screen-printed PCB with
SMD components presoldered, LCD screen, and components.
• PCB: 65 x 36mm

Laptop not included

'The Champion' Audio Amplifier
Kit with Pre-Amplifier

Create your own eerie
science fiction
sound effects by
simply moving your
hand near the antenna.
Easy to set up and
bu ild. Complete
kit contains PCB
with overlay,
pre-machined
case and all
specified
components .
• PCB : 85 x 145mm

Suitable for general-purpose audio projects
and supports microphone and electric guitar
input. It uses the AN75 11 audio IC to deliver 2W
music power into 8 ohms from a 9 to 12V supply.
Features low distortion, two inputs (mixed 1:1).
mute and standby control. Power from 4- 13.5VDC.
See website for specifications .
Kit supplied with
silk-screened PCB ,
heatsink and PCB
mount components.

• 12V car battery, 7Ah SLA or
> 5A DC power supply required
• PCB : 170 x 76mm

• PCB: 101x41mm

'Jt'Jt'M

"Minivox" Voice Operated Relay Kit
Cat. KC-5172

Crystal Radio Kit

Voice operated relays are used for 'hands free ' radio
commu nications and some PA applications etc.
Instead of pushing a button, this device is activated
by the sound of a voice . This tiny kit fits in the
tightest spaces and has almost no turn-on delay.
12VDC @ 35mA requi red.
'
Kit is supplied with
PCB electret mic,
and all specified
components.

Cat. KV-3540
Enjoy AM broadcasting without using battery or
other power sources . Ideal for entry
level students or hobbyist w ith
little electronics experience.
Includes circuit explanation .
Kit supplied with
silkscreened PCB, crystal,
prewound coil, earphone
and all components.

• PCB: 47 x 44mm

Universal Stereo Preamplifier Kit
Cat. KC-5159
Based around the low noise LM833 dual op-amp IC,
this preamp is designed for use w ith a magnetic
cartridge, cassette deck or dynamic microphone.The
performance of this design is far better than
most preamps in many stereo amplifiers, making it
a worthy replacement if your current
preamp falls short of
expectation. It features
RIANIEC equalisation,
and is supplied with all
components to build
either the phone, tape or
microphone version .

This tiny module uses the
LM386 audio IC, and will
deliver 0.5W into 8 ohms
from a 9V supply making it ideal
for all those basic audio projects. It
features va riable gain, will happily run f rom
4-12VDC and is smaller than a 9V
battery, allowing it to fit into the
tightest of spaces .
• PCB and electron ic components included
• PCB : 46 x 26 mm

Miniature FM Transmitter Kit
Cat. KE-4711
Ref: Silicon Chip October 2006
Operate your DVD player or digital decoder using its
remote control from another room . It picks up the
signal from the remote control and sends it via a 2wire cable to an infrared LED located close to the
device. This improved model features fast data
transfer, capable of transmitting Foxtel digital
remote control signals using the Pace 400 series
decoder. Kit supplied with case, screen printed front
panel , PCB with overlay and all electronic
components .

Operate a devce using its
remote control from another
room . This unit is a two
transistor two stage
transmitter that has the
benefits of being VERY COMPACT.
The kit contains PCB, 9V battery and
all components, and makes an
ideal inexpensive beginners ... ~..~~~~'lift.
kit . Requires 2-wire cable
(WB-1702 £0 .17 per metre)

• Required: 9VDC and
2-wire cable for
extending the
IR-Tx lead
(use W B-1702) .
• PCB: 79 x 47mm

• PCB: 45 x 23mm
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• FAST DELIVERY • TRACK SHIPMENT
How to Order

I We ship via DHL
I Expect S-1 0 days
for oir parcel
delivery
I Track & Trace parcel

High Performance 250WRMS
Class-D Amplifier Kit
Cat. KC-5514
High quality amplif ier boasting 250WRMS output
into 4 ohms, 150W into 8 ohms and can be bridged
with a second kit for 450W into 8 ohms . Features
include high efficiency (90 % @ 4 ohm), low
distortion and noise (<0.01 %). and over-current.
over-temperature, under-voltage, over-voltage and
DC offset protection. Kit supplied w ith double sided,
soldermasked and screen-printed silk-screened PCB
with SMD IC pre-soldered, heatsink, and electronic
circuit board mounted components .
• Power requirements:
57V/0/+57V
see KC-5517
• S/N ratio: 103dB
• Freq. response:
1OHz - 1OkHz, +/- 1dB
• PCB: 117 x 167mm
Also available:

Stereo Speaker Protector Kit to suit
KC-5515 £11 .00

+I- 57V Power Supply Kit to suit
KC-5517 £11 .00

Clifford The Cricket Kit
Cat. KC-5178

• +/-15VDC
• If power is not avai lable in
your equipment use MM-2007 £3 .00
• PCB: 80 x 78 mm

=

Cat. KC-5519

With this kit and the
purchase of a 12V
ignition coil (available
from auto stores and
parts recyclers) ,
create an awesome
rising ladder of noisy sparks that emits the
distinct smell of ozone. This improved circuit is
suited to modern high power ignition coils and w ill
deliver a spectacular visual display. Kit includes PCB,
pre-cut wire/ladder and electronic components .

WEB:
PHONE:
FAX:
EMAIL:
POST:

www.jaycar.co.uk
0800 032 7241 •
+61288323118 *
techstore@jaycar.co.uk
P.0. Box I 07, Rydalmere NSW 2116 Australia
• Australian Eastern Standard Time
(Monday - Frlday09.00 to 17.30GMT + 10 hours)

Clifford hides in the
dark and chirps annoyingly
until a light is turned on- just like a real
cricket. Clifford is created on a small PCB,
measuring just 40 x 35mm and has cute little LED
insect eyes that flash as it sings . Just like a real cricket.
it waits a few seconds after darkness until it begins
chirping, and stops instantly when a light comes back on.
• PCB, piezo buzzer, LOR plus all
electronic components supplied
• PCB : 40 x 35mm

The Super Ear Kit
Cat. KA-1809
This kit assists people who have difficulty in hearing
high audio frequencies, or for those who want to hear
more than their normal unaided ear. By amplifying these
high audio frequencies, not only will conversations be
made clearer, you will be able to hear noises not
normally heard such as insects or a watch ticking, for
example. Built into a small case and powered from a 9V
battery makes this kit totally portable. Use it as a
hearing aid or for a fun & educational purpose.
• Kit supplied with Case, Front label. PCB. 9V
battery, and all electronic components .
• Headphones required .
• PCB: 56 x 26mm

@c:e
UK•s No 1 source for YELLEMAN® Kits
Dlgltallcho Chamber Kit
A compoct sound effects ki t, with
built·in mic or line in, line out or

ffo1~ker (SOOmW) . 4 Adjustment con-

Power: 9Vdc lSOmA
MK 182 Yell oman kit

Self Assembly Kits & Reacly macle
Modules • See our web site for
cletalls on the whole range,
Data sheets, Software ancl more.

www .esr.co.uk

E 11.43

3rcl Brake Ught Flasher Kit
Works with any incandescent or LED
rear centre brake light. Flashes at
7Hz for S or 10 times, adjustable re-

2 Digital Counter
Standard counter, 0 to 99 from
jnput pulses or external signal.

With reset input, 13.5mm D1splays,
Power: 12Vdc 90mA.

~~~e":Oi1~Vdc max lood 4A

MK 178 VolloMan kit

E6.30
1.8W Mono Aonpllflor
Compact mono 1.8W RMS 40

power stage, short circuit & re-

verse polarity protection. 3018kH z, Power: 4-14Vdc lSOmA

£15.09
Proximity Carel Reader Kit
A simple security kit with many applications. RFID technology activates a
relay,., either an/off or limed. Supplied
wit h L cards, can be used with up to 2S
cards. Power: 9Vac or de

£5.87

£64.96

20W 2 Channel Amplifier
Mono amplifier with 2 channels (Low &
High frequecy), 20W RMS 40 P.er channef, adjustable high level. 22-22kHz,

Mini USB Interface Board
New from Velleman this little interface module wi th lS inf)uts/outputs
inc digital & analogue in, PWM
outpufs. USB Powered SOmA, Software supplied

short circuit

& reverse polarity protection.

Power: 8-18Vdc 2A

VM 167 Modulo

£4.55
Volloman Function Generator
PC Based USB controlled function

~~f1~~~&-v?a~~~ozr~0e~~;rz f~'fiware

fi~r.plied. See web site for full feature

1-180 Second Timor
Universal timer with relay output.

Time start upon power up or push
buHon. LED indication. SA Relay
Power: 12Vdc 60mA
£12.92
Cyclic Timor
Universal timer with relay output.

~~~~~ 1 'l:51nuEooli'fi~~~ '8'3~66'~~~onds, LED indication . SA Relay
Power: 12Vdc SOmA

Tel: 0191 2514363
Fax: 0191 2522296

sales@esr.co.uk
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Happy New Year!
If all goes according to plan- and I'm sure it will! - you should receive this
issue around 3 January. So, on behalf of all the staff at EPE and Wimborne
Publishing, I'd like to wish you a very happy and successful New Year.
We'll certainly be working hard to keep you entertained, fascinated and
busy with every facet of electronics.

This month brings an excellent collection of projects. From top quality
digital audio electronics to a nice dollop of carpentry in the form of
Julian 'Recycle It!' Edgar's low-cost, but high-impact loudspeaker project.
We conclude our popular USB Data Logger project with some great tips
on using this compact device. Plus, we show you how to make a high
efficiency floodlight using everyone's favourite optical component
-the LED.
Last, but not least, I really hope you will enjoy SemTest, our PICcontrolled component checker. It comes with a whole host of 'bells and
whistles', everything you could possibly want for checking the health of
your discrete silicon. You can analyse those 'miscellaneous' parts we all
seem to accrue as projects, repair jobs and assorted semiconductor flotsam
and jetsam come our way. Plus, of course, it's great for checking parts as
you build circuits- or to be more realistic, troubleshoot the odd problem
which we all come across when wielding a soldering iron!
This early part of the year may be dark, grey, wet and cold (stop laughing,
our sun-drenched friends in the Southern Hemisphere), but it's the perfect
opportunity to get down to some serious design and construction work.
Why not set yourself a target for 2013?- finally get to grips with PICs, build
that low distortion amplifier you've promised yourself, or maybe just tidy
up your workbench. OK, the last suggestion might be a bit ambitious, but
there is nothing wrong with setting the bar high!
Whatever 2013 brings you in electronics, I hope you are successful and that
EPE helps and inspires you to learn, build and have fun ..
Keeping you informed - online subscribers

We have introduced a new and improved download system for the
online version of the magazine. All existing digital subscribers will
automatically be changed over to our new system, which is now
available through PocketMags (www.pocketmags.com).
Only the January 2013 issue onwards will be available on this system,
unfortunately we cannot offer earlier back issues, but these are available
on CD-ROM from the editorial office.
If you have any queries then please feel free to email stewart.kearn@
wimborne.co. uk.

A roundup of the latest Everyday
News from the world of
electronics

Electronics and IT in Cuba - by Barry Fox
he electronics industry is always
T
looking for new markets, but
there are very few countries that
remain unexploited. Cuba is one big
hope. But Cuba and the US fell out in
1959 when communist revolutionary
Fidel Castro took over from hated
dictator Fulgencio Batista, grabbing
US companies and properties.
The next year, the US started a
'blockade' by making it an offence
for any American to trade with Cuba
or visit the country. In 1961, the US
clumsily backed a botched invasion
by mercenaries who landed on the
beaches of the Bay of Pigs and were
quickly routed. The following year
saw the Missile Crisis, when Russia
tried to put nuclear missiles on the
island, just 90 miles from the US.
Since then, there has been a bitter
stalemate, with many companies hoping for an end to the blockade so that
they can start selling to Cuba. I recently spent a week in the capital Havana
and the Bay of Pigs area, discovering
what US electronics companies, like
Apple, HP, Dell, IBM, Kodak, Lexmark and Motorola can expect when
they finally land. In short, they are in
for a severe culture shock. Although
anyone on a package holiday may
be cocooned from many truths, anyone exposed to day-to-day Cuba will
find the infrastructure very primitive,
much as it was in the Soviet Union

and East Germany before the collapse
of communism in Eastern Europe.
There are two Cuban currencies, the
Cuban peso (CUP) of low value for
locals, and Cuban convertible pesos
(CUC) for tourists, with an exchange
rate of 1.00 CUC = $1.00 USD. Currency cannot be converted outside
Cuba, so anyone arriving at Havana
airport off a long haul flight must first
stand in long lines at the inadequately
staffed exchange booths before being
able to get a taxi into town (25 CUC).
On the phone

Foreign mobile phones connect to the
Cubacel network (run by the government-owned ETECSA, Empresa de
Telecomunicaciones de Cuba S.A.).
Costs are high, so owners make only
brief and to-the-point calls, much as
it was in the early days of UK cellular.
My 0 2 phone could not directly
dial; I had to dial a code (*111 *#)and
wait for a call-back with instruction
prompts. An Orange phone can dial
direct, but calls cost £1.75 per minute
to make and £1 per minute to receive.
Texts cost SOp to send, but are free to
receive. Sending a picture message
costs up to £1.65, and data use costs a
staggering £8 per MB.
Driving (in a 1954 Plymouth with
Russian jeep engine) on the main
dual carriage highway from the Bay
of Pigs area to Havana there was no

mobile phone signal for tens of miles,
no roadside phones, few direction
signs and few (if any) petrol stations.
I saw no one using a satnav. TomTom
has confirmed that there is not yet
any mapping for Cuba.
On the net

Locals repeatedly complained about
the cost and difficulty of using the Internet. 'We have to go to a hotel' said a
bookseller, 'but it costs around 6 cue
for half an hour'.
'You can spend half an hour on line
and achieve nothing' said an academic with Internet access in his home.
I ran a check at the famous Nacional
hotel, where incidentally the room
had a coffee machine with a European round pin mains plug, while all
the mains sockets in the room were
for US 110V flat pin plugs. My laptop
found a Wi-Fi signal (from HP repeaters), but no Internet access.
The guest services paperwork offered
no advice. After some trial and error I
got Internet Explorer to display: 'Are
you an existing user? Welcome to the
Wi-Fi Network!!!!!!!!! Username: Password: Please contact your Network
Administrator in case of problems. '
A small business centre, open only
during the day, sold Wi-Fi logon
details at 2.5 cue for 15 minutes,
5.0 cue for 30 minutes, 7.5 cue for
45 minutes and 10 cue for an hour.

Shopping for consumer electronics in Ha vana and trying to communicate is like time-travelling back to the Soviet Union and walled-off East Berlin
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Black and white printing cost 0.5
cue per page, with colour at 2 cues.
As a pricing yardstick, a bottle of
Cuban rum in a supermarket can be
bought for less than 5 cue.
'It is obligatory to present the passport, identity card or room number
to access the Internet' a sign warned.
We presented, logged on and found
access painfully slow- so ran a series
of broadband speed checks. These
revealed the ISP to be Empresa de
Telecomunicaciones de Cuba, with
download speeds varying between
0.070, 0.047 and 0.039 Mbps and
upload speeds of 0.011, 0.017, 0.025
and 0.057 Mbps. This is equivalent to
a slow dial-up connection.
Only a handful of others were using
the system, so I asked the business
centre clerk if the speeds were always
so slow. Yes, she said, without hint of
concern or apology.
Opportunity awaits
During my week in Cuba I saw
no locals using a laptop, tablet or
smartphone and only one person (a
tourist) listening to music on headphones. I did, however, see a few
youngsters carrying portable 'boomboxes'.

I saw only one Apple product; an old
iPod HDD playing a movie through a
Real media player box connected to a
TV in a roadside cafe.
I spotted only one consumer-size satellite dish, and that was mounted on
a school roof. However, a taxi driver
told me that in his housing block one
resident had a DirectTV dish, brought
in 'illegally' from the US. The owner
had rigged shared video feeds to several other apartments whose owners
shared the subscription cost.
Another taxi driver was listening to
US satellite radio. He said a friend in
Texas paid the subscription. Another
local asked me to show him how to
remove the SD card from the Sony
digital camera he had got from a
friend in Europe.
These examples typify the overall
situation. Although some Cubans
may have some modern electronics, it
has almost always been imported on
the grey or black market. Only a very
few Cuban shops sell electronics and
it is over-priced and decades behind
the rest of the world.
So, the opportunities for approved
imports are huge, if the trade barriers
come down. Cuba's first priority will
then be to build an IT infrastructure.

Tech giants humbled
t would be unwarranted
Ielectronics
hyperbole to say that Japanese
giants Sony, Sharp
and Panasonic are finished ,
but they are certainly facing a
'difficult period'.
In November 2012 , the ratings
agency Fitch cut the firms ' credit
rating to 'junk' status; a humiliating first for these companies.
This means that not only does
Fitch believe these prestigious
firms may default on their existing debts, but that borrowing
will now be much more expen- Where will/the next 'Walkman ' come from- Japan ?
sive for them.
Companies like Sony, Sharp and Panasonic need to
Panasonic has warned it expects rediscover their creative side to compete successfully
a 2012 loss of $10bn, while Sony
Smaller nimbler countries, such as
expects only a small profit after four
Taiwan and South Korea have eaten
years of losses.
into their high-tech lead, and US
Many Japanese electronics firms
companies like Apple and Google
are facing a daunting four-pronged
are making all the running when it
assault on their once dominant pocomes to creativity and profitability.
sition. The all-important domestic
Japanese companies such as Sony
economy has been stagnant for nearstill have many strengths, but their
ly two decades. The world's most
period of dominance is long over,
important growth economy - China
and they have had to accept pow- has become a much more difficult
erful rivals. Whether this spurs
place to sell and work thanks to
them to a new golden era of popunationalist and anti-Japanese sentilar world-beating products, or they
ment over territorial disputes conresign themselves to being just ancerning tiny, but strategic islands in
other player remains to be seen.
the South China sea.
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Sensors from Parallax

00
The new toothed-wheel 36-position quadrature encoder from Parallax

arallax has released a pair of
P
useful new sensors: a 36-position
quadrature encoder set and a proximity
sensor.
The encoder provides rotational feedback for robot wheels. It was designed
specifically for Parallax's 'Motor
Mount and Wheel Kit', but can be used
with your own custom robots or mechanical systems with half-inch axles.
The Si1143 Proximity Sensor is
handy for non-contact gesture recognition in microcontroller applications. By measuring infrared light levels from the three on-board infrared
LEDs, gestures in the up, down, left,
right and centre select directions can
be detected.
Both items cost $29.99 plus p&p,
more details at: www.Parallax.com
ELECTRONIC LOCKS PICKED
Those never-seem-to-work the first
time you use them electronic card
keys, that hotels are so fond of, now
have another reason to be unpopular.
US business magazine Forbes has reported that hotel rooms in the States
with electronic locks have been broken into and then robbed.
The locks were picked with relatively simple digital tools, despite public
warnings from a software developer
months earlier that particular systems
were vulnerable. More on this stozy at:
http://tinyurl.com/clautcb

Avoiding termination
The Centre for the Study of Existentiual Risk may sound like a website
from one of the more eccentric corners of the Internet, especially as it
will look at the possible risk to humans, and indeed humanity as a
whole from artificial intelligence,
nanotechnology and robots. However, it is in fact a serious body, set
up at Cambridge University by Martin Rees , the Astronomer Royal,
Huw Price, professor of philosophy
at Cambridge and Jaan Tallinn, a cofounder of Skype.
They wanted to create a joint initiative between a philosopher, a scientist, and a software entrepreneur to
deal with pressing issues that require
a great deal more scientific investigation than they presently receive. For
more details, see: http://cser.org
9
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Part 1: By JIM ROWE

Check all those semiconductors in your collection
with this easy-to-build test set!
How many discrete semis have you got in your collection?
Hundreds? Thousands? Are they all good? Don't know? With our
new Discrete Semiconductor Test Set you will he able to test a
wide range of active components: LEDs, diodes, bipolar junction
transistors, MOSFETs, SCRs and programmable unijunction
transistors (PUTs), for gain (where applicable), voltage breakdown
and leakage. You can even run tests on IGBTs and triacs!
F COURSE, there are lots of semiO
conductor testers out there. These
range from the handy pocket-sized
instruments produced by Peak Electronic Design Ltd to large laboratory
bench instruments made by Agilent,
costing many thousands of pounds.
The former group are not able to test
the range of semiconductors that perhaps we would like, while the latter
instruments are beyond our reach.
10

New design

So, we set ourselves the task of producing a new design that would be
easy to drive.
I looked at an old design from the
1960s - a bunch of rotary switches,
a 50JJA moving coil meter and 'oldeworlde' point-to-point wiring. Still, it
could perform most of the basic tests
that were needed on the discrete semiconductor devices of the day.

After a while though, that old
1968 design made me shudder: all
that point-to-point wiring - all those
switches- no PCB- an analogue meter.
Ahhhh! Definitely time for an upgrade.
Plus, of course, it was designed long
before MOSFETs were even thought of,
and we would have to include them.
In the fullness of time (a silly expression glossing over the trials and
tribulations- not to mention the blood,
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€Jonstru.ctional Project
sweat and tears- of producing a completely new design), we came up with
the SemTest. It's otherwise known as
a Discrete Semiconductor Test Set which is too much of a mouthful.
It's around half the physical size of
the 1968 design and it's controlled by
a microprocessor, with a 16 x 2 LCD
panel used to display the device to be
tested, the test to be run and the test
results. There is a minimum of front
panel controls: one rotary switch, one
potentiometer and five pushbutton
switches. The problem of catering
for all the different semiconductor
sizes and pinouts has been solved
by employing an 18-pin ZIF (zero
insertion force) socket. These sockets
are normally used for programming
microprocessors , but they are ideal
for this application.
All the parts inside the case are accommodated on two medium-sized
PCBs, which are connected together
by three IDC cables.
However, before we jump into describing the circuitry of the SemTestin
detail, we need to discuss the tests it
can perform on each type of the most
commonly used discrete semiconductors. After all, if you are contemplating
building the SemTest, you will want to
understand all the tests that it can run.

TESTS AVAILABLE ON THE DISCRETE SEMICONDUCTOR TEST SET
Device Type

Test Parameter

Extended description

IR CBVJ

Reverse avalanche current with BV C600VJ applied*

Diodes, Including
zener & schottky
Calso Dlacsl

LEOs

Bipolar Junction
Transistors
CNPN or PNPl

Forward voltage drop with OPV !10/25/S0/100VJ applied*

VR (BVJ

Zener/avalanche voltage with BV C600VJ applied*

IR (QPVl

Reverse leakage current with OPV 11 OVJ applied*

VF (QPVJ

Forward voltage drop with OPV !10/ 25/50/100VJ applied*

VCBRJCBO CBVJ

Breakdown voltage with e ole. BV !600VJ applied*

v<BIIl= cBVl

Breakdown voltage with b o/c, BV C600Vl applied*

lceo COPVl

Leakage current withe o/c, OPV (10/25/S0/100Vl applied*

I= (QPVJ

Leakage current with b o/ c, OPV !10/25/S0/100VJ applied*
Forward current gain with 18
Forward current gain with 18

with 18
With Is

Breakdown voltage with g-s short. BV !600Vl applied*

loss COPVl

Leakage current with g-s short. OPV C10/25/ S0/ 100Vl applied*

105 vs Vcs COPVl Cgtsl

d-s current vs Vcs C0-12Vl, OPV !10/25/50/ 100Vl applied*

VIBRIA<S (BVJ

Breakdown voltage with g-k or g-a short. BV !600Vl applied*

IA<S (OPVl

a-k current with g-k or g-a short. OPV C1/25/50/100Vl applied*

(2) IR - the leakage current which
flows when a reverse ' operating'
voltage (OPV) of 10V/25V/50V/100V
is applied via an appropriate series
current-limiting resistance

(3) IR- the current which flows when
a higher 'breakdown' voltage (BV) of
600V is applied (again via a suitable
series current-limiting resistor)

= so~. OPV C1/25/50/ 100Vl applied*
= 200IIA OPV 11/25/ 50/1 OOVJ applied*
a-kcurrentwlth lc = 1mA, OPV !1/25/ S0/ 100Vl applied*

= 50~ !OPVJ
1_.. with lc = 200~ COPVl
lAX with lc = 1mA COPVJ

a-k current with lc

lAX with lc

SCRs & PUTs
Cal so Trlacsl

a-k current with lc

a-k voltage drop when on. OPV !10/25/S0/100VJ applied*

VAXIOtll COPVJ

*Both BV and OPV are always applied via appropriate current limiting series resistors

Rsi'RIES

+V (BV OROPV)

r

,------

A

_.J-

(DEVJCE
VOLTAGE)

L=

_.JA

I~

ADCO

VOLTAGE
DMDER

RELAY9
K

(1) VF- the voltage drop when conducting in the forward direction

= 1mA COPVl

VIBRIOSS (BVJ

Diodes and LEDs

Testing diodes and LEDs sounds
simple enough, but there are different sorts: standard silicon and
germanium signal and rectifier
diodes , Zener/avalanche diodes ,
Schottky barrier diodes, LEDs and
diacs (bipolar breakover diodes, which
are actually a 2-terminal thyristor).
The new tester can perform basic tests
on all of these devices.
A simplified version of the diode
test circuitry used in the SemTest is
shown in Fig.1. It's very straightforward, yet can be used to measure any
of four basic diode parameters:

= so~. OPV applied*
= 200~. OPV applied*
Forward current gain with 18 = 1mA, OPV applied*

= 50~ COPVl

h~t

Mosfets

Reverse leakage current with OPV C10/25/S0/100VJ applied*

hFE With Is = 200~ COPVJ

h~t

IN-channel or
P.channell

IR COPVl
VF COPVJ

7

OFF - FWD
ON= REV

'---

ADCl
(DEVJCE
CURRENT)

RSHUNT
*DIODE, ZE NERORLED

Fig.l: the basic diode test circuitry. It uses Relay9 to switch the polarity of
the diode under test, a shunt resistor to allow current measurements and a
voltage divider to interface with the microcontroller.
(4) VR- the voltage drop when the diode is conducting in the reverse direction in 'avalanche' breakdown mode.
All four of these tests can be applied
to test Zener/avalanche diodes, signal
and rectifier diodes, Schottky diodes
and even diacs. The last two tests
are not available for testing LEDs as
these devices can be damaged if sufficient current flows during avalanche
breakdown.
In fact, before you do an IR test on an
LED, the tester warns you of possible
damage if the lowest operating voltage
of 10V is not selected.
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The diode test circuit of Fig.1 uses
RELAY9 to switch the polarity of the
diode under test. When RELAY9 is off
(not energised), the diode 's anode (A)
is connected to the test voltage source
(+V) via series current-limiting resistor RsERIESNote that test voltage + V is
switched between the operating
voltage (OPV) and the breakdown
voltage (BV) level by the microcontroller, which also changes the value
of series resistor RsERIES to suit the
various tests . In operation, the micro switches +Von only during the
II
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OUT'

around 5V to 10V- while the current
jumps up into the 3mA to lOrnA region.
If the diac behaves as described, you
then do the test in the other direction:
ie, switch back to the 10V setting for
OPV and then test it with theIR (OPV)
test selected.
This will let you check the diac's
operation in the reverse direction. You
should again see it drawing a current
of less than 2001JA with only 10V applied, with the current jumping up to
between 5mA and 15mA when you
select an operating voltage of 25V or
50V, so that it 'breaks over' again.
A diac that gives these expected results in both tests is working correctly.

C

+------

ADCO
(DEVICE
VOLTAGE)

OFF•NPN
ON • PNP

ADCl
~-------4r-~~ (DEVICE

CURRENT)
OFF • BVceo, leeo or hF£
ON • 8Vcbo or lebo

RsHUNT

Testing transistors
OFF • BVcbo, BVceo,
lebo or leeo
ON -Hia(PNP)

OFF • BVcbo, BVceo,
lebo orleeo
ON • Hla(NPN)

NOTE: :tibia• lfVElS ARE
SET VIA RElAYS 3 & 4

'NPN OR PNP BIPOlAR TRANSISTOR

Fig.2: the basic test configuration for bipolar junction transistors (BJTs). It
uses four relays to perform all of the basic tests norma lly required on NPN
or PNP devices.

actual test and then off again at the
end of the test.
For the 'reverse bias' tests, the micro energises RELAY9, which simply
reverses the diode polarity so that the
cathode (K) is connected to+ V instead
of the anode.
The rest of the diode test circuit
includes a voltage divider, used to allow the micro to measure the voltage
across the diode under test, by means
of the micro 's analogue-to-digital
(A/D) converter input ADCO. The micro also switches the voltage divider's
ratio to suit the voltage source used
for each test.
Finally, there's a shunt resistor
(RsH UNT) connected between the
cathode (or anode) of the diode and
ground. The top of this resistor is connected to the ADC1 in put of the micro
so it can measure the voltage across
RsHUNT and then calculate the device
current. Again, the value ofRsHUNT is
switched by the micro; in this case, to
suit the current range required for the
selected test.
By the way, since the voltage drop
across RSHUNT effectively adds to
the device voltage as measured via
the voltage divider and the microcontroller's ADCO input, this has
the potential to introduce a small error
in the device voltage measurement.
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This voltage drop across RsHUNT is
quite small, with a maximum of 2.0V
for a 'full-scale' current reading of
20rnA (or 2001JA on the low range).
To eliminate this problem, the
firmware automatically corrects the
reading. It does that by subtracting
lOOmV for each lmA of device current on the higher range, or for each
lO!JA of current on the low range (ie,
it automatically subtracts the voltage
across the RsHUNT) .
Testing diacs

Before we move on, let's look at how
a diac can be tested with the SemTest.
It should be connected to the diode A
and K terminals (either way around)
and first given the diode VF test with
the lowest (10V) setting for OPV. This
will show you whether the diac is
shorted (which will give a reading of
no more than about 0.25V and a current of about 2.5mA) or 'OK' (which
will give a reading of close to 10V).
If you do get a reading of very close
to 1 OV, you can repeat the above test at
25V or 50V until the diac breaks over
into conduction. Typical diacs break
over at between 25V and 35V, with a
current of less than 2001JA.
When the diac does switch into
conduction, the VF reading suddenly
drops to a much lower level- probably

Testing bipolar junction transistors
or 'BJTs' is more complex than with
diodes, because there are NPN and
PNP types and they have three leads
rather than two. Fig.2 shows the test
configuration for BJTs. This uses four
relays to perform all of the basic measurements normally required for NPN
or PNP devices :
(1) leBO - the leakage current passed
between collector and base, with a selected operating voltage (OPV) applied
and the emitter open-circuit
(2) IcED - the leakage current passed
between collector and emitter, again
with a selected operating voltage
(OPV) applied, but this time with the
base open circuit
(3) Y(BR)CBO - the breakdown voltage
measured between collector and base,
with the emitter open circuit, but with a
breakdown voltage (BV) source applied
via a series current-limiting resistor
(4) Y(BR)CEO - the breakdown voltage
measured between collector and emitter, with the base open-circuit, but
with a breakdown voltage (BV) source
applied via a series current-limiting
resistor
(5) hFE- the common-emitter forward
current gain, measured at any of three
base current levels (Is = 501JA, 2001JA
or lmA) . The choice of base current
levels is provided to cope with small
and medium-power devices.
As you can see from Fig.2 , RELAY10
is used for setting up the BJT circuit
for testing either NPN or PNP devices.
RELAY11 is used to perform the base/
emitter switching for the various tests,
while RELAYS is used to switch on
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RsfRIES

OUT'

r

-

D

_.J.
A

D

~

RElAY 12
~

,----

.._

I

A

1M

A

-

REIAY13

I~

IDEVICE
vOITAGE)

L

5 J'--'G
5

ADCO

VOlTAGE
DMDER

220

G

+V IBVOROPV)

"

~

OFF• N-cH
ON • P-CH

ADCl
IDEVICE
cURRENn

e
A

RsHUNT

I~

~

OFF = G-5 SHORT
ON • G CONNECTED
TOVgs

~

lOk

,----

.._

'N-cH OR P-<:H
ENHANCEMENT
MODEMOSFET

REIAY1 4

+Vgs

..._

OFF • +Vgs IN-cH)
ON • -Vgs IP-CH)

ADC2

Vgs

IMEASURE
Vgs)

lOk

-r-r.
0
~ZDJ
~
ADJJST

K

VRlOa
l Ok

-~1

A

+Vgs

~

'---

12V

~

K

VRlOb@ ~ZD4
12V
lOk
A lOk

lOk

+

- Vgs

Fig.3: the MOSFET test circuit. Only three relays are used ; these allow all the main tests normally required fo r both
N-channel and P-channel MOSFETs. The positive VGS (gate-source) voltage is derived from Zen er diode ZD3 and varied
by VR10a, while the 'negative' VGS voltage is derived from ZD4 and varied by VRl Ob.

positive base bias current (+IsiAs) for
hFE testing of NPN devices. RELAY6
is used to switch on negative base bias
current (-IslAS) for hpE testing of PNP
devices.
Additional relays (RELAY3 and
RELAY4, not shown in Fig.2) are
used to switch both +IslAS and -IslAS
between the various current levels .
As with the diode testing circuit,
either operating voltage (OPV) or
breakdown voltage (BV) can be applied
to the transistor being tested, via series current-limiting resistor RsERIES.
Again, the micro switches the OPVI
BV source on only for the actual test,
and then off when the test is ended.
It also changes the value of RsERIES to
suit each kind of test.
As before, there is a voltage divider
across the device being tested, feeding
the micro's ADCO input so that the
micro can measure the device voltage
VoEV· Again, the micro changes the
divider ratio to suit each kind oftest.
The device current is also measured
in exactly the same way as for diodes,
witl1 shunt resistor RsHUNT used to
effectively convert the device current
into a small voltage for measurement
via the micro's ADCl input. The micro
can also switch the value of RsHUNT

to provide two current ranges : ZOmA
and 200J1A.
As before, the small voltage drop
across RsHUNT will effectively add
to the device voltage measurement,
introducing a small measurement error for V(SR)CBO and V(BR)CEO· Again,
the software corrects for tl1is error by
subtracting l OOmV for each lmA of
device current on the higher range,
or for each lOJ.IA of current on the
low range.
Testing MOSFETs

Testing metal-oxide semiconductor
field effect transistors or 'MOSFETs'
is not significantly more complicated
than with BJTs, even though MOSFETs
are a voltage-controlled transconductance device, rather than a currentcontrolled transadmittance device.
As with BJTs, there are again two
types, in this case N-channel and
? -channel devices, with different
polarity requirements for both drainsource voltage and gate bias voltage.
There's also a difference in terms of
breakdown voltage and leakage current measurement, of course.
Note, however, that the SemTest is
only capable of testing junction FET
or 'JFET' devices in a limited sense,
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as these operate in depletion mode
rather than in enhancement mode, as
used by modern MOSFETs.
Whereas MOSFETs pass virtually
zero drain-source current with zero
gate bias, and need gate bias in order to
pass significant drain-source current,
JFETs work the other way around; they
pass a significant drain-source current
with zero gate bias and need gate bias
to be applied in order to 'throttle back'
the drain-source current. This means
they require 'negative' gate bias, in
contrast with the 'positive' bias needed
by MOSFETs.
Despite this limitation, the SemTest
is capable of testing JFETs for one quite
important parameter: loss- the drainsource gate current with the gate tied
to the source (ie, the zero-bias channel
current). This is done via the same loss
test used for MOSFETs (see below), the
difference being, with MOSFETs the
reading should be very low (usually
well below ZOOJ.IA), while for JFETs
the reading will be relatively high
(probably lOrnA to 20mA).
The MOSFET test circuit is shown
in simplified form in Fig.3, and it's
relatively straightforward. Only three
relays are used, but these allow the
SemTest to perform all three of the
13
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Rsmes

A

+V (BY OR OPV)

our·
G

AOCO
(DEVICE
VOIJAGE)

K

AOCl
(DEVICE

CURRENT)
RSHUNT

OFF • G shorted to K (SCR) or A (PUT)
ON • G connected to :tibias

•scROR PUT

+lbias (VIA RLY5)
~--------------------~• OR

-lbias (VIA RLY6)

Fig.4: the test circuit for SCRs and PUTs uses two relays for switching and
is similar to that used to test bipolar junction transistors (BJTs). It carries
out five basic tests.

RELAY14, to a third ADC input of the
micro (ADC2). But because this only
allows the micro to measure the 'raw'
gate voltage VG· relative to ground, this
means that for P-channel devices it also
has to measure the source-drain voltage
of the device and subtract the measured
gate voltage from it, to calculate the
effective gate-source bias (-Vcs).
With N-channel devices this isn't
necessary, although the small voltage
developed across current measuring
shunt resistor RsHUNT will reduce
the effective gate-source bias for these
devices , by the same factor of 100m V
for each 1mA of current on the higher
current range, or 101JA of current on
the lower range.
As with th e hFE measurements
for BJTs, the firmware automatically
makes this correction.
What about IGBTs?

main tests normally needed for either
N-channel or P-channel MOSFETs:
(1) loss - the drain-source current
with zero gate bias (ie , gate tied to
source). This can be measured with
any selected operating voltage (OPV)
applied between drain and source, via
a series current-limiting resistor;
(2) V(BR)DSS- the drain-source breakdown voltage, again measured with
gate tied to source , but in this case
with the higher voltage source (BV)
applied between drain and source, via
a higher-value current-limiting resistor
(3) lo- the drain-source current which
flows at any gate bias voltage VGS (variable between OV and approximately
12V), with any selected operating voltage (OPV) applied between drain and
source. This allows the transfer characteristic of a device to be measured,
and its transconductance worked out.
As you can see from Fig.3, the MOSFET drain-source voltage and drain
current are measured in exactly the
same way as for BJTs and diodes, using
a voltage divider feeding ADCO for the
voltage measurement, and shunt resistor
RsHUNT feeding ADC1 for the current
measurement. The OPV /BV switching
and RsERIES switching are managed by
the micro as before, as is the voltage
divider ratio and the value of RsHUNT.
The main differences between Fig. 3
and the earlier test circuits are in the
gate switching circuitry, involving
RELAY13 and RELAY14. The first of
14

these relays carries out the primary
gate switching, shorting the MOSFET's
gate to the source for the loss and V(BRJ
oss tests when it is not energised, or
connecting the gate to a bias voltage
source VGS when it is energised (for
the Io versus Vcs test).
RELAY14 then performs the job of
selecting either a 'positive' VGS source
for N-channel devices, or a 'negative'
Vcs source for P-channel devices.
The positive Vcs source is derived
from the test voltage (OPV) via Zener
diode ZD3 and varied by potentiometer VR1 0a, while the 'negative' Vcs
source is also derived from OPV, but
via ZD4 and varied by VR10b. The latter is only negative by comparison to
the MOSFET's source terminal, which
in the case of a P-channel device is
connected to OPV.
This explains why VR1 0a is adjusted upwards from ground (OV) to
increase +Vcs (for N-channel devices),
while conversely VR1 0b is adjusted
downwards from the device source
voltage (representing zero Vcsl to
increase -Yes for P-channel devices.
Since VR10a and VR1 0b are the two
sections of a dual-ganged 10kn+10kn
pot, they are simply wired in converse
fashion so that the effective gatesource voltage advances from zero as
the pot is turned clockwise.
The micro is able to work out the
effective gate voltage for any setting
of VR10a or VR1 0b via the connection
from the VGS source, as selected by

Although they're not widely used in
general electronics, insulated-gate bipolar junction transistors or IGBTs are
encountered in automotive ignition
systems , fue l-injection controllers,
high power inverters and AC induction motor drives.
They can be regarded as very much
like an N-channel MOSFET and an
NPN BJTIPNPN silicon-controlled
switch combined, with a collector as
the main positive electrode and an
emitter as the main negative electrode.
However, they have a gate electrode
for voltage control instead of a base
electrode for current control.
IGBTs are usually quite high-power
devices, so the modest test currents
available inside the Sem Test mean that
it isn't really possible to use it to fully
characterise the performance of an IGBT.
However, you can perform basic
tests on an IGBT by connecting it
to the S emTest's MOSFET testing
terminals (C to the drain terminal, E
to the source terminal and G to the
gate terminal). You then test it as if it
were anN-channel MOSFET, making
a mental conversion of the test results
into the equivalent parameters for
an IGBT.
For example, the voltage reading you
get for V(BR)DSS will correspond to the
IGBT's V(BR)CES (collector-emitter breakdown voltage with the gate shorted to
the emitter), while the reading you get
for loss will correspond to the IGBT's
IcES (collector-emitter leakage current
with gate shorted to emitter).
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The lower board in the SemTest carries the PIC microcontroller,
the power supply components and the test voltage selector switch.

You'll even be able to get an idea
of the IGBT's gate threshold voltage
VGE(TH)• by using the MOSFET In vs
Vcs test and finding the gate voltage
where In (corresponding to the IGBT's
collector-emitter current IcE) begins
rising from its IcEs 'off' level.
Testing SCRs and PUTs

The fourth main type of discrete semiconductor device that the SemTest
is capable of testing is thyristors or
silicon-controlled switches (SCSs) in particular, SCRs (silicon-controlled
rectifiers) and PUTs (programmable
unijunction transistors).
Note that another name for an SCR
is a cathode-gate SCS, while a PUT is
more accurately described as an anodegate SCS. They are both PNPN devices,
and similar apart from the different gate
connections. So, in that sense they are
essentially just two different 'flavours' of
SCS devices, like NPN and PNPbipolars
or N-channel and ?-channel MOSFETs.
As a result, the circuitry needed for
testing SCRs and PUTs is not all that
different from that needed for BJTs, as
can be seen from the simplified circuit
shown in Fig.4.
Despite its simplicity, this circuit
allows the following measurements
to be carried out on SCRs and PUTs:

(1) Y(BR)AKs- the breakdown voltage for
an SCR, with its gate tied to the cathode
and a source of high voltage (BV) applied
between anode and cathode via the
usual current-limiting resistor RsERIES

(2) V(BR)AKS- the breakdown voltage for
a PUT, in this case with its gate tied
to the anode and the high voltage (BV)
applied between anode and cathode,
again via RsERTES

(3) IAKS - the anode-cathode current
for either an SCR or a PUT, with
its gate tied to either the cathode
(SCR) or anode (PUT) , and with any
selected operating voltage (OPV) applied between anode and cathode via
a current-limiting resistor RsERIES. In
other words, the 'OFF' current of the
device
(4) IAK- the anode-cathode current for
either an SCR or a PUT, with any selected operating voltage (OPV) applied
between anode and cathode, and its
gate connected to any of three sources
of bias current: +50f.IA, +200f.I A or
+1mA in the case of an SCR, or - 50f.1A,
-ZOOf.lA or -1mA in the case of a PUT.
These measurements allow you to gain
a good idea of the device's triggering
sensitivity
(5) YAK- the anode-cathode voltage
for either an SCR or a PUT when it has
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switched ON and is conducting. In
other words, VAK is the device voltage
drop in its conducting state.
These measurements are really all
that are needed to test and roughly characterise most PUTs and low-to-mediumpower SCRs in general use. But please
note that because of current limitations,
the SemTest is NOT really capable of
testing high-power SCRs- except in a
basic 'shorted or open' sense.
Apart from anything else, the maximum gate bias current provided by the
SemTest is only 1mA, which may not
be enough to trigger a high-power SCR.
As shown in Fig.4, the device voltage
and current measurement arrangements
for SCRs and PUTs are exactly the same
as for BJTs. The only real differences are
with regard to gate switching, where
RELAY15 controls the initial SCR/
PUT switching and RELAY16 controls
whether the gate is connected to the
cathode (SCR) or anode (PUT), or to a
bias current source (via RELAYS or RELAY6, with the actual bias current level
selected via RELAY3 and RELAY4).
Triac testing

Triacs are another common form of
discrete thyristor device, more widely
encountered than SCRs. They're used
to control mains AC in many electrical
appliances.
15
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This view shows the partially-completed top board. It carries the LCD, the ZIF socket (not yet mounted) and most ofthe
relays. It's connected to the bottom PCB via three IDC cables.

Because triacs are essentially gate-controlled AC switches,
the only way to fully characterise their behaviour is in a tester
which allows them to be tested under AC conditions. However,
because a triac is very much like a pair of SCRs connected
in inverse parallel, it's possible to use the SemTest's SCR/
PUT tests to perform a full range of measurements on a triac.
For example, if you connect a triac to the SemTest's
SCR terminals with its A1 electrode connected to the
cathode terminal, its AZ electrode to the anode terminal and its gate to the gate terminal (where else?), you
can do all the SCR tests described earlier, ie, V(BR)AKS·
IAKS and IAK for any of the three levels of +IBIAS and even
VAK(O )· So you can give it a fairly thorough 'DC workout'
in its main operating 'quadrant'.
If you then leave it connected in exactly the same way, but this
time check it as if it were a PUT, you can thoroughly test it in a
second quadrant. Finally, if you swap the A1 and A2 electrode
connections so that AZ goes to the cathode terminal and A1 to
the anode terminal, you will be able to test it in the other two
quadrants, ie, by testing it again as an SCR and then as a PUT.
So, for a quick and dirty test, you just run the SCR tests on
the triac for just one quadrant. If you want to test in the other
three quadrants, you need to run the tests three more times,
as just described.
The only limitation to this procedure is that the maximum
gate bias current which the SemTest can provide is ±1mA,
which, as with SCRs may simply not be enough to trigger
high-power Triacs.
Summary
That should give you a good idea of the discrete semiconductor
devices that our new Sem Test is capable of testing and measuring. Next month, we will present the full circuit details and
start the construction.
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Standby for
supercapacitors
Do you remember when lithium batteries were a novelty, combining hefty capacity with an
amazingly long life? Well, it's time for lithium cells to step aside, as a new contender enters
the arena. Mark offers a roadmap on energy storage trends, together with some advice on
your consumer rights.
Batteries take a battering
ITH the growing amount of

W

electronic gadgetry in our
homes, you'd think we'd be
buying more batteries. Not so, says
leading market research company GfK,
citing static sales and little likelihood
of change any time soon. What's
more, despite the focus on recycling
and greater energy-efficiency, sales of
rechargeable cells have not increased.
But there's another reason why we
might soon be buying fewer batteries.
What's more, it's a genuine 'disruptive
technology' that goes by the name of
'supercapacitors'. These devices are not
new by any means, but their plunging
price definitely is. Back in 2001, a three
kilofarad capacitor cost US $5,000 and
now its cost is below $5 0 .
Their relatively high energy/density is
what makes them such excellent energy
storage devices; it is also the reason
why they are not employed as generalpurpose electronic components, but
specifically for energy storage, effectively
a kind of rechargeable battery.
Up till now, applications for supercapacitors have been in 'energy
smoothing' and high momentary-load
situations, for instance in vehicles and
home solar energy systems, where
extremely fast charging is a valuable
advantage. But all this is about to
change with the burgeoning growth
of multifunctional portable devices not merely mobilephones that handle
Internet, navigation, email and playing
videos, as well as making phone calls
and sending texts, but also Androidbased cameras with Wi-Fi Internet
capability.
Springtime for supercapacitors

Common to all these gadgets are power
requirements that vary over time, with
rechargeable batteries sufficing for
some functions and separate lithium
batteries handling occasional peak
power rushes. Lithium cells boast good
energy/density qualities, but they have
the disadvantage that their 'energy
content' is reduced significantly if you
need to extract the energy quickly.
Supercapacitors do not suffer
from this drawback and can deliver
a considerable amount of energy at
high power, enabling them to handle
the particular tasks in which lithium
batteries underperform. In comparison
with rechargeable batteries, they

endure higher number of cycles, can
be charged and discharged a hundred
times faster and can reach 20 years of
useful life, since their performance does
not suffer from the same degradation
processes of rechargeable batteries.
All this means that supercapacitors
are starting to stake out their own
territory in the energy storage
landscape. Prices have not yet
fallen to bargain basement levels
by any means , but as we buy more
multifunction devices, a mass market
for supercapacitors will emerge. By the
end of this decade , up-front, costs will
be far more competitive. The emphasis
here is on the words 'up-front' because
with a useful life of 20 years, the true
lifetime cost of ownership is already
attractive for critical applications.
If you cast your mind back to the
time when lithium cells were exotic
and expensive, the notion that they
would one day be so ld in convenience
stores was unthinkable. There is no
reason why this should not happen
with supercapacitors.
Consumer rights conundrum

Buying electronic goods should be a
pleasure, not a contest. But when your
purchase ends in dispute , should your
loss be the supp lier's gain?
It all boils down to consumer rights ,
a subject on which few of us are
experts. For this reason, the Office of
Fair Trading is running a campaign to
give consumers a better understanding
of their rights , and how to take action
if something goes wrong. You can
find their website at: www.oft.gov.
uk/OFTwork/consumer-protection/
campaignll -12/kycr/
Before you dash off to see their
tutorials , test your knowledge by giving
your verdict on these three scenarios.
1. Your son's birthday is coming up
and he's just as keen on electronics
as you. As you are ordering some
components for your own projects
online, you include a soldering iron
that will be his present. The company
operates walk-in stores as well as the
website, on which it says tl1at goods
can be returned to their stores.
So far so good. Unfortunately, your
son has been dropping hints rather
too freely, with the result that on his
birthday he receives two irons: one from
you and one from his uncle. The iron
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you bought online is now redundant,
but when you visit one of the supplier's
shops to hand it back, they tell you
that they return money only when the
customer has a right to a refund - for
example, where the item is faulty and
does not conform to contract. Do they
have to give you a refund?
Yes . If their online terms and
conditions state without further
qualification that goods ordered
online can be returned in-store, then
they have to deal with your return.
2. As a freelance circuit developer your
oscilloscope is a vital tool, so vital that
when it dies you buy a replacement
immediately at the local electronics
superstore. Annoyingly, you need
to return it a week later, because the
display flickers off and on when you tap
or jog the new 'scope. They accept that
it's faulty, but they have no more of this
model in stock and are not expecting a
delivery until next week.
You need a 'scope immediately and
demand they let you have a more
expensive one as it's their fau lt, not
yours, and you fulfilled your part of
the bargain by paying for what you
wanted and by returning it in good
time. Do you leave the shop with the
de luxe model?
No. Although the device was not
of merchantable quality and you
returned it in good time, the vendor
is not obliged to give you a more
expensive substitute (the legal term
for this is 'betterment'). Your only
entitlement is either a full refund or
else a repair/replacement made in
reasonable time.
3. You fancy an Android smartphone
that is listed on a company's website,
but when you place an order for
it, they tell you they have run out
of stock. However, they do have a
different product that has nearly all
of the same features , although it's not
quite so compact. Are they allowed to
send you this as a substitute?
Yes, they can send out substitute
goods of equivalent quality and price
if they explained in their pre-contract
information that this might happen,
and made it clear before you placed
your order that they would meet the
cost of returning the substitute product
if you, the customer, did not want to
accept it.
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HE INSPIRATION for this proT
ject upgrade came from the
Marantz CD6003 CD player. Measurements using an Audio Precision System
One analyser showed that it not only
had a very low harmonic distortion

18

figure for a CD player, but also, it was
practically flat across the audible frequency band (20Hz to 20kHz).
We figured that this was partly due to
its Crystal (Cirrus Logic) CS4398 DAC
(digital-to-analogue converter) IC. This

is mounted on a large PCB, among a forest of discrete and passive components.
So we thought, hmmm . .. could we do
something similar for our DAC design?
We suspected Marantz were also doing
some fancy digital processing using a
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DSP (digital signal processor) to get
that level of performance, but that the
CS4398 DAC must also be pretty good
for such an excellent result.

resulting wide bandwidth compared
to an op amp means that the output
filtering works very well.

New board

We tested both the original and new
Stereo DAC designs extensively, using
an Audio Precision System One analyser and the newer Audio Precision
APx525 with digital processing. We
also performed numerous listening
tests, including blind AlB tests.
The first result that became clear
from all this testing is that the original
design really is very good. Its distortion and noise are low (including intermodulation distortion), its linearity
is very good and it generally sounds
excellent. However, the new Stereo
DAC design measures even better,
with lower distortion (especially at
high frequencies), even lower intermodulation distortion and astounding
linearity down to -100dB.
A comparison of the harmonic
distortion between both channels of
the original and the new Stereo DAC
design is shown in Fig.1. These tests
were performed on the same unit with
just the DAC boards swapped, so they
give an 'apples-to-apples' comparison.
Note that noise has been digitally
filtered out of this measurement completely, for a couple of reasons. First,
both DACs have quite a bit of highfrequency switching noise in their
output (but a lot less than some DVD
and Blu-ray players we've tested). This
can mask the distortion if we set the
bandwidth wide enough to capture
harmonics of high audio frequencies.

Performance
It turns out we were right on both

counts. The CS4398 is very good, but
Marantz seem to be doing some digital
interpolation (possibly increasing the
sampling rate to 96kHz or 192kHz)
to keep the distortion so low. While
our new DAC board does not have
the benefit of digital interpolation,
it is clearly superior to the previous
design, especially when processing
24-bit/96kHz program material.
If you have already built the Stereo
DAC project and would like to try out
this new board, it's pretty easy. You just
build the new PCB and swap it for the
old one. We've designed it so that it's
the same size and the critical parts are
in the same locations. You then reprogram or swap the microcontroller on
the input board, and Bob's your uncle.
Like the Marantz, we designed the
filtering hardware using all discrete
components (ie, bipolar transistors
and passives).
There was some controversy on the
Internet (unheard of!) over our choice
of op amps in the original Stereo DAC
design (EPE, Sep to Nov '11). This time,
we have avoided using those 'evil' little
black boxes, which should make the
extreme audiophile cognoscenti happy.
The resulting circuit has a lot more
components than it would if we
had used op amps , but they are all
cheap and commonly available. The
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Second, the 20Hz to 20kHz residual
noise of both the original and new
boards are similar. This also means that
a THD+N comparison would tend to
understate the reduction in harmonic
distortion obtained with the new design.
As you can see, harmonic distortion
with the CS4398 is substantially lower
than the original design, both at high
frequencies (above 3kHz) and low
frequencies (below 100Hz). The differences between channels are due to
asymmetries in the PCB layout, as well
as mismatches between the two channels within the DAC ICs themselves
(eg, due to resistor ladder tolerances).
Fig.2 shows the channel separation for both units. The lines labelled
'left' show how much signal from the
right channel couples into the left
and the lines labelled 'right' show the
opposite. In both cases, channel separation is very good and is generally
better than -100dB across the audio
spectrum. The older design is slightly
better in this respect, although the difference is largely academic.
Fig.3 compares the linearity of both
DACs. This plot shows the deviation
between the expected and actual output level for a sinewave at a range of
levels between -60dB and -100dB.
Both DACs perform extremely well in
this test, but the CS4398 is especially
good, with a maximum deviation of no
more than 0.25dB at -100dB. Its deviation is essentially zero above -84dB,
while the DSD1796 still shows some
deviation up to -70dB.
Note that all of the above test results
were obtained with the Audio Precision APx525 (which can test in the
analogue or digital domain) using 24bit 96kHz signals fed into a TOSLINK
input of the Stereo DAC project.
Frequency spectra

The FFT frequency spectra for the
updated Stereo DAC, with one channel
in magenta and the other in khaki, is
shown in Fig.4. This was computed
with a one-million sample window, an
equi-ripple algorithm and Bx averaging. The test signal is at 1kHz and the
bandwidth is 90kHz.
The harmonics of the test signal are
clearly visible at 2kHz, 3kHz and so on.
Also visible is some 50Hz and 100Hz
mains hum at around -120dB, as well
as various intermodulation products
of this hum with the fundamental and
its harmonics.
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Performance graphs
Harmonic Distortion vs Frequency, 90kHz BW
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Fig.1: harmonic distortion (ignoring noise) versus frequency
for the original (DSD1796-based) and new (Crystal CS4398based) DACs. The new design has lower distortion overall,
but especially above 2kHz. The channels differ slightly due
to layout asymmetries and differences in the ICs themselves.
The spikes at 1.2kHz and 9kHz are due to aliasing between
the test and sampling frequencies.
As we said earlier, both DACs are very
good, but the updated design generally has better figures. We also ran the
SMTPE intermodulation distortion test
on both. This involves sending a 4:1 mix
of 7kHz/400Hz sinewaves to the test device. These frequencies are then filtered
from its output (400Hz with a high-pass
filter, 7kHz with a notch filter) and the
remaining harmonics measured. These
will generally be the sum and difference
frequencies of 6.6kHz and 7.4kHz, but
possibly other harmonics too.
The old design gives an intermodulation distortion level of armmd 0.0018%
(-95dB), while the new design gives
0.0006% (-105dB); a significant improvement.
Listening tests
The results of our listening tests were
somewhat controversial. We us ed
our 20W Stereo Class A Amplifier
(Oct 2008 -Feb 2009) , a much earlier
speeker project and the 3-Inpu t Selector presented last month, which was
used to switch between the two Stereo
DACprototypes. The original prototype
was set to a volume of -0.5dB and the
levels matched almost perfectly, giving
seamless switching between the two.
The two DACs were fed with digital
audio from a Blu-ray player with separa te TOSLINK and S/PDIF outputs.
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Fig.2: a comparison ofchannel separation (ie, crosstalk) for the
original and new DAC boards. The original is slightly superior,
but both are very good, with less than -93dB crosstalk at any
frequency and separation of at least 100dB up to 1kHz. As is
typical, there's more coupling in one direction (for the new
design, left channel to right channel) than the other, again
mainly due to asymmetry.

Some 'subjects' could not tell the
difference in sound quality between
the two DACs, while others claimed
to be able to hear a distinct difference
between the two on certain passages,
although the difference was not obvious on other passages. With complex
choral music, two of the 'guinea pigs'
were able to pick the updated DAC as
sounding 'brighter'. On other types of
music, a difference could be discerned,
but we could not reliably pick which
DAC we were listening to.
You'll have to make your own mind
up about whether the new design gives
an audible improvement. However, we
can be certain that this upgraded DAC
design gives far superior performance
compared to virtually any CD, SACD,
DVD or Blu-ray player on the market.
And for those people who think that
Blu-ray players are generally superior in
terms of sound quality, our limited tests
demonstrated that this is not necessarily true. Cheap Blu-ray players are just
that- cheap!
Circuit description
The full circuit diagram for the new
Crystal DAC board, is shown in Fig.5.
IC1 is the CS4398 DAC chip, and this
is wired to 16-pin IDC socket CON1. Its
configuration is identical to that of the
original DAC board, carrying the 3.3V

supply from the control board, as well
as audio data (pins 4, 6, 8 and 10) and
serial control data (pins 7, 9, 11 and
13). There are also two mute feedback
lines (pin 15 and pin 16), allowing the
micro to sense output silence.
IC1 has a dual3.3V and 5V power
supply with multiple supply pins
for each internal section. Both rails
have 10011 F bulk bypass capacitors.
Each supply pin also has a 100nF
bypass capacitor for lower supply
impedance at higher frequencies
(>1 00kHz) .
VLS (pin 27) is supplied 3.3V to suit
the audio serial data levels, while VLC
(pin 14) is at 5V to match the microcontroller's I/0 levels. To avoid switching
noise feeding back into the 5V rail,
which also powers analogue circuitry,
a 100!1 stopper resistor is included.
VD (pin 7) is the supply pin for the
DAC's digital core (digital filtering and
so on). This runs off 3.3V, while the internal analogue circuitry (eg, op amps)
runs off a 5V rail connected to VA (pin
22). This 5V rail is also fed separately
to VREF (pin 17) for the DAC reference
voltage. Capacitors at FILT+ (pin 15)
and VQ (pin 26) smooth IC1's internal
reference voltages.
VQ is the quiescent output voltage
and generally sits at half supply (ie,
2.5V). We aren't using the DSD (direct
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Fig.3: a comparison of the linearity of the original and
updated DAC boards. Delta-sigma DACs typically have
good linearity and in fact both are excellent. However, the
updated board (with the CS4398) is the best of the two, with
an astounding deviation ofless than one quarter of a decibel
at levels down to - 100dB! (The dynamic range of CO-quality
audio is just 96dB).

stream digital) input pins on the IC, so
they are tied to ground.
The microcontroller's serial 110 pins
connect to header CONl via links LKl
to LK4. These are closely-spaced pads
on the bottom of the PCB which can be
bridged with solder. The CS4398 can
operate without a microcontroller, and
to do so, pin 9 to pin 12 are connected
to either ground or VLC (+5V).
This arrangement allows those pins
to be connected to configure the DAC
correctly, even in the absence of a
microcontroller. However, if this is
done, many features of this design do
not operate properly, such as volume
control, automatic input scanning and
muting. As a result, we suggest that
constructors simply bridge LKl to LK4
and reprogram the micro with the new
software. All the features of the original design will then work normally.
Analogue filtering

The DAC IC we used previously
(Burr Brown DSD1796) has differential current outputs, while the
CS4398 has differential voltage outputs. That means we no longer need
current-to-voltage converters; they
are internal to ICl. However, we still
need to filter the outputs to remove
the DAC switching noise and convert
the differential (balanced) signals to

Fig.4: a frequenc y domain plot (ie, spectrum analysis) of the
output of the updated DAC for a 1kHz sinewave. Eight FFTs were
averaged to reduce noise. The harmonics are clearly visible at
multip les ofthe fundamental (2kHz, 3kHz, etc) as well as mains
hum at 100Hz. You can also see the various intermodulation
p r oducts ofthe fundamental and its harmonics with 100Hz.

unbalanced, to suit the inputs of a
typical amplifier.
We have used the recommended
filter, a two-pole Butterworth low-pass
arrangement, consisting of six resistors
and five capacitors for each channeL
These are shown just to the right ofiCl.
The operation of this filter is quite
complicated, since the two RC filters
for each channel interact with each
other. Let's look at the left channel;
the right channel circuit is identical.
The non-inverted output from ICl
comes from pin 23 (AOUTA+) and the
inverted signal from pin 24 (AOUTA-).
The waveforms from each pin are
(theoretically) identical but opposite
in polarity; ie, one swings up when the
other swings down, and vice versa. Both
signals are attenuated, with a gain of
around 0.45, by a pair of resistive dividers. While the division ratios are very
similar, the actual resistor values differ:
620Q/510Q for the non-inverted signal
and 1.6kn/1.3kn for the inverted signal
These resistors also form single-pole,
low-pass filters, in combination with
the 18nF (non-inverted signal) and
6.8nF (inverted signal) capacitors. The
attenuating resistors are effectively in
parallel with each other, for a -3dB
point of around 32kHz in both cases.
These are then followed by another
set of RClow-pass filters- 270Q/ 4. 7nF
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for the non -inverted signal , and
680Q/1.8nF for the inverted signal. In
isolation, these have corner frequencies of around 130kHz.
Note that the bottom ends of the
1.3kQ resistor and 1.8nF capacitor
are connected to the output of the
following differential amplifier, rather
than ground. Because the output is
out of phase with the inverted signal
from pin 24 of ICl, this acts like a
virtual ground. So there is twice the
voltage across these compared to the
non-inverted signal filter, hence the
higher resistance values (keeping the
current from each output approximately equal).
The overall filter response (determined by simulation) is -3dB at 45kHz,
which is above the 30kHz or so you
would expect if the filters operated in
isolation. This is partly due to their
interaction, and also partly due to the
connection from the differential amplifier's output to the inverting signal filter.
As we said earlier, it's complicated!
The resulting response is - 0.1 dB at
20kHz. Including the DAC's internal
filtering and the additional filtering at
the output, the overall response for the
circuit is -0.25dB at 20kHz, which is
quite acceptable.
The active filter gives around 13dB
of attenuation at 100kHz, increasing
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STEREO CRYSTAL DIGITAL-TO-ANALOGUE CONVERTER
Fig.5: the circuit is based on a Cirrus Logic (Crystal) CS4398 stereo DAC chip (ICl). This has differential outputs (pins 23
and 24, and pin 20 and 19) which drive discrete audio output stages based on transistors Ql to Q12 in the left channel
and Q15 to Q26 in the right channel. Q14, Q28 and dual N-channel MOSFETs Q29a-b and Q30a-b mute the outputs when
there is no signal from the DAC. Power comes from an external ±15V supply, with REGl providing a +5V rail for ICl.
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at around 12dB/decade. This is ultimately limited by the bandwidth of
the differential amplifier circuit, and
so the filter is ineffective at very high
frequencies (many MHz).
This means that the 1.8nF capacitor in
the filter network can couple very high
frequencies through to the output, but
their level is too low to cause problems.

Output level .............. .... .. .. .... .. .................. .. ................ .. .. .... .. .......... 1.9V RMS
Signal-to-noise ratio .. ...... .. ........ .. .. .. .... .. .................. ........ .. .. ...... ......... - 112dB
Idle channel noise .. .... ................ .... ........................... ...... ............... < - 124dB
Channel separation .... ........ ........ .. ................. - 100dB @ 1OkHz (see Fig .2)
Harmonic distortion (see Fig.1) .. <0.001 %@ 1kHz, < 0.002% 20Hz-20kHz

Discrete op amps

We noted earlier that we have used
discrete transistors in this circuit,
instead of op amp ICs.
Again referring to the left channel
only, the base of NPNtransistor Q1 is
the non-inverting input of the differential amplifier, while the base of Q2
is the inverting input. Both transistors
have 100Q emitter-degeneration resistors to improve linearity.
Transistor Q5 (PNP) acts as a constant current source for the long-tailed
pair, and this is set to around 3mA by
a 220Q resistor. NPN transistors Q3
and Q4 form a current mirror collector load, with 68Q emitter resistors to
improve current sharing.
The current into the base of NPN
transistor Q8 is proportional to the
difference in voltage between the two
inputs (ie, between the bases of Q1
and Q2). Q8 and NPN transistor Q9
act as a beta-enhanced transistor (like a
Darlington) and operate as a commonemitter amplifier. PNP transistor Q7
acts as a constant-current collector
load at around 3mA.
Together, QB and Q9 form a transimpedance amplifier, converting the
current delivered to the base of QB in to
a voltage at Q9's collector. This voltage controls the output stage, which
consists of transistor Q11 (NPN) and
transistor Q12 (PNP) in a push-pull,
emitter-follower configuration.
Transistor Q10 (NPN] forms a VsE
multiplier. This generates an adjustable bias (set by trimpot VR1). so that
both Q11 and Q12 are conducting full
time, giving Class A operation.
The 100pF and 1nF capacitors between Q9's collector and Q8's base
provide frequency compensation. The
two constant-current sources (Q5 and
Q7) limit their charge and discharge
currents, and so set an upper limit on
slew rate and frequency, reducing gain
at very high frequencies below the level
required for sustained oscillation.
With this 2-pole compensation
scheme, the 2.2k.n resistor to the-15V
24

THD + N ............ .. .......... .. .. .. ...... .................................... .... .. 0.0014%@ 1kHz
lntermodulation distortion ................................. < 0.001 % (400Hz/7kHz 4:1)
Frequency response .. .. .......... .. ......................... - 0.25,+ 0.05dB 20Hz-20kHz
Supported sampling rates .. .. .... .. .. 32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz, 88.2kHz, 96kHz

rail increases the open-loop gain available at higher audio frequencies. At
low frequencies, this resistor shunts
much of the current passing through
the 100pF capacitor so that it never
reaches Q8's base, but at much higher
frequencies, the capacitor's impedance
is so low that it has no effect.
Transistor Q6 (PNP) provides the
bias and negative feedback for current sources Q5 and Q7, keeping the
voltage across their emitter resistors
constant. Its own collector load is a
bootstrapped constant-current sink
formed from two 10k.Q resistors and
a 47!-I F capacitor. This prevents variations in the supply rail from affecting
the current regulation, as this would
increase inter-channel crosstalk and
reduce supply hum rejection.
The signal output appears at the junction of the 10.0 emitter resistors for Q11
and Q12. The output voltage has a 2.5V
DC offset, which is removed by a 47!-IF
DC-blocking capacitor with a 100k.n
bias resistor. The audio signal then
passes through an additional RC lowpass fi lter (100Q/10nF) before passing
to the output RCA phono connector
CON3 (CON4 in the right channel).
Since the output signal swing is
about ±2.7V (1.9V RMS), the 100.0
resistor limits the short-circuit output
current to 27mA. Otherwise, Q11 or
Q12 would quickly burn out with a
shorted output.
Muting

As suggested in the CS4398 data sheet,
we have added muting circuitry to the
outputs. This consists of a dual MOSFET for each channel, the MOSFETs
operating as analogue switches. These
short the output to ground when there
is no signal from the DAC.

This suppresses any clicks or pops
that may occur when the sample rate
changes, or the DAC selects a different input and so on. It also makes the
apparent signal-to-noise ratio appear
to be better, by reducing the idle channel noise. But it doesn't actully affect
the actual signal-to-noise ratio during
playback, since the muting MOSFETs
are then switched off.
These components are not strictly
necessary, but don't add much cost or
complexity to the circuit.
The example circuit in the CS4398
datasheet uses 2SC2878 NPN transistors rather than MOSFETs. These are a
special type of bipolar transistor with
an unusually high reverse hFE of 150,
compared to around 1-2 for a normal
NPN transistor. So they can operate
normally even with their collector and
emitter reversed; in this case, when
the collector voltage (ie, signal) swings
below ground.
The 2SC2878 transistors are available
but not widely so. By contrast, the dual
MOSFETs we have used instead can be
bought from many different sources.
The CS4398 DAC automatically determines the polarity of its AMUTEC
and BMUTEC outputs (for the left and
right channels, respectively) based on
the external biasing arrangement. In
this case, they have a resistive path
to ground and so the chip drives them
low to mute, and high otherwise.
When the mute output is low, current is sunk from the base of transistor
Q14 (PNP)via the 100k.Q resistor, turning it on. Q14 then pulls the gates of
Q29a and Q29b high to 5V via a 100Q
resistor. The 1000. resistor creates a
low-pass filter with the MOSFET gate
capacitance, preventing voltage spikes
due to stray inductance.
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The two MOSFETs in each pair are
connected source-to-source, with one
drain connected to the output and the
other to ground. As a result, the two
parasitic body diodes are connected
anode-to-anode so that regardless of
the output signal voltage polarity, at
least one is reverse-biased. If we had
used a single MOSFET instead, the
signal would be clipped to within one
diode drop to ground when the body
diode was forward-biased.
These diodes also clamp the sources
of both MOSFETs to no more than 1V
above ground. So when the gates are
at +5V, both MOSFETs have a gatesource voltage of at least +4V. The
on-threshold for the IRF7905 is no
more than 2.25V, so they are turned
hard on in this situation, shorting the
output to ground.
When the AMUTEC mute output
goes high, Q14 turns off, and so the
gates of Q29a and Q29b are pulled to
-15V via a lOO.kn resistor. This is well
below the lowest output signal voltage
of -2. 7V, and so both MOSFETs switch
off and the signal is unaffected.
When off, the MOSFETs do have
some capacitance, due mainly to the
drain-source capacitance which is at
a maximum of about 350pF when the
drain-source voltage is zero. However,
most of the time, the two capacitances
are in series and so there is effectively
no more than 200pF additional capacitance at each output. This is swamped
by the parallellOnF capacitors, and so
has no effect on distortion.
A pair of back-to-back 18V Zener
diodes between the gates and sources
of each MOSFET protects them from
damage in the case of a voltage spike
or static discharge. Due to the low currents normally involved, the Zeners
will conduct below 18V, clamping the
gate-source voltages below the 20V
maximum rating.
The lOOpF capacitor between the
emitter and collector of Q12 helps
keep it on when power is first applied,
preventing start-up clicks or pops.
Q12 is then held on by the resistors
between its base and ground until the
DAC IC begins actively driving the
mute outputs.
Power supply

The ±15V supply for the amplifier
circuitry is provided by an external
power supply board (as used in the
original Stereo DAC), wired to CON2.

This powers the output stages directly,
while the rails feeding the input stages
are applied via RCfilters. These filters
each comprise a lOOn resistor in series
with each rail, plus a 471J F capacitor
between the two rails.
This improves the channel separation by preventing supply voltage
variations to the input stages due to
current demands from the output
stages. Diodes Dl and D2 in the left
channel, and D3 and D4 in the right
channel prevent the 471JF capacitors
from pulling either supply rail to the
wrong side of ground during power-up
or power-down.
The +5V supply is derived from
the +15V rail using REGl. Diode D5
prevents REGl from being damaged if
the +15V rai l collapses faster than the
+5V rail. The associated input/output
capacitors ensure regulator stability
and reduce output noise, while the
2200 resistor reduces dissipation in
REGl and helps filter any ripple from
its input supply.
Building it

All the component parts are mounted
on a double-sided PCB , code 886,
measuring 94mm x 11 Omm. This
board is available from the EPE PCB
Service. Please note it is NOT a platedthrough-hole board and will require
'vias' (top-to-bottom links) and some
components soldering to both sides.
The printed circuit board (PCB) component layout is shown in Fig.6. The
DAC IC (ICl) should be fitted first.
This device is in a 28-pin TSSOP (thin
shrink small outline package) with a
0.65mm lead pitch and is installed on
the underside of the PCB - see Fig. 7.
That's done by first placing the PCB
copper-side up , with ICl's pads to the
left and right (ie, with the board rotated
90°). That done, apply a very small
amount of solder to the upper-right
pad with a clean soldering iron (use a
medium to small conical tip).
Next, pick up the IC with tweezers
and position it near the pads with the
correct orientation (ie, with its pin 1
dot positioned as shown on Fig.7).
That done , heat the tinned pad, slide
the IC into place and remove the heat.
Now check its alignment carefully,
using a magnifying glass if necessary.
It should be straight, with all the pins
over their respective pads and an equal
amount of exposed pad on either side.
If not, reheat the solder joint and gently
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1 double-sided PCB, code 886,
94mm x 110mm
1 16-pin PCB-mount verticai iDC
connector (CON1)
1 3-way mini PCB-mount
term inal block, 5.08mm pitch
(CON2)
1 white PCB-mount switched
RCA phono socket (CON3)
1 red PCB-mount switched RCA
phono socket (CON4)
M3 nuts and flat washers (may
be required to adjust new
PCB height to su it holes in
existing case)

Semiconductors
1 CS4398 Stereo DAC IC (IC1}
(Eiement14 1023397)
1 ATMega48 programmed micro
(or reprogram existing micro)
- see software panel
2 IRF7905 dual N-channel
SMD MOSFETs (029,030}
(Eiement14 1791580)
1 78L05 5V linear regulator
(REG1 )
14 BC559 PNP transistors
(01 -02, 05-07, 012, 014-016,
019-021 ' 026, 028)
12 BC549 NPNtransistors
(03-04, 08-011 ' 017-018,
022-025)
5 1N4004 1A diodes (01 -05)
4 18V Zener diodes, 0.4W or 1W
(ZD1 -ZD4)

Capacitors
9 10011 F 16V electrolytic
10 4711 F 35V/50V electrolytic
1 1011 F 16V electrolytic
6 100nF MKT
2 18nF MKT
2 10nF MKT
2 6.8nF MKT
2 4.7nF MKT
21 .8nF MKT
21 nF MKT
4 100pF NPO/COG

Resistors (0.25W, 1%)
7 100kQ
2 5100
2 2700
6 10kQ
10 2.2kQ
5 220Q
21 .6kn
17100n
21 .3kn
4 6Bn
2 680Q
410Q
2 6200
2 5kn mini sealed horizontal
trim pots
25
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Fig.6: follow this layout diagram to install the through-hole parts on the
PCB. Take particular care with the transistors. There are two different types
(BC549 and BC559)- don't get them mixed up.

nudge the chip in the right direction
until its position is perfect.
The diagonally opposite pin should
now be soldered, after which you
can solder the remaining leads. Don't
worry about solder bridges; they are
virtually inevitable and can easily be
fixed. The most important job right
now is to ensure that the solder flows
on to and between all leads and pads.
Once the soldering is complete, apply a thin smear of no-clean flux paste
along the leads, then remove the excess
solder using solder wick. Once the flux
is heated to boiling point, this should
happen quickly. Be sure to trim the
end off the wick if it gets solder-logged.
You should now make a final inspection to ensure that there are no
remaining solder bridges and that the
solder has not 'balled' on to a lead
without flowing on to its pad. If there
are still bridges , clean them up with
more flux and solder wick.
For further information on soldering
SMD packages, refer to: How to Solder
Surface-Mount Devices, July 2010.
MOSFETs Q29 and Q30 go in next.
These are also SMDs, but they come in
SOIC-8 (small outline integrated circuit)
packages with much wider leads and
greater pin spacing than the DAC chip.
The leads can be soldered individually,
although it's a good idea to add a small
amount of flux paste and use solder wick
to remove excess solder when you have
finished. This also helps to reflow the
solder, ensuring good joints.
Again, be extra careful with the orientation. The MOSFETs may not have
a dot to indicate pin 1. Instead, SOIC
packages normally have one bevelled
edge and pin 1 is located on that side.
Links

A Left: this is the
\J fully-assembled
PCB. Note the
orientation of
the me socket.
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The next step is to bridge the solder pads
for links LK1 to LK4 (see Fig.7). This
connects pins 9 to 12 of IC1 to CON1,
and it's simply a matter of soldering
across the four pairs of closely spaced
pads. However, be careful not to bridge
adjacent links or to bridge to the OV and
5V pads on either side of the four links.
Note: if you want to test the board
witl1out reprogramming the microcontroller, leave these links open and connect pins 9 to 12 to either OV or +5V,
as detailed in the accompanying panel.
Through-the-hole
The larger through-hole parts can now
be installed, starting with the resistors,
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diodes Dl to D5 and Zener diodes
ZDl to ZD4. Do check each resistor
with a DMM before installing it, as
some colours can be difficult to read.
It's also a bit of a hassle to remove an
incorrectly-placed part from a PCB.
If you do need to remove a resistor
or diode, first cut the lead off one side,
near the body. That done, heat the pad
on the opposite side and gently pull
the body until it comes away. Finally,
grab the remaining lead with pliers,
heat its pad and again pull it out.
Once the part is out, you can then
clear the holes with a solder sucker.
Other parts can be removed in similar
fashion - cut away the body and then
remove the leads one at a time.
Check that each diode (and Zener
diode) is oriented correctly before
soldering its leads. The 78L05 regulator (REGl) can now go in. Orient it as
shown, and bend its leads with pliers
to match the holes on the PCB .
Now for the transistors. There are
two different types, BC549 (NPN) and
BC559 (PNP), so don't get them mixed
up. Crank their leads so that they mate
with their copper pads, then push them
down on to the PCB as far they will comfortably go before soldering their leads.
Follow with the two horizontal
trimpots, then mount the ceramic and
MKT capacitors. That done, solder the
electrolytic capacitors in place. These
are all polarised, so be sure to orient
them correctly.
Making a connection

That just leaves the four connectors
(CONl to CON4). Make sure that the DC
socket is installed with its notch towards
the edge of the PCB and that it is pushed
down fully before soldering its pins. It's
best to solder two diagonally opposite
pins first and check that it's sitting flat
before soldering the rest. Similarly,
terminal block CON2 must go with its
wire entry holes towards the edge of the
PCB and must be flush against the board.
Be sure also to push the RCA phono
sockets down as far as they will go
before soldering their pins. The red
socket is mounted on the right-hand
side, as shown on Fig.6, while the
white (or black) socket goes to the left.
Chassis mounting

Once the assembly is complete, the PCB
can be mounted in the chassis. Assuming you built you Stereo DAC from a
kit, it's just a matter of removing the
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Fig.7: this diagram shows how the SMD parts are installed on the bottom
of the PCB. Note that you also have to install solder bridges for links LK1LK4, but temporarily leave these out if you want to test the completed board
without reprogramming the microcontroller- see text and panel.
old DAC board and mounting the new
one in its place (the mounting holes are
in the same locations).
Note , however, that you may need
to install some washers under the
spacers to get the RCA phono sockets
at the correct height. If so, install these
between the spacers and the bottom of
the case. If you put the washers under
the PCB , they could short some of the
component leads to earth.
The connectors are also in essentially the same locations, so the new
PCB should slot straight into any case
that's already in use for the original
Stereo DAC.

Input board modifications

There are other changes we suggest
you make to the input board. First, the
original design had 33pF capacitors between each TO SLINK receiver's output
and ground. These were recommended
in the datasheet for the Jaycar ZL3003
16Mbps TOSLINK receivers we used
originally. However, we subsequently
found that these capacitors caused some
TOSLINK receivers to oscillate under
no-signal conditions.
At first, we recommended increasing the capacitor values to lOOpF.
The problem then was the TOSLINK
inputs could no longer reliably receive
data with a 96kHz sample rate. As a

Reprogramming the micro

You will now need to either reprogram
the Atmel microcontroller on the
Input PCB or replace it with a micro
that has the new software. The hex file
(0110212A.hex) is available for download from the EPEwebsite . If you don't
have an Atmel programmer, you can
purchase a programmed micro - see
the blue software panel.
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Software
All software program files will be
available from the EPEwebsite at

www.epemag.com .
Although we do not supply
pre-programmed microcontrollers.
you can purchase the programmed
micro featured in this project from :
parts@s iliconchip.com.au
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The new DAC Board (top, right) is a drop-in replacement for the older board. Be sure to connect both the 1/0 cable and the
supply leads before applying power, otherwise you could damage the DAC chip.
result, we removed these capacitors
altogether from our unit (there were
no ill effects) and were then able to
test it at 96kHz.
So, if you want to use the DAC with
96kHz data, first check that you have
TOSLINKreceivers capable of16Mbps.
The aforementioned Jaycar ZL3003 . lf
you do swap them over, be sure to check
that the link selecting 3.3V/5V operation is in the correct location.
You must then remove the 33pF (or
lOOp F) capacitors at the outputs of the
TOSLINK receivers. While you are at
it, be sure to change the 300Q resistor
across the S/PDIF input socket (CONl)
to 82Q.
Setting up and testing

The new DAC Board can now be tested,
but first a warning: never apply power
to the unit without both CONl and
CON2 (on the DAC board) wired up. If
you do, you could damage ICl. Check
also that the power supply polarity to
CON2 is correct before switch-on.
Before switching on, turn trimpots
VRl and VR2 fully anti-clockwise,
then back clockwise ab out a quarter
of a turn. That done, apply power and
check the voltage between test points
TPl and TP2 using a DMM. You don 't
need PC pins; just push the probe tips
into the test point holes.
The reading should be below 1OmV.
If it's higher, switch off and check for
faults. Also, check the voltage between
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TP3 and TP4; it should also be less
than lOmV.
Assuming these readings are OK,
monitor the voltage between TPl and
TP2 and slowly turn VRl clockwise
until you get a reading of about 20mV.
That done, repeat this procedure by
monitoring TP3 and TP4 and adjustingVR2.
This sets the quiescent current
through the output transistors in each
channel to around 2mA. That's sufficient for them to operate in class-A
mode for any load of 1.3kQ or more.
For lower load impedances or
highly capacitive loads, the circuit
will automatically switch into classB mode. If for some reason you want
to drive a 600Q load in class-A mode,
increase the quiescent current to 6mA

by adjusting VRl and VR2 for 60mV
between the associated test points.
There's no thermal feedback between the VBE multipliers and output
stages, but at these current levels, transistor self-heating is low and thermal
runaway should not occur. Changes
in ambient temperature will be compensated for though, as it will affect
all transistors more or less equally.
Finally, connect a signal source and
check that the sound is undistorted. It's
also a good idea to check that the volume control, scanning, muting and so
on are all working correctly. This will
confirm that the microcontroller can
communicate with the DAC IC (ICl).
Once up and running, its operation is identical to the original Stereo
DAC.

EPE

Communications between the DAC (IC1) and the microcontroller on the other board (via
CON1) go via links LK1 to LK4, which are closely spaced pairs of pads on the underside
of the PCB. These are normally shorted with solder.
We could have used permanent tracks instead , but this way, it's possible to test the
DAC board without having to reprogram the microcontroller. This is because the CS4398
has multiple different configuration modes, and the simplest involves tying pins 9 to 12
either high to + 5V (VLC) or tying them low (OV). These are the same pins used for serial
communications and they are connected to LK1 -LK4.
Most constructors should just short the four links as shown on the overlay diagram, then
reprogram the microcontroller. However, if you want to test the new board out first , you can
instead connect pins 9 to 11 of IC1 to the small , nearby OV pad and pin 12 to the adjacent
5V pad. In this mode, many DAC features do not work properly (eg, the volume control,
input scanning and muting) , but you can at least verify that the new board is functioning
and use it in a limited manner.
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VERYDAY PRACTICAL ELECfRONICS is offering its readers the chance to win a Microchip
mTouch Projected Capacitive Development Kit. The Kit (part #DM160211) includes a 3.5-inch sensor mounted on a sensor board, a projected capacitive board with the PIC16F707 MCU and fully
functional firmware. The kit enables users to connect sensors to up to 24 channels, without modifying
the firmware. The open-source code supports sensors with up to 32 channels, and the kit includes a
graphical user interface (GUI) tool that enables customers to easily adjust key parameters that are important to their design.

The kit contains:
• Projected capacitive board, including a PIC16F707 fully functional firmware
• 12 x 9 sensor board
• Projected capacitive 12 x 9 touch sensor, size 3.5-inch
• USE/communication cables

HOW TO ENTER
For your chance to win the mTouch Projected Capacitive Development Kit from Microchip, please visit:
www.microchip-comps.com/epe-mprocap, and enter your details in the online entry form.
CLOSING DATE
The closing date for this offer is 28 February 2013
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S governments announce their restrictions and
A
even bans on incandescent lamps, one of our first
thoughts was 'what are we going to do for floodlights? '.
Mainly powered by halogen lamps of 150W and
50 0W ratings, these floodlights have become incredibly
popular in domestic, industrial and public lighting
installations.
Until recently, there wasn't a viable alternative to the
halogen lamp, often called a 'QI' lamp, which stands
for quartz iodine (the construction and gas inside). But
with the recent spectacular developments in LEDs, there
is now a very effective replacement for power-hungry
halogen lamps.
Strike a light

But, as we show in our measurements, even those figures
can be quite deceiving! (See the panel 'How bright?').
LED array

The majority of high-power LEDs these days are made from
a number of individual LEDs forming an 'array' . In this case,
it's a 3x3 matrix of pure white LEDs, each one rated at 1.2W.
The net result is a single LED light source rated at roughly
lOW (there are some losses).
The array itself measures about lcm square, but with
mounting, the whole assembly measures about 2cm square
- still pretty small compared to a halogen lamp. Attached
to each side are tabs for soldering power leads.
The good news is that if you opt for a kit, the LED array is already fitted to the lamp housing (which acts as a
heatsink) and a reflector drops into place around the LED
array. So the hardware side is easy!

To get this into perspective, halogen floodlights
comparable in size to this LED floodlight generally
use 150W lamps; 15 times the power!
Their light output varies depending on
type , but a typical figure is about 2300
lumens, or about 15 lumens per watt
(2300/150) . And that really only happens with a new lamp, as light output
drops with age.
The light output from this LED floodlight output is not as high, at 720 lumens
and therefore, 72 lumens per watt.
A close-up view of the LED array,
OK, so that's about one third the light already mounted in the lamp case.
output of the halogen, but almost five times You can quite clearly see the 3x3
as efficient.
pattern of LEDs in the centre.
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Driver circuit

The downside of an LED , especially
an ultra-high-brightness type, is that
you cannot simply connect power to
it. LEDs need to be 'driven' by an appropriate supply or they will burn out
very quickly.
With low-power LEDs, it's easy; a suitable
current-limitingresistorwill do the job. But
high-power LEDs need a driver circuit to
suit the type of LED/number of LEDs. And
this project has the answer to this question
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as well: a tiny (30mm x 23mm) PCB, which contains the
constant current driver circuit.
It's a simple circuit, but quite adequate for the purpose.
Many (probably most) high-power LED drivers use a
switch-mode driver, but they are more complicated and
usually generate some (and some a lot!) radio-frequency
interference, which must be suppressed.
This two-transistor circuit, shown in Fig.l doesn 't have
this drawback, yet still manages about 80% efficiency, when
used with a 12V source. It has only two connections, power
in and power out and it can be connected in series with
the positive or negative side of the LED array.
Ideally though, it should be in the negative side (ie, betvveen
the LED array and the negative supply) because that way the
collector of the main regulator transistor (a PNP TIP42C) will
not need to be insulated from the lamp housing (the collector
and the lamp housing will both be at the negative potential).
How it works
As mentioned, the TIP42C is the current control transistor,
biased on by a BC327 (QZ). It works in the following way:
the base-emitter junction of QZ effectively monitors the
voltage developed across the two 1.2Q resistors connected
in parallel. These act as a sensing resistor for the current
passed by the TIP42C (Ql) and therefore, the LED array.
Since the two resistors in parallel give an effective resistance of 0.6Q, and the base-emitter junction of QZ has
a nominal voltage across it of 0. 6V, this sets the emitter
current of Ql to lA- exactly wh at we want for this array.
You may ask why there are two lOOQ resistors connected
in series with the collector of the BC327? There is no magic
in this; these two values provide sufficient base current for
the TIP42C under all voltage conditions to which it is likely
to be connected.
You may also wonder why we present an analogue regulator when we could use a highly efficient switching regulator?
+
A

A

A

1

...L..

+
12V
BATIERY

1.20

o.sw
Q2

BC327

The photo
doesn't really do it
justice: it's so bright, it's dazzling!
Most switchers are voltage regulators, and we need
a current regulator for this application. The analogue
current regulator has several advantages; cheaper, smaller
and simpler. And in any case, we are not too worried about
efficiency which, as already noted, is above 80% .
That means that it will dissipate between ZW and 3W, but
that is not an issue, since we have a good heatsink available
in the form of the lamp housing; fastening the TIP42C to
the case will provide the cooling required.

Parts List- 10W LED Floodlight
1 PCB, code 885, available from the EPE PCB Service, size
30mm x 23mm
1 hardware pack, consisting of lamp housing, gland, cable
and pre-mounted 3 x 3 LED array
1 two-way screw terminal block, PCB mounting
1 TIP42C PNPpower transistor (01)
1 BC327 PNPtransistor (02)
2 4.7nF ceramic capacitors
21000. 0.5W resistors
2 1.2n 0.5W resistors
1 length 2-core insulated power cable (to suit)
1 M3 x 10-15mm screw with nut and washer.

lOW
LED
ARRAY

i

Reprodu ced by arra ngement
with SILICON CHIP
magazine 2013.
www.s iliconchip.com.a

c
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1000
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Fig.l : the driver circuit, which is a simple constantcurrent regulator, drives the 3 x 3 LED array with a
current of about 1A.
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Fig.2: the PCB component overlay with a
same-size photograph at right. Be sure to
orient the transistors correctly.
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In this and the photo at right, we've disassembled the lamp
housing to show how it all goes together. The reflector 'drops
into' the space above the LED array - but be careful that it
doesn't short the two solder connections (on each side of the
array). If there is any doubt, we'd be inclined to put a washer
or two under the reflector where the screws hold it in place.
Some current regulators of this configuration can be prone
to oscillation, so 4. 7nF capacitors are included between the
collector and base of both transistors.
Construction
The Floodlight circuit is built on a small printed circuit
board (PCB) measuring just 30mm x 23mm. This board is
available from the EPE PCB Service, code 885. The PCB
component overlay (Fig.2) clearly identifies the location
and where appropriate, the orientation of polarised components. Of the latter, there are only two, the transistors,
and of these, only one might cause any confusion.
This is the TIP42C power transistor (Ql), which must
be soldered into the board with maximum length of legs
emerging, then folded down 90° so that it can be screwed to
the case/heatsink. It should be obvious which way around
it goes, even if you don't identify the legs: when laid flat ,
its metal tab should be in direct contact with the case.
The other (smaller) transistor is soldered in so its orientation matches the overlay on the PCB.
Leave the PCB-mounting terminal block until last, if only
because it's big. Solder this in so that the lead access is to
the edge of the PCB.

This photo shows the disassembled lamp housing from the
rear. Note that in this shot, neither the holes for the PCB
mounting screw nor the cable gland have been drilled (the
cable gland hole can be seen in the pic at left). The blue item
second from front is the reflector, again seen in the photo at
left. Don't be tempted to leave out the gaskets- they keep the
whole thing waterproof when used outside.
The LED array
As noted earlier, the LED array should be supplied already
mounted in its heatsink (complete with heatsink compound),
with two terminals ready for soldering the power leads on.
The '+' and '-' terminals are clearly marked, though may not
be immediately obvious in some light. Ensure that you get
them correct and you don't make the joins too high.
PCB mounting
As mentioned earlier, the driver PCB can be mounted
between the +12V (power) terminal and the LED array, or
between the LED array and the OV power terminal.
Because the metal tab of the power transistor (collector)
is connected to OV anyway, it makes sense to mount it in
the negative line. Therefore, the case itself will be at OV and
no insulating washer will be needed between the collector
tab and the case.
Obviously, if you do want to mount the PCB in the positive line, an insulating washer and bush will be required if
you want to avoid having the case at +12V.
The photo on the next page shows how the PCB is mounted
flat in the rear portion of the case. A single 3mm screw and

Comparison between the lOW LED Floodlight featured here and a typical mains floodlight fitted with a 150W QI lamp. These
unretouched photos of my fishpond (ignore spiders on bird net!) were shot within moments of each other late at night, at the
same speed and aperture (2sec,f4.0), with lamps in the same spot. Inset top right are the images ofthe two floods. Voltage on
the LED was 12.4V, while the mains voltage on the QI was 237V. Incidentally, the QI attracted many more fish than the LED!
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The PCB mounts in the 'bottom' of the rear of the lamp
housing by means of a single screw and nut through the tab
on the power transistor. There is an insulating washer in this
photo- this is only necessary if you want to mount the driver
PCB between +12V and the LED array. Place some dollops of
neutral-cure silicone sealant underneath the PCB to prevent
any short circuits to the case.

Here it is completely assembled and ready for use. It's close
to the same size as a 150W halogen floodlight, but has the
advantage of using much less power. Another big advantage
over halogen lamps is that LEDs aren't fussed which way
you angle them (halogen lamps need to operate very close
to horizontal for longest life). The bracket on the rear can be
rotated to suit any mounting position.

nut through the power transistor tab is all that is necessary
to hold the board in place (there are no mounting holes on
the PCB itself). The hole for this screw will need to be drilled
in the case, but position is not overly important, as long as
the PCB fits . To prevent the bottom of the PCB shorting to
the case, place a few dollops of neutral-cure silicone sealant
underneath the PCB.
A waterproof cable gland (which also requires a hole
drilled through the case) secures the 12V power cable.
You should use 2-core mains flex (red and black) for the
12V power supply cable. If you do use 3-core mains cable,
the green/yellow is not used; the brown lead is used as the
+12V lead and the blue becomes the OV.

Wiring up

How bright is it?
Halogen floodlights are popular because they are so bright;
much brighter than 'traditional' incandescents and streets
ahead of anything fluorescent - that might be about to change!
Late at night on a fishpond we set up two mini floodlights the one described here and a standard 150W halogen. These
luminaires are roughly the same physical size, hence the choice.
The first observation was just how yellow the halogen was
in comparison to the LED - and we had always thought that the
halogen lamps gave a nice, white light, especially compared to
standard incandescents (see photos opposite for comparison).
But the second observation really surprised us. Using our
Nikon DSLR as a light meter, we measured the output from
both at the same distance and axis. To ensure accuracy of
reading, we set the speed to 1/1 OOOs and filled the frame with
the floodlight from a distance of 2m.
Guess what! The in-camera meter read exactly the same with
both floodlights. That's to within plus and minus half a stop.
Given the fact that the LED Floodlight draws 10W and the
halogen 150W, that's a pre«y powerful message!
Finally, after about 15 minutes (the time it took us to make
the measurements), the LED Floodlight was warm, but not
uncomfortably so. The halogen floodlight? Anyone got any
eggs to fry?
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Remove about 150mm of outer insulation from the cable
and cut off (but retain) all but about 40mm of the red
(brown} wire. Bare about Smm of wire from both the red
(brown) and black (blue}, pass the cable through the gland
so there is about 15mm or so of outer insulation inside
the gland.
Connect the short red (brown) wire to the '+' terminal
on the PCB .
There are two holes already dri ll ed in the lamp case
which line up pretty well with the two terminals on the
LED array. Pass the black (blue) wire through the hole
which lines up with the terminal on the LED array and
carefully solder it on. The length of red (brown) wire
which you previously removed goes through the other
hole and solders to the '+' terminal on the LED array.
Make sure there are no stray strands of wire which can
short to the case .
The other end of this red (brown) wire connects to the'-'
terminal on the PCB. That's right, the'-' terminal. All you
need do is connect to a 12V power source, preferably with
a switch to turn on and off.
And that's it: the lamp housing comes with a rotatable
bracket if you wish to mount the LED Floodlight permanently. With a rather modest current draw of just over 1A,
a solar-backed battery supply makes a lot of sense - and the
amount of light you get would be rather more than other
'solar' systems.
EPE

Where from, how much?
This kit comes from Oatley Electronics who hold the copyright
on the PCB design. A complete kit of parts which includes all
those components listed inthe parts list is available from Oatley
Electronics for around £20.00 + P&P. Contact Oatley Electronics
via email (sales@oatleyelectronics.com) or via their website
(www.oatleyelectronics.com).
* Branko Justic is manager of Oatley Electronics.
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By Julian Edgar

Do you want unobtrusive speake
house? One approach is to build the~~,eakei"'S
into the walls and floor. It sounds rad
you are already doing some renovating,
achievable. Julian Edgar shows how he did it
his house.

n effective way of getting good sound from a small
speaker enclosure is to use a ported box. This will
typically produce deeper bass and be more efficient
than a design using a sealed enclosure. With this in mind,
I decided to build custom ported enclosures that fitted
within the walls.
The starting point was a pair of older Wharfedale Atlantic
speakers I already had. In standard form, each
Atlantic uses three 8-inch drivers and a
tweeter. The two lower drivers are housed
in their own ported enclosure, and the mid/
bass unit in a separate upper enclosure that
is also ported. (The ports are on the back of
the box.)
The upper enclosure has a volume of
about 15 litres - a pretty good size for a
custom-built in-wall enclosure. I removed
the mid/bass units , tweeters and crossovers
from the Wharfedales, and built them into
a pair of new 15 litre enclosures, sized to
fit in the walls.

A

Wall box construction

To provide an internal volume of about 15
litres, the wall box dimensions are about
540mm x 380mm x 100mm. Note that
the depth was dictated by the thickness
of the wall framing (max
100mm), and the
width by the distance between
adjoining studs (400mm).
The boxes were assembled from
9mm-tl1ick medium density fibre
board (MDF) using butt joints, nailed
and/or screwed into place. Pine cleats
(40mm x 20mm) were ilien placed
at fue internal corners of the box.
Water clean-up bui lding adhesive
was used on all joins.
Wadding

To give clearance for the grille
frame, I used a recessed front panel
to mount fue Wharfedale woofer,
tweeter and fue port. The woofer hole
was cut with an electric jigsaw, while
36

the port and tweeter
openings were made
by holesaws. Internal
surfaces of the enclosure
were covered in a single
layer of polyester quilt
wadding, held in place with
building adhesive.
Lots of of glue was used on all
joins, so that it squeezed out as fue panels were screwed or
nailed together. A wet finger was then used to smooth this
glue along fue seams, better sealing them.
Internal port

The ports of fue Wharfedale donor speakers were 50mm in
internal diameter and 85mm long. However, a port of this
size in fue in-wall enclosures would put fue internal end of
the port too close to the back wall of the box. To achieve
the required clearance, I formed new ports of the same
diameter and length from curved PVC plumbing sections.
The internal ends of the ports were 'bell-mouthed'
by being heated until the plastic softened
and then forced down over an inverted
small ceramic bowl. Part of the bell-mouth
needed to be ground away to provide
clearance to the back wall of the enclosure.
In the wall

The existing wall plasterboard was cut back so
that the joins between old and new plasterboard
would be located over timber studs (verticals)
and noggins (horizontals). A new noggin was
nailed between two of the existing studs - the
enclosure was then placed on it, sitting on two
packing pieces. Additional MDF board packing
was used on one side of the enclosure.
Building adhesive was then liberally applied
underneath and on both sides of the box, effectively gluing
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the box in place between the studs.
The front face of the box was located
flush with the wall surface.
Plastered

To fill the gaps, plasterboard
was cut to size and glued
in place. Finishing plaster
was then trowelled over all
the joins and then sanded
smooth. The drivers were
removed, the enclosure and
wall painted, and then the
drivers re-installed.
To obtain paintable, professional looking metal grilles,
I bought the cheapest 8-inch inwall speakers I could find online. When the speakers arrived,
I removed the cheap drivers and
crossovers, and then cut out the
internal plastic panels with an
electric jigsaw. This resulted in plastic
frames and metal grilles that could be
easily installed within the recessed front
panels, giving a professional finish.

were located half way between the ceiling and floor, the
sound was much poorer. For many people, the sound
quality would be fine with just these speakers installed but I also wanted lots of bass, which meant more speakers,
this time located under the floor.
Floor speakers

My house uses a wooden floor with an under-floor crawl
space, accessible through a small door about 50cm square.
There's less than sitting-up room under the floor- but that
still leaves space for some large underfloor speaker boxes!
GT5·15

I decided to build two underfloor enclosures, each equipped
with a 15-inch JBL woofer - the GT5-15. These drivers
have a continuous power handling of 300W and a resonant
frequency of 27Hz. With full Thiele-Smail parameters for
these drivers available, various enclosure designs could be
modelled- I use BassBox Lite software.
The software indicated that with a 200-litre enclosure
volume and two ports, each 100mm in diameter and
330mm long, I could expect a -3dB point of just under
21Hz! However, more difficult than the modelling was
building enclosures that would fit through the access door
and would acoustically connect to a floor-mounted grilles.
Completed

One of the two finished underfloor enclosures is shown
here. The spacing of the floor joists means
that the main body of the enclosure
sits tmder the joists, with an
extension protruding upwards
and connecting to a floor
grille. The side parts of
the extension are
largely formed
in-situ by the
floor
joists,
while the ends
of the extension
comprise pieces
attached to
the box.
The
two ports enter
one of the extension
pieces form the side.
The ports are formed from
curved plumbing fittings with
flared extension pieces inserted in
each end. The speakers are driven through simple inductor
crossovers.
When tested with a frequency generator, there is audible
bass down to 25Hz, and strong bass from about 35Hz. (In
fact, the bass response may go lower than that, but perhaps
I am unable to hear it - I can excite ornaments in other
rooms of the house at about 18Hz!)
Braces
Finished

The sound quality from the wall speakers is excellent.
Driving the speakers from a frequency generator shows that
there is good response down to about 70Hz, and audible
response down to about 50Hz. At the other end of the
spectrum, the sound goes well above my hearing ability but my 8-year-old son can hear 20kHz being reproduced.
Note that the location of the wall speakers is very
important - testing showed that good results came from a
speaker location near the ceiling, but when the speakers
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The enclosures are made from 19mm-thick MDF flooring.
Butt joints (rather than mitres) were used; however, fulllength cleats were added to strengthen every butt join. These
cleats were made from 40mm x 20mm pine. Every joint
was both glued and screwed, with the screws connecting
to the cleats rather than to the MDF board. As with the wall
speakers, the ends of the ports were flared.
To reduce panel vibration, two internals braces were used
(arrowed). These connect the largest side panels, with one
brace one-third of the way along the panel, and the other
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two-thirds along the length. The braces
were made from 25mm diameter, solidcored bamboo broom handles cut to
appropriate length - these are very
stiff.
Internal filling

All internal walls were
covered with polyester quilt
wadding, glued into place
with building adhesive. In
addition, two larger pieces
of wadding were rolled
and then inserted into the
box, one at the end furthest
from the driver and the other
immediately below the driver.
I chose not to use a speaker
terminal, the cable simply being
run out of a hole in the box that
was then sealed. The JBL driver
was held in place by screws at each of
the provided holes; in addition , a polymer
sealant was applied under the lip of the frame.
Soft rubber strips were placed on the surfaces that contact
the underside of the floor.

Conclusion

So how well does it all work? Well, firstly the
intrusion of the speakers into the room space
is effectively zero. The wall and floor
grilles, while they can obviously be seen,
are unobtrusive and blend in well with
the decor. (Cue: wife acceptance factor
comments!)
And the sound? Considered in
terms of the cost and the fact that the
speakers are completely hidden, the
system sounds quite fantastic. Treble
is transparent, mid-range uncoloured
and upper bass tight. Bass and lower
bass are faithful and 'there' - the
system sounds full-bodied and natural
at different loudnesses. Crank it up and
the biggest problem is stopping the room's
aluminium window frames from rattling!

Final grille

To provide an opening through which the drivers cou ld fire ,
holes were cut in the floorboards. Because the floor was to
be tiled, cement sheets had already been laid on top of the
timber - so the holes were cut through both the sheets and
the floorboards. Tiles were later laid around the holes.
Powder-coated steel floor grilles were then placed over
the holes. The grilles are removable, sitting in the recesses
only under their own weight. Self-adhesive felt strips were
placed under the grilles so that they wouldn't rattle.
Jacked

To place the enclosures into position, they were slid along
the ground on long, narrow piece of scrap particle board,
until they were located directly under their respective floor
grilles. Each enclosure was then lifted, with bricks at each
end being used to hold the enclosure above the ground.
A brick was then nestled into the dirt under the middle
of the enclosure, a piece of strong timber placed under
the enclosure and a surplus scissors-type car jack placed
between the brick and the added timber support.
The enclosure was raised by the jack until the rubber seal
of the extension piece contacted the tmderside of the floor,
and then adjusted up another 5mm or so to give positive
contact. The jacks stay in place: with heavily greased
threads, they will be useable should the enclosures ever
have to be lowered for repairs or replacement.
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PIC Training Course

Serial Corns Extension £31
This third stage of our PIC training course starts with
simple experiments using 18F PICs. We use the PIC to
flash LEOs and to write text to the LCD. Then we begin
our study of PC programming by using Visual C# to create
simple self contained PC programmes. When we have a
basic understanding of PC programming we experiment
with simple PC to PIC serial communication. We use the
PC to control how the PIC lights the LEOs then send text
messages both ways. We use Visual C# to experiment with
using the PC to display sinewaves from simple mathematics.
Then we expand our PC and PIC programmes gradually
until a full digital storage oscilloscope is created. For all these
experiments we use the programmer as our test bed. When
we need the serial link to the PC we flip the red switches to
put the control PIC into its USB to USART mode.

c::

P931 Course £148
Imagine trying to teach English grammar to a child before allowing him or her
to speak!. Yet that is how most books approach a technical subject. We know
better. We know that practical experience makes learning the theory an interesting
proposition . The success has been proven with time. We have been selling PIC
training courses for so long we are recommended by Dick Turpin. Richard has
been our customer since 2002 and regularly updates. He recently bought our
Easy USB and PICs and Power add ons.
We started in 2000 using the PIC16F84, updated in 2007 to the PIC16F627A,
and updated in 2010 to the eXtremely Low Power PIC16F1827. The course follows
the same well proven structure with two real books which lie open on your desk
while you use your computer to type in the programme and control the hardware.
Start with four simple programmes. Run the simulator to see how they work. Test
them with real hardware. Follow on with a little theory.. .. .
Our PIC training course consists of our PIC programmer, a 320 page book
teaching the fundamentals of PIC programming, a 306 page book introducing the
C language, and a suite of programmes to run on a PC. Two ZIF sockets allow
most 8, 18, 28 and 40 pin PICs to be programmed. The programming is performed
at 5 volts then verified at 5 volts and 2 volts or 3 volts.
P931 PIC Training & Development Course comprising .....
USB powered 16F and 18F PIC programmer module
+ Book Experimenting with PIC Microcontrollers
+ Book Experimenting with PIC C 6th Edition
+ PIC assembler and C compiler software on CD
+ PIC16F1827 , PIC16F1936 & PIC18F2321 test PICs
+USB cable . . .......................................... £148 .00
(Postage & insurance UK £10, Europe £20, Rest of world £30)

In the second part of Experimenting with Serial
Communications 4th Edition we repeat some of the serial
experiments but this time we use a PIC18F2450 with its
own USB port which we connect directly to a USB port of
your PC. We follow this with essential background study
then work through a complete project to use a PIC to
measure temperatures, send the raw data to the PC, and
use the PC to calculate and display the temperature.
290 page book+ PIC18F2450 test PIC +USB lead ..... £31

P942 Course £1 73
This has the same books and features as the P931
course. The P942 programmer/development module can
be powered from a separate PSU (programming verified
at 5.5 volts, 5 volts and 2 or 3 volts) or powered from USB
(programming verified at 5 volts and 2 volts or 3 volts).
The P942 can programme 3.3 volt as well as 5 volt 16F
and 18F PICs, and has an RS232 port as well as the USB
port for experimental use. See website for details.

Ordering Information
Our P931 & P942 programmers connect directly to any USB
port on your PC. All software referred to operates correctly
within Windows XP, NT, 2000, Vista, 7, and Windows 8
etc. telephone for a chat to help make your choice then
go to our website to place your order (Google Checkout or
PayPal) , or send cheque/PO, or request bank details for
direct transfer. All prices include VAT if applicable

Experimenting with PIC Microcontrollers
This book introduces PIC programming by jumping straight in with four easy
experiments. The first is explained over seven pages assuming no starting
knowledge of PICs. Then having gained some experience we study the basic
principles of PIC programming, learn about the 8 bit timer, how to drive the
liquid crystal display, create a real time clock, experiment with the watchdog
timer, sleep mode, beeps and music, including a rendition of Beethoven's
Fur Elise. Then there are two projects to work through, using a PIC as a
sinewave generator, and monitoring the power taken by domestic appliances.
Then we adapt the experiments to use the PIC 18F2321 . In the space of 24
experiments, two projects and 56 exercises we work through from absolute
beginner to experienced engineer level using the very latest PICs.

Experimenting with PIC C
The second book starts with an easy to understand explanation of how
to write simple PIC programmes in C. Then we begin with four easy
experiments to learn about loops. We use the 8/ 16 bit timers, write text and
variables to the LCD, use the keypad , produce a siren sound, a freezer
thaw warning device, measure temperatures, drive white LEOs, control
motors, switch mains voltages, and experiment with serial communication .
Web s ite:- w ww.brunningsoftware.co.uk

White LED and Motors
Our PIC training system uses a very practical approach .
Towards the end of the PIC C book circuits need to be built on
the plugboard. The 5 volt supply which is already wired to the
plugboard has a current limit setting wh ich ensures that even the
most severe wi ri ng errors will not be a fire hazard and are very
unlikely to damage PICs or other ICs.
We use a PIC16F1827 as a freezer thaw monitor, as a step up
switching regulator to drive 3 ultra bright white LEOs, and to control
the speed of a DC motor with maximum torque still available. A kit
of parts can be purchased (£31) to build the circuits using the white
LEOs and the two motors. See our web site for details.

Mail order address:

Brunning Software

138 The Street, Little Clacton, Clacton-on-sea,
Essex, C0 16 9LS. Tel 01255 862308

By Max The Magnificent
Things are racing along so fast with regards to electronics in general and computer systems in particular that my
head is spinning.
It's all in the cards...

It's really not so long ago that I was at university working
on my BSc in control engineering. Well, admittedly it was
in the late 1970s, but that really isn't all that long ago in
the grand scheme of things. Believe it or not, we did a lot
of our real-world modeling experiments using a humangous analogue computer, similar to the one shown here
(no, that's NOT me in the picture!).

The university did have a digital mainframe computer,
but that was in a special building across town. We would
capture our programs in the FORTRAN programming language by writing them down in our logbooks with a pencil.
Then we would use a Teletype machine (like a mechanical
typewriter) to transfer the program to 80-column IBM-style
punched cards. Then we would carry our 'card deck' (from
'deck of cards,' get it?) over to the computer building.
Someone on the reception desk would take the deck
and say 'Come back next Tuesday.' When you did return,
you were anticipating a computer printout showing you a
plot of your results. Instead, you were presented with your
original cards wrapped with an elastic band and augmented with a small piece of paper bearing a message along the
lines of'SYNTAX ERROR, MISSING COMMA LINE 2.'
Good grief! If they could detect a missing comma, why
couldn't they add it in for you? So you went back to your
building, retyped that card adding the comma, returned to
the computer building, and started all over again. Sometimes it took an entire semester to get the simplest program up and running.
My memory isn't what it used to be

My first job was with International Computers Limited
(ICL) in West Gorton, Manchester. I was a junior member
of a team designing CPUs for mainfran1e computers. This
was a fantastic position and I learned a lot, but after a year
or so two of the managers left to form their own company
and they invited me to join them. My mother was horrified when she discovered that I was leaving a company
like ICL (in which she could see a life-time career progression for me) to join an unknown startup. Now she tells
everyone that it was the best decision she ever made for
me (at 82, she has a mind like a trap; her memory is so
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good that sometimes she remembers things that haven't
even happened yet!).
I was number six in the new company. I arrived the
day after the desks and chairs, so the other guys all said
that I was a lucky ******* (person). The firm's computer
was a rinky-dinky PDP 11/23 manufactured by the Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC). Next to this computer was
a cabinet the size of a small fridge, which housed the hard
disk drive and its associated power supply and cooling
systems. This drive was actually formed from a number of
platters mounted one above the other with gaps between
for the read/write heads. If you wished to remove the disk
for any reason, you used something that looked like a glass
wedding cake cover with a handle on the top.
All in all, the part of the disk assembly that actually
stored the data was about a cubic foot in size. How much
memory did it hold? I'm glad you asked. It was just one
megabyte, which was shared by everyone in the company. Furthermore, we all shared the same directory/folder
(the file management system didn't support a hierarchy
of folders) and all of the file names were in the old 8.3
format (eight alphanumeric characters for the name, aperiod, and a three-alphanumeric-character extension). So
we used the first letter of the file to identify the owner ('M'
for 'Max' in my case).
I was looking at my iPad a while ago contemplating the
fact that it contains 64 gigabytes of Flash memory. Since I
had a few free moments on my hands, I calculated that if we
were to store the same amount of data on 8-inch diameter
(l-inch wide) paper tapes, then they would occupy 24,000
cubic feet- that's 24 rooms each 10' x 10' x 10' in size.
Blowing a raspberry

I remember when I saw one of the first microprocessorbased home computers advertised in Practical Electronics
(the illustrious ancestor of EPE) sometime in the mid-tolate 1970s. This was a single board computer with a hex
keypad for input, a few seven-segment displays for output, one kilobyte of ROM, and one kilobyte of RAM ...
and this little beauty was so expensive that there was no
way I could ever afford it. Now there are things like the
credit card-sized Raspberry Pi, the B version costs only
$35 (plus local taxes and shipping/handling fees), boasts
512Mb RAM, 2 USB port, and an Ethernet port; and can be
plugged into your TV and connected to a keyboard to give
you a very respectable computing system that can be used
to do all sorts of fun stuff. If I'd had access to one of these
little scamps when I was a young lad, I would have been
walking around with a grin from ear-to-ear.
Now, I certainly don't want you to think that this is
sour grapes, or imagine me blowing a raspberry, or any
other fruit-related saying that pops into your mind ('Why
so glum, sugar plum?' 'It's peachy keen, jelly bean.' Good
grief, I think I'm 'going bananas! '), but the thought that
'Young folks have it so easy these days' does occasionally
pop into my mind. What do you think? Please share your
own experiences as to how electronics and computers
have changed over the years by writing to the editor at:
enquiries@wimborne.co.uk .
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In this final article on the USB Data
Logger, we describe how to use the
accompanying Windows host software.
This software allows you to edit and test
scripts, upload them to the logger and
change its settings.
By MAURO GRASSl
s explained previously, 'scripts'
A
are used tell the USB Data Logger
which sensor(s) are attached, how to
query them, what the readings mean,
how often to log the data and the data
format to use.
If you have not already prepared a
memory card, you can format it with
a FAT or FAT32 file system (a quick
format is OK) before plugging it into
the Data Logger, with the power off.
Having installed the host software and
driver (see Part 2, last month). plug the
Data Logger into your PC and launch
the software by double-clicking the
.exe file.
What the software does

Essentially, the Windows host software
is a 'development environment' that allows you to write scripts, upload them
to the Data Logger and test them. lt also
allows you to monitor scripts as they
run and download logged data over
the USB interface. In addition, you can
change the Logger's settings from the
host software.
Since complex scripts can be difficult
to debug when running on the Logger itself, the software allows you to 'simulate'
the scripts, running them on the host PC

to see what they do. Scripts can be simulated at an accelerated rate, which is useful for those which involve long delays.
Note that because simulated scripts are
run on the host PC, they cannot access
the sensors as they can on the Data Logger. For example, if a simulated script
reads from an analogue input, the result
is always zero.
User interface

The interface for the Windows-based
host software is shown in Fig.ll. When
plugged into a USB port, the USB Data
Logger is detected automatically. Its
firmware version and the connection
status are shown in the window title
bar, at top.
The main window has a number
of sub-windows. The script editor
sub-window is at upper left, and this
is where scripts can be created or
modified. The log sub-window below
it allows you to keep track of program
actions as they take place. There are
some buttons between the two which
clear the log window and perform other
common actions.
At lower right is the console subwindow, which has a grey background.
It allows you to see what a script is
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logging as it runs or is simulated,
which is useful for testing complex
scripts (see later). Above tl1e console
are several buttons, used to control
the simulation.
At far upper right are the Logger settings and below them the Host Settings,
which apply to the PC host software.
To the left of the settings are four
additional sub-windows (two red, two
green), which allow you to see the files
and scripts stored on the USB Data
Logger and on your host computer
(respectively). They also allow you to
manage scripts, including transferring
them to and from the Logger.
Settings

The device settings (at upper right of
Fig.ll) are stored on the Logger, both
in a file on the memory card and in its
internal Flash memory. If the file on
the memory card becomes corrupted
or the card is removed, tl1e Data Logger
relies on its internally stored settings .
Otherwise, the settings on the memory
card are used.
You can copy the settings between
the Logger and the host PC via the Host
and Device menus. It is also possible to
restore the settings to the defaults using
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Fig.11: this is the user interface for the PC host software. This lets you edit, compile and upload scripts to the USB Data
Logger via the USB interface. It also allows you to change settings and to download log files.
these menus, which work as follows :
Auto Time: when enabled, the PC host
automaticall y sets the real-time clock
in the Logger whenever they are connected. Without this option you can
synchronise the time manually via the
'Time' menu.
System Log: when enabled, the Logger
will note special events in a log file on
the memory card (syslog.txt) . This is
useful for troubleshooting, but slows
the Logger down and increases its
power consumption. The contents of
this file can be read or cleared through
the host software via the Device menu
when the Logger is plugged in.
System Log USB: when enabled, as
well as logging to the 'syslog.txt' file
on the memory card, the Logger also
sends system log messages over the
USB serial interface and the host
software diplays them in the console
sub-window.
Undervoltage: when this is enabled
and the battery voltage drops below
the specified level, the Logger goes
into sleep mode, minimising power
consumption. This is recommended
to avoid over-discharging the battery.
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Remember that this voltage does not
take into account the voltage drop across
the Schottky diode from the battery (the
default setting is 1.8V, as shown).
Editor window

You can use any text editor you like
to write scripts, but for convenience,
the host software has a built-in editor,
allowing small script changes to be
made and then immediately simulated
or uploaded to the Logger for testing.
The script is shown in the upper left
window, and most of the associated
commands are located in the 'File'
menu above it. The editor font size
can be set via the 'Window' menu to
provide the best legibility with your
display.
If you are using a third-party text
editor, the easiest way to upload the
script is to paste it into the text editor
window and then proceed from there.
File browser

As mentioned, the two red and two
green sub-windows towards the upper
right are the fi le and script browsers.
The red windows show directories, log
files and scripts on the Data Logger,

while the green windows show the
same information for the host computer. Using these windows, you can
browse the contents of both devices
and transfer files between the two.
In each case, the left-most window
shows the file system directory structure and files (including log files),
while the right-most window shows
the loaded scripts (more on that later).
Up to eight script files at a time can
be loaded on the Logger; each is assigned a unique number, which is
also shown.
Local files are stored in the same
directory as the host software. In both
cases, the file lists are sorted alphabetically. Directories are shown in
square brackets, and directories and
files can be opened by double-clicking
them. Scripts are opened in the editor
window. Right-clicking on a file gives
a context menu with additional options. This includes options to initiate
file transfers between the Data Logger
and host PC.
Note that while this is a very convenient way to access log files on the
Logger, for large log files (15MB or
more) it can be faster to remove the
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Fig.12: this interface appears if the PC host software is
launched with the bootloader running. This then allows you
to update the firmware in the USB Data Logger.

memory card and use a USB card
reader to transfer them instead. This
is because the Logger's USB transfer
speed is limited by the PIC18F2753 's
small modest RAM and clock speed.
Compiling scripts

Before a script can be tested or used,
it must be loaded into the editor window and then compiled. When it is
compiled, the software checks that
the script is valid. If there is anything
wrong with it, the Compile button
turns red, one or more error entries
appear in the log window and compilation is aborted.
If errors are reported, the first invalid
line in the script code is highlighted.
The location ofthe error is also shown
in the log sub-window, as a line and
column reference. Once the problem
has been fixed, you can attempt to
compile the script again.
The compiler can also generate
'warnings'. As with errors, these are
noted in the log sub-window, but they
do not prevent successful compilation.
Such warnings indicate possible errors
in the script, but they can sometimes
appear when the script is correct.
If the script is correct (ie, there are
no errors), the Compile button turns

Fig.13: after selecting a hex file and clicking 'Yes' (see Fig.12) ,
the new firmware is uploaded to the logger and a progress
bar is displayed at the bottom of the window.

green and the script is added to the
list of available local scripts.
Rather than pressing the 'Compile'
button, you can also press the FlO key
on your keyboard. The compiled script
can be transferred to the USB Data Logger by right-clicking on it in the green
'Host Scripts' window and selecting
'Send PC Script'. For convenience, you
can press Fll instead, which compiles
the script and then automatically sends
it to the Logger, assuming the compilation was successful. You can also
send all local scripts to the Logger by
pressing Shift+Fll.
There is a handy 'help' window at
the right of the user interface (with
a grey background) which lists all
defined constants, global functions
and global variables in the script.
Each global function is listed with
a number in parentheses indicating
the number of arguments that the
global function takes. Global define
constants are shown with their values,
while global variables are shown with
their size.
The 'Optimize Code' option, above
the log window, is enabled by default.
This allows the compiler to remove
any redundant portions of the script
or simplify it where possible. This
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reduces the memory and processing
required to run a script on the USB
Data Logger.
Simulating scripts

Once a script is compiled, it can be
simulated in the console sub-window
(lower right of Fig.ll) u sing the Run,
Stop, Reset and Step buttons. Pressing
Run, begins the simulation and the
script output is shown in the console
window (th is wou ld normally be
stored in the log file on the memory
card). If you click Stop, the script
pauses and the next line about to be
executed is highlighted in the editor
window.
You can then use the Step button to
proceed through the script, one line at a
time. This is good for debugging- you
can observe the program flow and see
the log output from each individual
line in the script. The Reset button can
be used to start the script from scratch
and the Clear Console button blanks
the console sub-window.
During simulation, the Scale Time
option can be adjusted (upper right) to
change the speed at which the simulation runs. For example, if Scale Time
is enabled and set to 10, a scripted
delay of 25 seconds actually takes
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2.5 seconds. This makes debugging
scripts with long logging periods far
less tedious.
You can also use the console subwindow to observe data being logged
to the memory card in the Logger as it
occurs. This is useful for the fina l test
of a script, with real sensors attached.
Status bar

The status bar, at the bottom of the
window, indicates what the host
software is doing at any given time.
This shows USB data transfers , the
time from the Data Logger and so on.
At the right of the status bar are two
flexible displays which can show
various statistics. They are selected
by clicking on that portion of the
status bar.
The first (left-most) flexible display
shows information about time synchronisation. The second shows various
voltages from the Logger, including the
supply and battery voltages.

Here's a tip for installing the USB driver. The USB Data Logger will go into standby
(and detach from t he host PC's USB interface) when there are no custom scripts
loaded . Th is is done to save power and since initially there are no scripts loaded ,
this will be the state of the Logger after it is first switched on.
This can affect the installation of the driver (since the USB connection may
be lost duri ng the driver installation), so it is advisable to install the driver with
no memory card inserted in the socket. When switched on, if no memory card
is present, the USB Data Logger does not enter standby as quickly as it does
when a card is present.
This gives you around two minutes to plug it in and install the driver, wh ich
should be long enough in most cases . If not, you can always press S2 to keep
it out of standby for another five seconds. Th is featu re is provided as a fail-safe
feature in case the Logger is used with a very old system.

Note that if later you use the USB
Data Logger and then attempt to verify
the firmware manually, using the Verify
Memory button, the verification will
fail, because the Logger also uses the
Flash memory to store its settings. This
also means updating the firmware resets tl1e Logger's settings to its defaults.

Updating the firmware

Using the logger

The Logger's firmware (the software
running on the microcontroller) can be
updated from the host computer over
USB. To do this, first you must activate the bootloader by holding down
pushbutton switch S2 on the USB
Data Logger, while applying power
(normally from USB). To do this, the
battery must be removed, as there is
no way to switch it off.
With the bootloader activated and
the Logger plugged into the host PC
via the USB port, launching the host
software will display the bootloader
interface instead of the usual development environment (see Fig.12).
In bootloader mode, the blue LED
(LED3) flashes at around 1Hz. Once
the USB interface has been recognised,
the flash rate increases slightly and is
faster again when the firmware is being
read or written.
Typically, firmware updates are
supplied as a hex file ('.hex' file extension). You can then use the 'Write
HEX' option to transfer this file's
contents into the microcontroller's
Flash memory (Fig.13). It will check
that the file is valid, then ask you to
confirm that you want to overwrite the
existing firmware. After rewriting the
program memory, a verify operation
is automatically performed to ensure
that it was successful.

When operating, pushbutton S2 and
blue LED3 are used to control logging
and provide feedback. A short press of
S2 tells you the logging status: LED3
will flash once if at least one script
is running, or three times if there are
no scripts running (and tl1erefore no
logging is taking place) .
A longer press of S2 pauses all
scripts, in which case the logger flashes
its LED three times to confirm that logging is paused. A second long press
results in a single flash and logging
resumes.
The blue LED also flashes to indicate
USB activity when the USB interface
is in use by the host software.
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Standby mode

The logger automatically goes into
standby mode when:
1) There are no custom scripts loaded
2) All the custom scripts that are
loaded are paused or not running
3) There is a time delay of at least five
seconds, during which no custom
scripts need to run
4) The under-voltage protection is enabled, and the battery voltage is below
the set threshold.
In standby mode, the Logger's USB
interface shuts down (the PC host
will show it as being 'disconnected')

and the LED glows dimly, but does
not flash.
As mentioned in Part 1 (Dec 2012),
the full power savings will not be made
unless the minimum logging period
of all executing scripts is above the
threshold for going into standby - 5s.
Below this threshold, the microcontroller does not switch off power to
certain components, including the
memory card, because otherwise the
initialisation sequence would take
too long. You will, therefore, get the
best battery life if your logging scripts
execute sleep periods of greater than
or equal to this time.
In standby mode, the current drain
from the battery is around 560fJA to
850tJ A. If the battery voltage is very
low, the PIC enters sleep mode, which
is at the lower end of this range (560tJA)
and it stays in sleep mode until the
device is power cycled.
This does not include the current
consumed by any sensors powered
from the USB Data Logger. Typically,
sensors will not consume much
power when they are idle, but for
long-term logging, even a small
amount of additional power can
reduce battery life.
If the Logger goes into standby
mode while plugged into USB, it will
disconnect from the host PC (unless
the host program is running) . Pressing push-button S2 or inserting a
memory card exits the Logger from
standby mode.
While writing to the SD card, instantaneous power consumption from the
battery can be 25mA or more, but if the
scripts have long sleep periods, this
averages out to a much lower value in
ilie long term.
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unavailable: USB Data Logger version: 9.60. Global PORs: 4. Local PORs: 1.
unavailable: Memory card detected, Total size: 2.0GB free size: 2.0GB.
unavailable: VM(s) running: 1 of 2.
unavailable: The following VM(s) are loaded: { oneScript, csvScript }

System log

As mentioned earlier, the USB Data
Logger can store events in a system
log for troubleshooting purposes. A
sample excerpt from the syslog.txt file,
as created when the Logger is switched
on, is shown in the accompanying
panel.
The first line shows the USB Data
Logger firmware version and the number of power cycles (power on resets
or PORs) that the Logger has undergone. The Global reading indicates
full resets, while the local reading
shows the number of times the scripts
have been reset by the software. This
can happen if the memory card is
removed.
The second line shows information
on the memory card, and the third
shows how many virtual machines
(VMs) are actively running scripts
(there are up to eight). The fourth line
shows the names of the scripts that are
loaded. Here are some more example
system log entries:
Thu 23 Dec 2010 05:42:01 : Destroy 2 VM(s).
Thu 23 Dec 2010 05:42:11 : Holding.
The first line indicates that two
scripts were reset, resulting in their
virtual machines being ' destroyed'.
The second indicates that script execution has been paused by a long press
on pushbutton SZ.
Digital sensor requirements

When using an input for frequency or
event counting, you must make sure the
signal is within OV to 5V (for DO to D3)
or OV to 3.6V (for D4 and D5).
For I2 C sensors, their SCL (clock)
line must be connected to DO and the
SDA (data) line to Dl. While the pin
connections for the I2 C bus are fixed,
multiple scripts can access sensors on
the one bus.
One Wire sensors can connect to any
of the six digital pins DO to D5. You
must configure the correct pin number
in the script. The same applies to the
serial port; you specify the Transmit

and Receive pin numbers, the baud rate
and the mode. The serial port supports
baud rates up to 0.5Mbps.
Multiplexed peripherals

While the PIC18F27J53 microcontroller has just two serial peripherals ,
each of the eight possible scripts can
configure its own serial port with
whatever configuration it requires
(pin connections, baud rate , and so
on). The PIC's peripheral pin select
(PPS) feature allows the software to
re-map the UARTs as appropriate
for each script as it runs . This is the
same feature which allows One Wire
sensors to be connected to any of the
I/0 pins.
For example, you can have one
custom script sending data to a serial port on pin DO at 9600bps , while
having another script sending data to
an independent serial port on pin Dl
at 115,200bps. The hardware state is
saved and changed as required by the
firmware for the currently executing
custom script.
As well as selecting the pin connections and baud rate for the serial port,
scripts can choose to invert the receive
or transmit logic, or to have an open
drain output.
Writing scripts

Finally, for those who build the USB
Data Logger, we have prepared some
detailed information on writing logging
scripts, including a complete description of the language's syntax and global
functions and variables.
This information is available as a
PDF file from the February 2012 section
of the EPE website. It is named 'USB
Data Logger User Manual.pdr . EPE
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Jump Start
By Mike and Richard Tooley
Design and build circuit projects
ded icated to newcomers, or
t hose following courses taught
in schools and colleges.

ELCOME to Jump Start- our new series of seasonal
'design and build' projects for newcomers. Jump
Start is designed to provide you with a practical
introduction to the design and realisation of a variety of
simple, but useful, electronic circui ts. The series will have
a seasonal flavour, and is based on simple, easy-build
projects that will appeal to newcomers to electronics, as
well as those fo llowing formal courses taught in schools
and colleges.
Each part uses the popular and powerful 'Circuit Wizard'
software package as a design, simulation and printed circuit
board layout tool. For a full introduction to Circuit Wizard,
readers should look at our previous Teach-In series, which
is now available in book form from Wimborne Publishing
(see Direct Book Service pages in this issue).

W

Each of our Jump Start circuits include the following
features:
• Under the hood - provides a little gentle theory to
support the general principle/theory behind the circuit
involved

Corning attractions

Issue
IYI'!i._ 2072

June 2072
July 2072

• Design notes - has a brief explanation of the circuit,
how it works and reasons for the choice of components
• Circuit Wizard - used for circuit diagrams and other
artwork. To maximise compatibility, we have provided
two different versions of the Circuit Wizard files; one
for the education version and one for the standard
version (as supplied by EPE). In addition, some parts
will have additional files for download (for example,
templates for laser cutting)
• Get real - introduces you to some interesting and often
quirky snippets of information that might just help you
avoid some pitfalls
• Take it further - provides you with suggestions for
building the circuit and manufacturing a prototype. As
well as basic construction information, we will provide
you with ideas for realising your design and making it
into a complete project
• Photo Gallery - shows how we developed and built
each of the projects.
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This month, we shall be moving into
the world of digital electronics with a
useful item of test equipment that you
will find invaluable for troubleshooting
and general fault-finding. Our Logic
Probe will help you to diagnose faults
on a wide range of digital circuits.
The Logic Probe combines both
analogue and digital circuit techniques.
The analogue part of the circuit is based
on two comparators, while the digital
part involves the use of a circuit that is
able to detect a sudden change in voltage
level (ie, a pulse) and stretch it so that its
presence can be detected.
We start our design notes INith an
explanation of the way in which 'logic
levels' are represented by voltages in
digital circuits.
Under the hood

The simplified block schematic of our
Logic Probe is shown in Fig.l . The
circuit is able to detect, and provide
indi cations of, vo ltage levels th at
correspond to the logic 1 (high) and
logic 0 (low) states for both CMOS and
TTL logic. It is also abl e to detect and
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provide an indication of the presence
of one or more narrow pul ses, which
might otherwise go undetected when
using a more simple logic probe
design . To aid portability, our Logic
Probe is built into a small hand-held
case and makes use of the power
supply available from the circuit on
test (more of this later).
Design notes - Logic levels
The voltage levels that we need to be
able to detect are simply the range
of voltages associated with the logic
levels that represent the logic 0 (low)
and logic 1 (high) states. It's important
to note that the logic levels for CMOS
logic gates differ markedly from those
associated with their TTL counterparts.
In particular, CMOS logic levels are
relative to the supply voltage used,
while the logic levels associated with
TTL devices tend to be absolute , as
shown in Fig.2. Note that V00 is the
positive supply voltage associated with
CMOS devices.
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Fig.t. Simplified block schematic of our Logic Probe
as the difference between the minimum
state, whereas any voltage level less
values of high-state output and highthan +0.8V is used to represent a low or
state input voltage and the maximum
logic 0 state, as shown in Fig.2(a).
values of low-state output and lowBy contrast, CMOS logic is designed
state input voltage.
to operate over a wide range of supply
voltages (typically between +5V and
+15V). Consider the . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
case of a CMOS logic
+V
device operating from
a +9V supply. In such
a circuit, any voltage
level greater than +6V
4
8
R •>>
is equivalent to a high
>
.>
>
•
R1
or logic 1 state whereas
>
6
any
voltage
level
.....__ 7 555 3
less than +3V will be
equivalent to a low or
logic 0 state, as shown
2
1
in Fig.2(b).
Out put
c -The high and low
T rigger
state comparators used
in our Logic Probe will
need to be designed so
ov
they are able to correctly
distinguish
between
the high and low states
used for both TTL and
(a) 555 monostable circuit
CMOS logic. This has
to be something of a
compromise but, in
general, a low state range
+V
extending from zero to
one-third of the supply
voltage and a high state
Tr;gger
range extending from
two thirds of the supply
voltage to the supply
ov -- 1
voltage will work for
I
both types of logic.
I

1

.,_.__

High

l

•

Logic 1

Low
Vss

(b) CMOS logic

Fig.2. Logic levels for typical CMOS
and TIL devices
It is well worth explaining Fig.2 in
a little more detai l, as this has a direct
impact on the design of a logic probe
that can be used with both of the major
logic families. A standard TTL logic
circuit will operate from a +5V power
rail. Thus any voltage level greater than
+2V is equivalent to a high or logic 1

.,..

J

Noise margin
Finally,
it's
worth
mentioning the noise
margin (shown shaded
in Fig.2). This is a
measure of the ability
of the device to reject
noise; the larger the
noise margin the better
is its ability to perform
in an environment in
which noise is present.
Noise margin is defined
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(b) 555 monostable waveform

Fig.3. 555 monostable circuit and waveforms
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Hence:
noise margin=

V oHtMtNJ - VtHtMtNJ

or
noise margin = V0 LIMAXJ -

R2

VtLIMAXI

~.

R3
)

where V 0 HIMtNJ is the minimum value
of high-state (logic 1) output voltage,
VtH!MtNl is the minimum value of highstate (logic 1) input voltage, V0 LIMAXJ
is the maximum value of low-state
(logic 0) output voltage, and VtUhVNJ is
the minimum value of low-state (logic
0) input voltage. The noise margin for
standard 7400 series TTL is typically
400mV, while that for CMOS is /Woo•
as shown in Fig.2 .

+
B
5V

3t--- - - -.
IC
E555

Monostables

In many logic circuits, the logical
conditions do not remain static but
change all the time. Thus, as well
as having to detect steady voltages
(which can be either low, high or
indeterminate) we also need to be able
to recognise the presence of very rapid
changes in logic state (pulses). which
might otherwise go undetected.
This can be achieved by incorporating
a circuit that can stretch a narrow pulse
so that it is 'remembered' for a period
of time that's long enough for it to
produce a visible display. The circuit
that we use is known as a monostable
pulse stretcher.
Monostables (or one-shots) provide
us with a means of generating precise
time delays. Delays become important
in a variety of logic applications and
particularly where logic states are
constantly changing.
The action of a monostable is quite
simple - its output is initially logic
0 until a change of state occurs at its
trigger input. The level change can be
from 0 to 1 (positive-edge trigger) or 1 to
0 (negative-edge trigger). Immediately
the trigger pulse arrives, the output of
the monostable changes state to logic
1. It then remains at logic 1 for a predetermined period before reverting
back to logic 0.
A standard 555 timer, operating as
a monostable, is shown in Fig.3. The
monostable timing period (ie, the
time for which the output is high) is
initiated by a falling-edge trigger pulse
applied to the trigger input (pin 2).
When this falling-edge trigger pulse is
received and falls below one third of
the supply voltage, the 555 output (pin
3) goes high. The capacitor, C, then
charges through the series resistor, R,
until the voltage at the tlll'eshold input
(pin 6) reaches two thirds of the supply
voltage ( Vcc) and the output (pin 3) then
goes low, remaining in the low state
until another trigger pulse arrives. The
time for which the output remains high
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Fig.4. Using Circuit Wizard to check the 555 monostable circuit
following the arrival of a trigger pulse
is given by the relationship , t = 1 .1 CR.
Comparators

Push to
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tyrber:

Swotch Properties
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:J 1'3

OK

CaPtion:

We've already seen how an operational
amplifier (op amp) can be used to
compare two voltages (see July EPE
page 49 and November EPE page 49).
and in this month's instalment we will
be exploiting this principle again. If
you need to know how a comparator
works, just take a quick look back at
these two previous issues of EPE.
Get real

You might now be ready to check the
operation of a monostable circuit for
yourself. Fig.4 shows a simple 555
monostable circuit displayed as a
virtual circuit using Circuit Wizard (you
might like to compare this arrangement
with the circuit shown in Fig.3).
The problem of being able to generate
a trigger input pulse can be easily
resolved by using a pushbutton switch

~Scey :

B

c

D

E
F
G
H

Fig.5. Assigning a key ('A' in this case)
to the trigger input switch, SWl
and assigning a key to it, as shown in
Fig. 5. The trigger-pulse waveform can
be displayed using Circuit Wizard 's
virtual oscilloscope, as shown in Fig.6.
When the assigned key ('A' in this case)
is depressed (even if only momentarily)
the LED (D1) will become illuminated
for a time determined by the product
of R3 and C2 . You might like to check
that the circuit and the formula quoted
earlier really does work!
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Fig.6. Momentary trigger pulses generated by switch SWl
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Logic Probe - using Circuit Wizard
we're ready to put our circuit
N OW
into action. Our complete Logic
circuit diagram is shown in Fig.

Probe

7.

Note that, when converting to a printed
circuit board (PCB), the variable
voltage source is converted to a single
pin for external connection), while the
battery is replaced with a two-way PCB
mounting terminal block.
Probe case
We want our logic probe PCB to fit into
a small handheld probe case. These are
readily available from electronic
component suppliers like Rapid and
RS , and are supplied with the metal
probe 'pin'. The enclosure that we
selected also includes a removable
face plate, making marking out and
drilling easier. Do be warned that some
probe cases are very narrow and only
allow enough space to fit a small, slim
PCB; this may make designing a layout
difficult or impossible using through
hole components and depending on
your skill.
If you'd prefer not to spend out on a
pre-manufactured probe case, a simple
and effective home-made probe case
can be made from a short length of box
section electrical conduit. A further
alternative is to mount the PCB into a
standard table top case and include a
wired probe. Similarly, the battery is
converted as a two-pin terminal block
for connection to the power supply of
the test circuit (see also later).
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Fig. 7. The complete circuit of our Logic Probe
Circuit board
In order to fit all of the components
and connections onto a PCB small
enough to mount into a small handheld enclosure you will need to
employ some of the design skills
that you learned earlier in the series.

Producing a compact design requires a
high component density (components
mounted closer together to get more
in to a given space) and thinner
copper track widths. It's also more
important than ever to use the space
efficiently, taking extra care to place

You will need ...
Logic Probe
1 PCB, code 887, available from the EPE PCB Service,
size 70mm x 36mm
1 Two-way PCB mounting term inal blocks
1 PCB solder terminal pin
2 insulated crocodile clips (one black and one red)
3 8-pin low-profile OIL sockets
1 probe case, size 104mm x 44mm x 20mm (Rapid 31 -0330)
Semiconductors
2 741 operational amplifiers (IC1 , IC2)
1 NE555 timer IC (IC3)
1 Red LED (01 )
1 Green LED (02)
1 Yellow LED (03)
Resistors
215kQ (R1 , R4)
1 10kQ (R5)
3 270Q (R7, R8, R12)

4 4.7kQ (R2, R3 , R9 , R10)
1 470kQ (R6)
1 22kQ (R11 )

Capacitors
2 1OOnF 50V mini polyester or ceram ic (C1 , C2)
1 22p.F 25V radial electrolytic (C3)

Fig.8. Printed circuit board (PCB) component layout and track
layout viewed 'through ' the board for the Logic Probe. Final
size is 70mm x 36mm
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the components appropriately prior to
routing.
You will probably want to reduce the
grid divisions in Circuit Wizard to permit
more intricate routes and allow smaller
track gaps. Of course, you always need
to keep in mind that as you design more
elaborate circuit boards with smaller
gaps and tracks, this must be matched
with more care and precision when you
physically manufacture the board itself
and this may impose limits depending
on the quality of your processes. Our
final PCB design in shown in Fig. 8.
In our prototype, the PCB was
mmmted modestly by using a short strip
of double-sided foam pad. There is just
enough height in the case to fit the taller
components and therefore traditional
feet/stand-offs would not be possible.
When designing the circuit, we also
allowed space for the tall capacitor C1
to be bent over at 90° towards the probe
connection, so as to reduce the height.
A short piece of insulated wire was
soldered to the probe pin, via a solder
tag, as shown in our 'Photo Gallery'.
You may need to pre-heat and/or tin
the probe to make connection easier.
Make this connection before attaching
the probe to the case; do not attempt
to solder the pin when 'in position' in
the case as the metal probe will get hot
enough to melt the plastic.

Logic Probe

(a I Initial check of the logic level at Inpu t A

(bl Checking the logic level at the output of Gl

A

8

Ell

Power supply

We cannibalised a pair of crocodile
clip leads to use for the power supply
connections (black for negative, red for
positive). This makes it really easy to
clip it to a convenient point to pick up
the supply on the test circuit.
Note that you must use the power
supply from the circuit on test, as the
probe does not have its own power
source. It is also worth using a small
plastic insert to provide strain relief
for the two power leads at the point at
which they exit the probe case.
Lowering the cover plate (drilled to
accept the three LEDs) and then clicking
it into place in the upper section of the
probe case will ensure that everything
is a snug fit when the two case halves
are brought together. Finally, when
connecting the Logic Probe to a circuit
under test, it is essential to make sure
that you observe the correct polarity!
Using the Logic Probe

We bring this instalment of Jump Start
to a close with a brief introduction to
using the Logic Probe. Fig.9 shows how
a simple logic arrangement (in this
example, a two-to-four line decoder)
can be quickly and easily tested using
the Probe. The expected truth table for
our example logic circuit is shown in
Table 1.
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(cl Checking the logic level at the output of G3

(dl Checking the logic level at the output of G3
with a fault condition

Fig.9. A two-to-four line decoder on test
Before any measurements can be
carried out, the two power leads (red
and black) will need to be connected to
appropriate points on the circuit under
investigation. The voltages supplied to
the Logic Probe (OV and +V) must be
the same as those used to power the
logic circuit on test, and they MUST
be connected with the correct polarity!
Fig.10 shows a typical connection
to a circuit, with the probe tip being
connected to the particular point under
investigation.
Point-to-point testing

In the example shown in Fig.9, the
probe tip is moved systematically from
point-to-point, starting at the input
and moving towards the output. The
logic level at each point is noted and
compared with that which should be
expected (see Fig.11).
In Fig.9(a) the probe tip is connected
to one of the inputs which is found to be
in the high (logic 1) state. In Fig.9(b) the
probe tip is transferred to the output of

Table 1: expected truth table for the
two-to-four line decoder
A

B

EN

Y3

Y2

Yl

YO

X

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

the first logic gate (G1), which is found
to be in the low (logic 0) state. Since
G1 is an inverter this is what would
be expected and it confirms that G1 is
operating correctly.
In Fig.9(c) the probe tip is moved to
the output of the next logic gate, G2. If
this gate is operating as expected, the
logic level at this point should once
again be high (logic 1). However, if it is
low (logic 0) as shown in Fig.9(d) this
will indicate a fault condition in which
either G3, G5 or G6 has developed a
problem.
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Jump Start

Logic Probe

Photo gallery...

Fig.lO. A typical connection to a logic circuit on test

The Gallery is intended to show readers some of the
techniques that they can put to use in the practical
realisation of a design, such as PCB fabrication
and laser cutting. This is very important in an
educational context, where students are required to
realise their own designs, ending up with a finished
project that demonstrates their competence, skills
and understanding.
The techniques that we have used are available
in nearly every secondary school and college in the
country, and we believe that our series will provide
teachers with a tremendously usefu l resource!
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Fig.ll. Truth table for some common types oflogic gate

PCB assembled in the lower case half. Note the
probe solder tag and white lead to the circuit board

Assembled Probe ready for labelling

Fig.12. A further example of a logic circuit fault

Special thanks to Chichester College for the use of
their facilities when preparing the featured circuits.

A different fa ult is illustrated in Fig. 12. In this case, both of
the inputs to the AND gate, G7, are in the high (logic 1) state,
but the Logic Probe indicates that the output is low (logic 0). In
this case, either G7 or Gll must be considered suspect.

Next month we shall be describing a Simple DC Motor
Controller that is ideal for use with a wide range of models
and other motorised projects.
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Hands-On Project

Raspberry PI
Software investigation
Time for some Pi
Mike Hibbett

E put the soldering iron away this month and investigate
W
different software approaches for developing software
on the Pi. We also take a look at recent developments in the

Pi operating system and the hardware itself, explaining the
issues found and improvements made.
PCB header
As you may have noticed over the last few articles, we
are fans of the 'Slice of Pi' prototyping board. While it is
very useful for putting together robust prototypes, you
will at some point want to build your own boards. A key
ingredient for doing that will be the 26-way header, shown
in Fig.l.
It's been a difficult part to track down, but we have
finally found a cheap supply. Available from Tandy (www.
tandyonline.co.uk) part number 276-0000. At 69 pence
each, and with a delivery charge of less than a pound, it's
excellent value. Expect some more advanced hardware
projects soon!
Hardware problems
One of the main complaints raised about the Pi has been
with devices connected to the USB ports either not working
or locking up after a short time. This has been tracked
down to a pair of polyfuses in the USB
supply rails. Polyfuses are self-resetting
fuses, but have the unfortunate side effect
of having a significant internal resistance.
With USB devices, such as Wi-Fi dongles
that draw large amounts of current, this
caused the 5V supply to drop below the
minimum level required by the
attached device.
The fuses have been
seen as 'overkill' by the
designers, and the
latest
revision
of the board

has these fuses replaced by zero-ohm links. If you are
comfortable with de-soldering SMD components, then this
is a modification that you can do yourself- or simply solderbridge across the parts. It's a little challenging and not
something we are prepared to do until our second Pi arrives!
Memory upgrade
The latest version of the Pi is now fitted with 512MB
SDRAM rather than 256MB, and this will be the most
significant change that people will notice. We will report
on tl1e impact of this additional memory next month
(assuming our device arrives in time. Delivery times are
still unpredictable.)
The new board also comes with an additional, smaller
1/0 header (P5) and a two-pin socket for a reset switch
(P6), as shown in Fig.2. For our hardware designs we will
stick witl1 the original 26-way header, so as to support all
Pi owners. Expect the older 256MB versions of the Pi to
become available on eBay as people rush to swap their
'older' models for the new revision. Hopefully, the price
of these lower memory Pis will reduce as they are seen
as inferior for use as a PC. For embedded projects, where
a GUI is not required, they will, of course, be perfectly
adequate.

Fig.1. The 26-way
VO connector
Fig.2. The new Pi- new on the right, old on the left
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The new version of the Pi is referred to as 'Raspberry
Pi Model B Rev 2.0' . It's available now from Farnell and
RS. Delivery dates are still variable however, and you are
advised to check before placing an order. The cheaper
Model A (which comes without the Ethernet interface and
a single USB port) is scheduled for release in 2013.
As a final point on hardware this month, we can expect a
camera module to become available soon. This promises to
be a very interesting peripheral because it connects directly
to the processor rather than through USB - so it should be
fast, and low power. This will be of particular interest to us
because we are looking to create a battery-powered nighttime wildlife video recorder. Watch this space!

This has been done for the Pi using the processor
simulator QEMU, which is freely available. There are
a number of projects on the Internet that have packaged
QEMU with the Pi's boot image; one of them can be found
at: http://sourceforge.net/projects/rpiqemuwindows/
You can see an examp le of QEMU running the Pi image
in Fig.3.
There are drawbacks to using a processor simulator.
First, it's very slow- slower even than the Pi itself. Second,
it does not support the peripherals on the Pi's T/0 header.
Processor simulation is a poor alternative to developing
on the Pi itself, but if you would like to explore the software
on the Pi before buying one, it's better than nothing.

New OS image

Cross compilation

October 2012 saw the release of an updated Linux
distribution for the Pi, called 'Raspbian Wheezy'. This
release makes use of the hardware floating point coprocessor within the Pi's ARM SOC (system on chip).
Previous releases used software instructions to emulate the
co-processor, reducing the speed at which floating point
calculations can be made. This has a noticeable effect on
the speed of graphical applications.
Using software to perform floating point calculations is
a common approach for ARM software development, since
not all ARM processors contain a hardware floating point
co-processor. As the Pi does, the Raspbian Wheezy image
is a welcome upgrade.

Cross compiling refers to the technique of writing and
building software for a processor that is different to the
processor used on your development machine. It's how
we develop software for microcontrollers - the code you
create can only run on the target processor.
This is the fastest and most convenient way to build
software for the Pi, but it does require you to download the
software to the Pi once it is built (just as you do with a PIC
microcontroller.) Fortunately, as the Pi is such a powerful
system this is quite easy to do with a network connection
between the Pi and your PC.
The cross compiler is simply the gee compiler tool set,
built to run on the PC, but instructed to generate ARM
output code. Configuring gee to do this is a complex job
best left to the experts, and at the time of writing this article
there are a number of projects on the Internet attempting
to achieve this. A cross-compiler has already been made
available for people using Limtx-based PCs; for those of us
who use Microsoft Windows, it's still a work in progress.
We will report on progress later in the year.
Remote terminal session

Fig.3. The processor simulator QEMU running on a PC
Development environment

While it's quite a novelty developing software directly on
the Pi, it does have several drawbacks. First and foremost,
it's very slow. Unless you have a high quality LCD monitor
the text quality is poor and strains the eyes after just a
few minutes. Another concern is that compiling programs
results in a high level of writes to the SDMedia card, which
can wear it out- potentially in a few months of intense use.
And as your code is stored on the SDMedia card, that's a risk
if you cherish your work and don't back it up frequently.
There are several reasons why it's slow; the processor is
running at only 700MHz, there is relatively limited SDRAM
(for a desktop computer) and, more significantly, the
'harddisk' is a slow Flash memory device connected over a
serial interface. It's amazing that it works as well as it does.
For the development of very simple programs, this is
not a significant issue, but as your designs become more
challenging, a faster and more enjoyable method is required.
Fortunately, there are several alternative techniques
available, and some of them are easy to set up.
Processor simulation

It's not necessary to possess a Pi to run the operating
system and develop software for it. 'Processor Simulator'
programs exist that can run ARM programs, translating
them into the native PC processor instructions. They also
provide a simulation of a video interface, keyboard , mouse
and network interface to a level of accuracy that means
the Raspbian Wheezy Linux image will boot up without
modification.
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The easiest approach (and the approach we are using
at the moment) is to store and edit the code on a PC,
transfer the source files to the Pi and then run the
compiler on the Pi itself. Although this does not solve
the ' wear' concern for the SDMedia card, it does mean
that you can back up your source code on your PC, and
use your favorite editor.
To set up a remote terminal development environment,
we start by installing the latest version of the Pi operating
system, Wheezy. There are a few other tools that we need
too, so we will install those at the same time. All of these
are free, and available on the Internet.
Several of these installation steps will require
administrator privileges on your PC, so make sure you
are running in an admin account before starting. Once the
software has been installed you may return to a standard
user account if you wish.
The latest Pi OS image can be downloaded from the Pi
Foundation website at: www.raspberrypi.org/downloads.
Although a zip file, it's large at 500MB, but on a broadband link
it takes just a minute or two to download. Once downloaded,
extract the single .img file inside it to the desktop.
The image must be copied to the SDMedia card using
a special program; you cannot simply copy it to the card
using normal Windows tools. We use tl1e Win32Disklmager
application to do this. The link to the program is on the
Foundation download page too. Once downloaded, extract
the contents to a sub-directory somewhere convenient. We
will probably need this again in the future, so don't delete
it once we have finished.
Connect your SDMedia card to your PC through any
interface adaptor and run the Win32Disklmager.exe
application. Select the correct drive letter for the SDMedia
card and click the folder icon to navigate to the Pi .img
file . Select the file, and click 'Save'. Now click the 'Write'
button, followed by 'Yes'. The write will take up to a
minute, so be patient. Click on 'Exit' when done , and then
remove the SDMedia card.
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To run and download programs remotely to the Pi, we
need two applications- a remote terminal application and
a file transfer utility. We are going to use two simple utilities
Putty and WinSCP. There are many other programs available,
we've chosen these for simplicity of use and familiarity.
Putty is a simple single executable file. It can be
downloaded from: www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/-sgt atham/
putty/download.hbnl. Download it to a convenient location.
WinSCP is a GUI file transfer program, with a user
interface that looks like a standard file explorer. It can be
downloaded from: http://winscp.net/eng/download.php ,
selecting the 'Installation Package'. Once downloaded, run
the program, which presents a standard installation dialog.
(On the 'WinSCP recommends' dialog you may want to
disable the two Chrome add-ons it recommends , unless
you really want a new browser installed. We didn't.)
We now have all the tools we need. It's time to set them up.

......UZJ!

Environment set up

We need to set the Pi up to enable remote access. On first
starting the Pi with a new image - as we are about to do
- the Pi will display a handy configuration screen. From
here select the 'SSH' option, and select 'Yes'. You may
also want to enable the 'Start desktop on boot?' option, to
automatically run startx at power up, but it's not necessary.
Cursor down to the bottom of the list, then press the right
cursor key to select finish. The Pi will now reboot.
To connect to the Pi, we will, of course, need some kind
of network connection. The simplest way is to connect
the Ethernet interface of the Pi into a router, such as your
broadband access router if you have one. By default, the Pi
is configured to automatically request a network address
from a router, and it is a simple case of rebooting the Pi once
you have made the connections to have it join your home
network.
To discover what network address has been assigned to
your Pi once it has started up, open a terminal shell on the
Pi and type the command:
ifconfig
The command will list details of your two network
connections, 'ethO' (the Ethernet connection) and 'lo' (an
internal local loopback connection.) Under ethO look for
the line starting with 'inet addr:'. The network address will
follow this text. It should look something like 192.168.1.67 .
Logging in remotely

Now we have the Pi configured for remote access and we
know it's address on our home network, it's time to get
connected.
First, we will start a remote terminal shell. Start the Putty
program, and in the dialog that is displayed (see Fig.4) click
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Fig.5. Running WinSCP
on the 'SSH' radio button and then type the Pi's network
address into the 'Host Name' field. Then click 'Open'. You
may be warned about a 'key' on first connection; you can
ignore this warning for now, as we are connecting through
a local home network.
You will be presented with a request for username
and password; these are whatever you have set for your
standard 'pi' account login (the password is 'raspberry' by
default.) Once entered, you will see a terminal window
identical to that displayed on the Pi itself. You can run
programs from here and navigate through the file system
as normal; the only restriction is that you cannot run the
GUI- that only runs on the Pi's display.
So, we can now compile and run programs - but if we
are editing our source files on the PC, how do we get them
to the Pi? This is where WinSCP comes in.
If you start WinSCP you will be presented with a dialog
very similar to Putty. Enter the Pi's network address in the
'Host name' field, and then the username and password
in the fields below. After clicking 'Login', you will again
be presented with a warning about keys; just click 'Yes' to
continue. You will then be presented with a familiar file
explorer dialog, as shown in Fig.5. Files may be dragged in
either direction between the Pi and the PC.
Software development is now a breeze - store and edit
your source files on the PC, drag them to the Pi using
WinSCP, and then compile and run them through the Putty
terminal window. We 've found this a far more pleasant
development environment, and results in less clutter on
the table- no need for two screens, two keyboards and two
mice. You are still developing the software on the target
device - the Pi - but editing and backup of your source
code is now much easier to do.
Advanced debugging

Basoc: options for your PuTTY session

8 Sessoon

...

Developing software on the target device- either directly, or
via a network connection - does allow for some advanced
debugging techniques. Just as we have a debugger built into
MPLAB for looking at the internals of our program when it's
running on a board, Linux has a similar tool, called GDB. This
program provides similar capabilities to MPLAB 's debugger,
allowing breakpoints to be added to the program under test.
Variables can be viewed or changed, and information about
the general state of the processor can be interrogated.
It's not as easy to use as MPLAB , but is well worth
investigating. We will dedicate an article or two to
GDB later in the year. GDB can run on the Pi itself, but
a Windows PC version is also available that can debug a
Linux program across a serial or network connection, and
it makes an excellent companion to Putty and WinSCP.
Next month

Qpen

Fig.4. Configuring the Putty program
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Next month, we will look at how to get your program to
start automatically on power-up, and take a closer look at
the new 512MB Pi.
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Reducing power consumption
N last month's article we looked at
how interrupts, though difficult to
set up, can make our programming
tasks easier. We showed how they
could consign unessential tasks to the
background, de-cluttering the main application. In the real world, interrupts
play a much more vital role in ensuring
that a system is responsive and draws
as little power as possible - conserving
battery power on mobile phones, and
minimising heatsinking requirements
on desktop computers.
Microcontrollers (which by their
nature are low-speed, low-power devices) perform relatively simple tasks,
typically running a 'main loop' control
program that continually spins round a
loop looking for triggers, such as variables changing values, that cause it to
temporarily branch off to some other
subroutine. The processor is running
continuously, spending most ofit's time
doing nothing worthwhile.
U a laptop or standard desktop were
to run continuously like this it would
quickly overheat and shut down. (It's a
rather sad indictment of modern computer design - you may think you are
buying a 1.8GHz quad core laptop, but
it can only provide that power in very
short bursts.)

I

Power play

Power management is one of the many
facilities provided by an operating system, and a programmer should make
use of it to ensure that the system as a
whole remains responsive when their
program is running. While this is of no
concern for hobbyists with relatively
small microcontroller projects, where
our designs have total control of all
CPU resources (ie, we do not have to
worry about how well other programs
run), using tl1ose resources appropriately does become important when low
power consumption is an objective.
Using processor resources in a power
efficient manner requires a mind-set
change for the developer more used to
running the processor continuously at
full speed, reacting to changes in the
'state' of the system such as a key press
or time intervals occurring. The guiding principle is to keep the processor
effectively switched off, turning it on
only to respond to changes in the state
of the system and then immediately
turning the CPU back off.
A common concern when this approach is discussed with beginners is
'but my system is constantly updating
the display, I can never turn the CPU
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off!' This miss-understanding is born
from our biologically limited perception - a system that updates the display once every lOOms may appear to
be reacting continuously, but as it may
take the CPU only a few milliseconds
to write to the display, the processor is
actually idle for more than 95% of the
time. We forget just how quickly a microcontroller can accomplish the tasks
we set it, and overlook how much time
it spends idling in 'busy wait loops.'
To take advantage of this idle time
and enable the processor to fall into a
low power mode, CPU manufacturers
provide a number of hardware features
on-chip. Used in conjunction with arevised approach to software design, these
can increase the battery life of a design
from hours to days or even months.
The processor we are currently experimenting with comes from the
'nanoWatt XLP' family - clearly emphasising the low power nature of the
device. But this low-power does not
come enabled 'out of the box' - we
have to incorporate the features into
our design, right from the point of creating tl1e circuit if we want to make the
most of tl1em.
Power consumption

Before we look at these features, let's
take a look at the sources of power consumption in a processor, referred to as
static and dynamic.
Static power consumption is due to
the leakage current that flows through
each and every transistor within a microprocessor IC when it is held in the
'off' state. Although this leakage current
is tiny, there are tens of thousands of
transistors in even the smallest processor, and these leakage currents add up.
Dynamic power consumption refers
to the temporary surge in current flow as
transistors switch modes (such as when
a flip-flop changes it's output level from
high to low). The size of this current is related to the transistor's gate capacitance
and the rate at which it is switching.
In both cases, the higher the voltage,
the higher the power consumption.
There is nothing we can do about
the static power consumption or the
transistor's gate capacitance, so the
only variable we have to play with is
the switching rate. In summary, when
the processor is not required to perform any calculations, turn the clock
off, and you will get minimum power
consumption.
That's great in theory, but turning
the clock off means that timers will not

run, serial ports won't receive data, and
so on - not very useful to a real world
application! So, to solve this dilemma,
processor manufacturers have added
hardware features to let us have a range
of partial shutdown options, so we can
choose what is best for us - typically
a compromise option, depending on
your design requirements.
CPU features

The most significant contributor to power
consumption is the system clock. When
your code is running, tens of thousands
of transistors are switching, millions of
times per second. Turning this clock off
will have a major impact. Unfortunately,
it will also have a major impact on the
ability to process any events, so there
are a number of clock operation modes
made available- RUN, IDLE and SLEEP.
RUN is the normal operating mode
when the processor is executing instructions. IDLE is where the clock to
the CPU is turned off, but the clock is
still provided to the hardware peripherals of the device - which means the
serial port will still receive data, timers will still run and analogue-to-digital conversions can still take place.
In SLEEP mode, the clock is turned
off completely, which means the only
peripherals that function are the external interrupt pins, (and the on-board
watchdog timer, if enabled.)
Entering the low-power mode is a
simple case of calling the SLEEP instruction. To enter IDLE mode rather
than SLEEP, set the bit IDLEN in the
OSCCON register before calling the
SLEEP instruction.
Waking from sleep

On waking from the SLEEP or IDLE
mode, the CPU will start executing
instructions immediately following
the SLEEP instruction. So what causes
the wake up? Interrupts. Any enabled
and active interrupt source will cause
the processor to wake up. If the GIE bit
(global interrupt enable) is set then the
corresponding interrupt routine will
be called first. If the bit is cleared, execution will proceed with the instruction immediately following the SLEEP
instruction.
What interrupt source you need to
be the trigger to wake the processor up
will determine what sleep mode you
can use. If it will be an external interrupt (such as a button press) then you
can place the processor in full SLEEP
mode; if you want to wake periodically
from a timer, then you must use IDLE.
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Fig. 1. Source code, before and after
Testing it out

Let's return to our example circuit and
software design from last month -a simple LED flasher. To re-cap , tllis circuit is
a basic processor with an LED attached,
which is flashed once every lOs by an
interrupt routine. The 'main loop' is a
simple busy loop that does notlllng. You
can see the code in Fig.l, on the left.
For a design like this, the choice of
low-power mode is simple- it uses a
timer to wake periodically, so we must
use IDLE. The corresponding code
changes are very simple too in tllls case,
and are shown on the right in Fig.l -the
addition of just two instructions.
We did a simple current measurement
before and after by inserting a DVM in
the supply to the board. In the original
example it consumed 2.44mA when the
LED was off. In the second example, taking advantage of the IDLE mode, it consumed 1.16mA. No change in operation
of the system, but a significant power
saving. Don't be fooled by a reduction
of 'only' 1.28mA- this is a reduction to
1.28mA. If you were running the processor at a higher clock speed, the difference would be even greater.
Obviously, this is a contrived example, and with the addition of alternative clock sources, the time lag in starting different oscillator types and the
multitude of interrupt sources this is
a complicated subject, but the rewards
can be considerable. It does require
careful planning at tl1e early design

stages to address how you can keep the
processor in a low-power mode for as
long as possible.
It is possible, however, with examples like ours, to make significant differences in current consumption without major surgery on one's design.
Further improvements

Controlling the processor power consumption in the processor is not the
end of the story. To achieve the lowest
current consumption it's also necessary
to look at the rest of the circuit.
If you have an LCD attached, consider controlling the supply to the LCD
from a FET switch. Ditto for radio modules - it's not enough to hold a radio
module in reset; stick a FET switch in
series with the supply. It may take a
few tens of milliseconds longer to power up, but if you are only sending data
once a minute or so, the power saved
can be significant.
Even flashing LEDs can have an impact - consider using higher value series resistors, and experiment wiili the
widili of ilie pulse iliat you apply to ilie
LED to illuminate it. The less power
your circuit consumes, tl1e more important current sources like these can be.
If your circuit is drawing an average
current of, say, lOOmA then an LED
drawing lOrnA for half a second every
ten seconds is not significant. However, if your average current consumption is 100.UA (quite possible with a

PIC microcontroller design) then the
average current consumption of that
LED does have an impact - it's average current consumption is 10000 x
(0.5/10) .uA, which is s oo.uA - five
time more than the rest of your circuit!
Designing circuits and software for
minimal current consumption can become a fun intellectual challenge in
it's own right, and Microchip provide a
vast range of tools for you to play with.
We've only touched on the options
available for reducing current consmnption; ilie more advanced technique involves making use of tlle multitude of
oscillator options available. Even on our
device, you can run the CPU from an
internal RC oscillator, external crystal
oscillator and an external watch crystal
oscillator, and you can make use of all
three in your design if required.
The watch crystal oscillator is the
more interesting option, as it runs at a
very low frequency (32kHz) and the
drive circuit has been optimised for
very low power - specifically to enable
battery-powered devices that require an
accurate time source. We will pick up
on this in a future article, when we add
a real-time clock circuit to our board.
Sleep time

As a final point, an obvious question
about designing for low power circuits
is: 'is it better to run off a slow clock,
or run off a fast clock?' This is asked
in connection with a design that may
wake up periodically to perform some
operation and then return to sleep.
Should you run fast, at high power,
and then quickly return to sleep, or run
at a slower clock rate and take longer
before returning to sleep? We did some
research on this in the 1990s and found
that running at high speed resulted in
the lower average power consumption.
Possibly due to the increased quiescent
power consumption iliat is constant
while running the CPU.
If you are looking for ways to improve an already well-designed lowpower system, reducing the supply
voltage is the simple answer - even if
it means putting a diode in series with
the supply rail.
May you enjoy fewer battery purchases!
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BY IAN BELL

Rectifier circuits
month we have a question
T
about rectifier circuits posted on
Chat Zone by quornhog
HIS

Some circuits for mains adaptors
use a pair of diodes for rectification,
others use a bridge rectifier. How do I
decide which method to use?
In response, we look at various
arrangements of transformer and
diodes which can be used for
obtaining unregulated DC voltages
from the mains. To produce
illustrative waveforms for the circuits
discussed in Circuit Surgery, use is
often made of circuit simulations.
Typically we employ LTSpice, a
tool which is also used by a number
of regular Chat Zone contributors. In
this case, we encounter the issue of
using transformers in the simulation
- you will not find a transformer
in the list of LTSpice components.
Therefore, this article will discuss
creating transformers in LTSpice, as
well as looking at some rectifier and
related circuits .
A step-down
Mains supplies in most countries are
AC , with voltages of either around
110V to 120V, or around 220V to 240V,
and with frequencies of either 50Hz
or 60Hz. For many applications, we
need much lower DC voltages , so we
need to step down the mains voltage
and convert it to DC. As indicated in

the question, the conversion of AC
to DC is called rectification and is
typically achieved using one or more
diodes.
Traditionally, voltage step-down is
provided by a transformer connected
to the mains; however, this is not the
only approach. It is possible to make
transformerless step-down supplies
using resistive or capacitive voltage
dividers, particularly for applications
with low current demands. Diodes are
still used for rectification.
Transformerless circuits are lighter,
smaller and lower cost than transformerbased designs and are, therefore,
popular in commercial products. Lower
voltage supplies can also be made using
switch-mode techniques, but this is not
really relevant to quornhog's question.
The downside, however, is that
provide
transformerless supplies
much less isolation from the mains
than trans-former-based circuits and
therefore , present a potentially higher
risk to the user. There is also greater
risk of component damage from
voltage spikes on the mains. Touching
any part of a transformless circuit may
result in shock.
This should not be an issue when
used in suitable commercial designs,
which are fully encapsulated, and where
appropriate safety measures are included
in the circuit. However, for home-brew
designs the reduced safety MUST be
seriously thought through. For these
reasons we will only
consider transformerbased circuits in this
article.
Basic rectifier
circuit
The
most basic
and
transformer
rectifier circuit is
shown in Fig.l. This
only uses one diode

and is known as a half-wave rectifier,
because only half of the AC waveform
is involved in producing the DC output.
The diode, Dl, only conducts in
one direction, so current only flows
into the load when output A of the
transformer is positive with respect to
output B. This occurs during one half
of the AC cycle, so the load receives a
series of half-sine-shaped pulses.

AC ~
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G
a Jl~
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k

+

g
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-

Fig. 1. Half-wave rectifier circuit

The simulated waveforms are shown
in Fig.2. The upper (green) trace is the
mains. The middle (blue) trace is the
transformer secondary output, and
the lower (red trace) is the rectified
output.
As indicated, simulating the circuit in
Fig.l is perhaps not as straightforward
as with many other basic circuits. This is
because you will not find a transformer
listed in the components and circuit
elements available in LTSpice. You
have to build the transformer from
individual inductors. We will explain
this in a moment. The LTSpice circuit
used to obtain the waveforms is shown
in Fig.3.
LTSpice simulation
For the benefit of readers not already
familiar with it, the LTSpice analogue
circuit simulator can be downloaded
free in its full form from the Linear
Technology website at: www.linear.
com/designtools/software/.
The 'Spice' part of the name refers to
the acronym Simulation Program with
Integrated Circuit Emphasis - a defacto industrial standard for computeraided electronic circuit analysis,

01

Aedilied

A1

1k

Fig.2. Half-wave rectifier simulation waveforms
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Fig.3. LTSpice simulation schematic for Fig.1.
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with many commercial versions. It
was originally developed in the early
1970s at the University of California,
Berkeley. There is plenty of 1TSpice
tutorial material available online to
get you started if you have not used it
before.
To create a transformer for simulation
in LTSpice, put an inductor on the
schematic for each winding (11 and
12 in Fig.3) . You will probably need to
rotate the symbols and move the labels
around to get everything in the right
place for a conventional transformer
symbol (but the relative position of the
inductors on the schematic does not
change the simulation).
When placing the inductors, it is
useful to be able to see the phase dot,
which is not shown by default. You
can opt to show it by right clicking on
the inductor symbol. The ends of the
windings with the dot will be in phase
when the inductors are coupled to
form a transformer. This is particularly
important when dealing with a
transformer with multiple or centretapped secondary windings.
As 1TSpice does not have any
transformer symbols, you will have to
draw lines for the core lines manually
if you want them on the schematic (use
draw from the edit menu and select
line). You may need to set the line type
to solid. By default, the lines may snap
to the drawing grid, which may be too
far apart; holding down the Control key
while moving the lines will override
the snap-to-grid, allowing the core
lines to be more closely spaced.
As we are using individual inductors
to create the transformer, there is no way
of directly specifying turns ratio (there
is no 'turns' parameter in 1TSpice). The
inductance of the windings must be set
in proportion to the square of the turns
ratio.
So, for example, a mains transformer
with a 240V primary and a 12V
secondary, which has a turns ratio of 20
(=240/12), will require two inductors
with an inductance ratio of 400 (=20 2 ).
If the primary inductance is lOH the
secondary needs to be 25mH. These are
the values used in Fig.3 - they are not
meant to represent the actual values of
a particular real transformer, as we are
aiming for a close to ideal model here.
Mutual inductor

We couple the inductors together using
a mutual inductor Spice directive
(command statement) - this creates
a transformer from what would
otherwise be completely independent
inductors. To do this, click the .op
button in the schematic editor tool bar.
This will open a window in which
you can type the text of the command.
When you click OK, you can place the
Spice directive on the schematic.
The mutual inductor directive starts
with the keyword 'K' followed by a list
of all the inductors involved (separated
by spaces). You can couple several

should be sufficient to see a few
cycles. However, it is better to run
it for longer in case the circuit takes
a few cycles to settle. Unexpected
long-term changes may also indicate
problems with the simulation set-up,
so it is useful to be able to see this.
If you simply connect an 1TSpice
voltage source to an inductor and run
a transient simulation, you will get
an error: 'Voltage source Vxxx and
inductor 1xxx are paralleled making
an over-defined circuit matrix.' There
has to be some resistance in the circuit
for it to be solvable by 1TSpice.
This is easily achieved by right
clicking both the voltage source and
primary winding inductor, and setting
the series resistance via the pop-up
window. The examp le in Fig.3 uses
the following series resistances: 0. H2
for the voltage source, lOOQ for the
transformer primary (11) and 0.5Q for
the secondary (12) . These are noted
Fig.4. Half-wave rectifier with smoothing
on the schematic using
comment text.
These values are not
an attempt to accurately
model the mains or a
real transformer. These
values just help LTSpice
simulate a near-ideal
transformer, to which
we can connect our
rectifier circuits.
If the secondary circuitry is left isolated
(floating) then again you
will get an error message
Fig.5. Smoothed waveform from circuit in Fig.4 (red trace) when you try to simulate:
'Singular matrix: check
together with unsmoothed output from circuit in Fig. 1
node
xxx. This circuit has
(green trace)
floating nodes.'
To couple two inductors, 11 and 11,
There is a fundamental rule in
to form a transformer the Spice directive
Spice simulations that every point
in the circuit must have a DC path
is:
to ground. This can be achieved by
K 1112 1
placing a ground in both the primary
and secondary circuits (as shown in
Fig. 3) or by connecting the secondary
Adding
the
mutual
inductor
to ground by a very large resistor.
statement causes the phase dot to be
However, the latter approach can
shown automatically, if this was not
create unwanted long time constants.
already done manually.

inductors in one statement, not just
two. If you have multiple individual
transformers in a circuit, use Kl , K2 ,
K3, etc for each separate transformer.
The final item of the statement is the
coupling coefficient, which indicates
how well coupled the inductors
are. This is a value ranging from 0
(uncoupled) to 1 (perfectly coupled).
Linear Technology advise starting
all simulations with the coupling
coefficient equal to 1, adjusting it
later if needed. In our case, we can
stick with 1, particularly as real ironcored mains transformers have very
good coupling.

Mains modelling

Rectifier circuit

The mains can be modelled as a
voltage source configured to produce
a sinewave of 50Hz or 60Hz as
appropriate. The voltage specified for
the mains is RMS (root mean square),
whereas 1TSpice requires the peak
value. You need to multiply the RMS
mains voltage by y2 (square root of
two = 1.4142) to get the peak voltage
(amplitude). For example, for 240V
RMS mains use 339V amplitude in
1TSpice. For a 12V RMS secondary
output we would expect about 17V
peak.
We want to look at waveforms,
so we need a transient simulation
- this is set up by 'edit Simulation
Command' from the Simulate menu.
One cycle of a 50Hz wave takes
20ms, so a simulation time of lOOms

Having sorted out the simulation, we
can return to discussing our rectifier
circuit. The circuit in Fig.l produces
a series of pulses- certainly not what
we would think of as continuous DC
supply. To overcome this we need
to store some of the energy from the
pulse and release it to the load during
the gaps, hopefully keeping the DC
voltage constant.
This is referred to as smoothing, and
is easily achieved using a capacitor
connected across the rectified output,
as shown in Fig.4. Fig.5 shows
simulated waveforms for Fig.4, with
C1=1000l!F. superimposed on the
original unsmoothed waveform.
The smoothed waveform shown in
Fig.5 is much more like a DC voltage
than the output from the circuit in
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Fig.6. Full-wave bridge rectifier with smoothing
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Fig. 7. Smoothed (red trace) and unsmoothed (C1 removed, green
trace) waveforms for full-wave rectifier circuit in Fig.6

Fig.B. Bi-phase full-wave rectifier with smoothing
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Fig.9. Centre-tapped bridge rectifier providing dual (+1-) DC
Fig. 11. Voltage doubler during negative half cycle
supplies
The single diode half-wave circuit is
Fig.l, but it still does not look very
to point B, diodes D2 and D3 conduct.
rarely used due to its inefficiency.
On negative half cycles diodes Dl
smooth. This variation in DC voltage
Fig.9 shows another basic rectifier
and D4 conduct. Thus, a DC pulse is
is called ripple. The ripple vo ltage
circuit. This uses a centre-tapped
occurs on every half cycle (there are
- which is defined as the difference
transformer and bridge rectifier (four
no gaps between pulses, as in Fig.5) .
between the maximum and minimum
diodes) to provide both positive and
DC output- will increase if the load
After smoothing, the ripple output
negative DC outputs.
current increases, or if the capacitor
has twice the frequency of a half-wave
value is reduced. We can estimate the
circuit.
Voltage doubler
ripple for the half-wave circuit using
Fig. 7 shows the simulated output
Using diodes and capacitors we can do
the formula:
waveforms for the circuit in Fig.6. It
more than just rectify the AC vo ltage to
should be clear by comparison with
I
DC voltage near the peak AC value. It is
Fig.5 that the ripple is about half that
V ripple( HIV ) = fC
possible to make voltage multiplying
of the half-wave circuit because the
Where lis the average load current (A),
networks which produce a DC output
capacitor discharges for half the time
f is the mains frequency (Hz) and C is before charging again. The approximate
at a multiple of the peak AC voltage
the smoothing capacitor value (F). For
(do ublers, triplers and quadrupler can
formula for full-wave ripple is:
example, for the circuit in Fig.4, with
be
made). Fig.lO shows one exan1ple
V
__I_
a 12V RMS secondary, C1=1000J1F,
of
a
voltage doubler circuit.
ripple( FIV ) fC
2
f=5 0Hz , and an average current of
To understand voltage multipliers
around 140mA (14V across l OOQ) , the
it helps to consider a couple of basic
It is possible to make a full-wave
formula gives the ripple as 2.8V.
facts . First, an AC voltage connected to
rectifier with just two diodes if you have
Measurement of the waveform
a capacitor via a diode will charge the
a centre-taped transformer. The circuit is
using LTSpice's cursors gives 2.4V
capacitor to the AC peak voltage during
shown in Fig.8. This is known a centre(right click the waveform name to
one half cycle of the AC. The diode will
tapped full-wave , or hi-phase full-wave
activate the cursors). The discrepancy
be reverse biased in the other cycle and
circuit. This is effectively two half-wave
is because the formula ignores the
so the capacitor will store the charge,
circuits on opposite phases (hence the
time the smoothing capacitor spends
retaining the voltage across it. Second,
hi-phase name) and, therefore, only
changing and assumes the discharge is
if we already have a capacitor which
uses half of the transformer secondary
linear (actually it is exponential).
has been charged in one half-cycle,
at any one time (the full-wave rectifier
then (if we arrange the circuit right) the
uses the whole secondary all the time).
Full-wave rectifier
voltage stored on the capacitor will be
To simulate this circuit in LTSpice you
The ripple can be reduced using a fulladded to the AC input voltage during
would need three mutual inductors as
wave rectifier. This can be achieved by
the other half cycle. Thus we obtain a
each half of the centre-tapped secondary
using four diodes in bridge rectifier
maximum voltage in the circuit of h.vo
would require a separate inductor.
configuration, as shown in Fig.6.
times the AC peak voltage
The circuits in Fig.6 and Fig.8 may
On positive half cycles of the mains ,
Fig.ll shows the currents in the
account for quornhog's observations of
when point A is positive with respect
voltage doubler during the negative
circuits using either two or four diodes.
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half cycles of the AC input. Capacitor C1 is already
charged to the peak voltage via Diode D2 during this half
cycle. Diode D1 is off, so C2 is unaffected, but can supply
current to any load. Fig.1 2 shows what happens in the
positive half cycle. Here C2 (which carries the output
voltage) is charged via Diode D1 by both the AC input
and the voltage on C1 (which together sum to two-times
the peak voltage, Vp).
The voltage doubler output will not reach 2 x Vp on the
first positive half cycle, it will take several cycles to reach
the final output voltage, recovery from a loading peak will
also take a while. This can be seen in the simulation of
the circuit in Fig.10, shown in Fig.13. This uses the same
transformer set up as Fig.3 . The diodes are ideal, the
capacitors are 100pF and there is a 10kQ load across R2.
The voltage doubler can be cascaded to give further
multiples of voltage, a circuit which is known as the
'Cockroft-Walton' multiplier. Care must be taken when
using voltage multipliers to make sure that the diodes and
capacitors have sufficient voltage ratings to withstand the
multiplied voltages.
Voltage multiplier circuits do not give very good
regulation and perform poorly with high loads. They are
typically used for applications where high voltages are
required at reasonably low currents, or where some ripple
can be tolerated.
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Fig. 12. Voltage doubler during positive half cycle

Fig. 13. Voltage doubler simulation
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Computers and the real world - sensing wate
HE world of computing seems to
be increasingly dominated by the
virtual world, with virtual this,
that, and the other being released to the
market all the time. However, many of
the most useful computer applications
require computers to deal with reality,
and this month we continue with the
theme of sensors that enable computers
to deal with the real world.
Impure thoughts

One of the simplest types of sensor is
one that enables water to be detected.
Detecting pure water is relatively difficult, since it is a poor conductor of electricity, but water in the real world tends
to be more accommodating. It usually
contains small amounts of impurities
that increase the conductivity to a level
that makes detection very easy. Rain
and tap water both contain sufficient
impurities to make them easy to detect.
The most basic form of water detector is a simple DC circuit that relies on
a sensing element consisting of two electrodes separated by a small air gap. The
resistance between the two electrodes is
normally very high due to the high resistance of air at low voltages. Any water
bridging the two electrodes, other than
the distilled variety, will produce a much
lower resistance between the electrodes.
The exact resistance depends on factors such as the size of the electrodes, the
gap between them, and the amount of impurity in the water. It could be anything
from a few ohms to a few megohms, and
would typically be a few kilohms. The
exact resistance is not important, since
it can easily be distinguished from the
massively higher resistance produced
with air between the electrodes.
A circuit as simple as the common
emitter switch of Fig.l is sufficient for
a simple DC water detector. With air
between the electrodes there will be
no significant base current flowing into
TRl, and only minute leakage currents
will flow between its collector and emitter terminals. The output of the circuit
is therefore high (logic 1) in this standby
state. With water between the two electrodes, and even if there is still a resistance of a megohm or so between them,
the base current flowing into TRl will
be sufficient to switch it on and take
the output low (logic 0). Resistor Rl
protects TRl from an excessive base
current if a very low resistance or shortcircuit is placed across the electrodes.
This type of circuit works well enough
in the short term, but it has the drawback
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of poor long term reliability, due to corrosion
of the electrodes. The
impurities in the water that make it slightly
conductive can also produce corrosion, and the
current passing through
the system can also increase the problem due
to electro-migration.
There can also be
problems with bubbles
caused by electrolysis
tending to insulate the
electrodes. I suspect
that these are problems
that occur mainly if the
electrodes will be wet
for much of the time,
and are less troublesome if they will only
become wet infrequently and for short periods.

+ 5Vo-----~----------~

R2
1k2
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Fig. 1. A water detector can be as simple as two metal electrodes and a common emitter switch. However, a DC circuit
such as this might not work well in the long term

Alternating alternative

Anyway, for greater long-term reliability
it is generally deemed better to use an
AC system. I cannot see how this would
help with the electrolysis problem, so
it would still be advisable to clean the
electrodes from time to time in order to
ensure that the sensor continues to work
well. Presumably, the main point of using an AC system is to reduce the problem of electro-migration eating away the
electrodes. Although an AC water sensor cannot be quite as ultra-simple as a
DC type, it only requires some uncomplicated and inexpensive electronics.
In the past, there was at least one
water detector chip in the form of the
National Semiconductor LM1830N, but
this seems to have been discontinued.
I used the alternative single chip approach of Fig.2, and this circuit is based
on an inexpensive CMOS 4001BE quad
2-input NOR gate.
In this circuit, each of the four gates
has its two inputs connected together
so that a simple inverter function is
obtained. Gates ICla and IClb form a
simple astable (oscillator) circuit that
operates at somewhere in the region of
200Hz, but the exact operating frequency is unimportant. The output signal at
pin 4 of IClb is a squarewave signal.
This signal is fed via C2 to the sensor electrodes, and the output signal
from the sensor, if there is any, is fed by
way of C3 to a rectifier and smoothing
circuit based on Dl and D2. Of course,
with no water present between the

electrodes the only coupling through the
sensor will be due to its tiny amount of
capacitance. This is too low to be of any
significance at the operating frequency
used here, and there will be no output
from the rectifier and smoothing circuit.
With water between the electrodes
there will be some coupling through to
the rectifier circuit, and due to the high
value of R2 in the smoothing circuit, a
strong coupling will be obtained even
if the resistance through the water is
many kilohms. In fact, the coupling will
be sufficient to produce a strong positive output voltage from the smoothing
circuit, even if the water resistance is
around a megohm or so. This voltage
is fed to a simple non-inverting buffer
stage based on IClc and ICld. The output from the circuit is therefore high if
water is detected, or low if no water is
present on the sensor.
Bear in mind that the 4001BE used
for ICl is a CMOS device and it therefore requires the normal anti-static handling precautions. The prototype circuit
worked well using ordinary silicon diodes for Dl and D2, and any generalpurpose silicon diodes should suffice.
However, there is possibly some advantage in using a type that has a low forward voltage drop, such as Schottky or
good quality germanium diodes.
Sensor
It is important that a suitable material is
chosen for the electrodes in the sensor.

Using an AC circuit avoids increased
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Fig.2. The circuit for a simple AC water sensor. The four NOR gates in IC 1 are all used
here as inverters

corrosion of the electrodes, but it does
not protect them from it. For reliable
long-term operation the material used
still needs to be resistant to corrosion.
Printed circuit boards and strip board
are sometimes used as the basis of water sensors, but the copper tracks are
very vulnerable to corrosion. Something like rods or strips of stainless
steel, or gal vanised nails represent
better choices. Having relatively large
electrodes placed close together increases the chances of detecting water
that has low levels of impurity.
Hot stuff

Optical sensors for detecting objects, including people, have been covered previously. These days, the most popular
choice for people detection is the passive infrared variety, which is almost,
but not quite, a form of optical sensor.
The infrared used by these systems is at
the lower frequency end of the infrared
range, and well away from the visible
light spectrum. It is body heat that they
are designed to detect, and the maximum heat output from a human is at
wavelengths from around 8J..1m to l4J..Im.
A couple of points should be borne
in mind when dealing with this type
of sensor, and the most obvious one
is that they will only detect people, or
something else that is producing significant amounts of heat at suitable wavelengths. Unlike optical sensors, they are
unsuitable for most types of general object detection. The second point is that
they are motion sensors, and will not
detect suitable sources of infrared that
are stationary or moving very slowly.
Some passive infrared sensors can
have a single sensing element, but in
most cases they have two in a balanced
arrangement that reduces problems with
background infrared. In use, the dual variety must be mounted so that the sensing elements are side-by-side, and not
one above the other. The detected infrared signal is then swept across the sensor in a way that activates one element
and then the other, and not both together,
which would give little output signal.
With the aid of a suitable lens, it is possible for a high degree of sensitivity to be
obtained, and for a large area to be covered. This type of thing can be something
of a mixed blessing though, leaving the

system open to numerous 'false alarms'.
A fox or badger walking by on the opposite side of the road seems to be sufficient to set off the security light of one of
my neighbours! This is technically very
impressive, but means that the light is
switched on for much of the time.
Hot and cold

For many applications, and particularly for indoor use in normal size rooms ,
a more basic approach will often suffice. Something as simple as a piece of
tubing to narrow the sensor's angle of
view might be sufficient, or a sort of
miniature Venetian blind made from
cardboard and used vertically should
give good results.
For the system to work, it is essential
that someone moving across the sensor's
field of view produces at least one well
defined change from cold to hot and
back to cold again. The sensors usually
have a fairly wide field of view and will
be largely ineffective without some outside assistance. A little experimentation
will probably be needed in order to get
the desired result.
The circuit of Fig.3 should work
with any normal three-terminal passive
infrared sensing device, such as one
from the Chartland Electronics range
(RE200B). These devices normally
have some form of field effect transistor
(FET) buffer stage at the output. Resistor Rl is the load resistor for this stage,
and is not essential if the sensor is a
type that has a built-in load resistor.

The output signal from the sensor will
not be very large, and is unlikely to be
more than a few millivolts peak-to-peak.
A large amount of amplification is, therefore, needed to bring the signal to a more
useful level. Tllis is provided by a twostage cornrnon-enlitter amplifier based
on TRl and TR2, which gives a voltage
amplification of around 1000. If necessary, the gain of the circuit can be increased by reducing the value ofR8.
In this application, it is only very low
frequencies at around 0.5Hz to 3Hz that
are of interest. Capacitors C3 and C5 are
therefore used to reduce the gain of the
circuit at higher frequencies. This gives a
lower noise level and reduces problems
with instability due to stray feedback.
IC2 is an operational amplifier (op
amp), but in this circuit it is used as a
voltage comparator. Its non-inverting(+)
input is fed with a preset reference voltage from VRl , and its inverting (-) input
is fed from the output ofTR2. Preset VRl
is adjusted to give a reference voltage
which is a little higher than the voltage at
the output of the amplifier. This results in
the output ofiC2 going high w1der standby conditions, which in turn switches on
cornrnon-enlitter switch TR3 and sends
the output of the circuit low. TR3 is used
as a level converter that gives the circuit
an output at normal 5V logic levels.
The voltage at the output of the amplifier varies either side of its quiescent
level when the unit is activated, and on
positive output half cycles this results
in the inverting (-) input of IC2 being
taken to a higher potential than the reference level at the non-inverting (+) input. This sends the output of IC2 low,
and the output of the circuit high.
The circuit will still work if the reference voltage is set a little below the
voltage at the output of the amplifier.
However, the output of the circuit will
then be high under standby conditions
and will produce low pulses when the
unit is activated.
Avoid setting the reference voltage
too close to the amplifier's output voltage, since doing so will give problems
with spurious triggering. Both integrated circuits are MOS devices andrequire the standard anti-static handling
precautions.

~--~-----------4r---~~~----~--~----~~----------~+10V
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Fig.3. The circuit for a person detector based on a passive infrared sensor. It actually
detects changes in long wavelength infrared radiation (heat) and is a form of motion detector
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Fair trade!
NGLAND is a nation of shopkeepers, so said
Napolean Bonaparte, but what about the shoppers
themselves? In last month's Net Work I questioned the
behaviour of shoppers who use a bricks-and-mortar retailer
to check over some goods, or maybe waste retailers' time
on in-store demonstrations and advice, before making their
excuses to leave and buying the exact same merchandise
online instead. This poor behaviour is called 'showrooming'
and it hurts small independent traders the most.
The savage pricing of online vendors, coupled with
the recession, have made the lure of the Internet more
irresistible than ever. As I reckoned last month, probably
no one under 35 will understand why 'showrooming' is an
unethical and ultimately self-defeating way of carrying on.
At that rate, independent retailers will be disincentivised
from staying in business at all, as it will become unviable
to offer shoppers the luxury of browsing around a store,
treating it like a public attraction, before they go and source
merchandise on the web instead.
Shopping habits are changing drastically and online
trading has had an irreversible effect on our society. As
a UK business owner, I have bought US graphics software
downloaded from a German server, but the invoice originated
from the Netherlands and it had an Irish VAT number.
Where is the transaction actually 'done' , and what are the tax
implications for global Internet-based companies? Thanks to
the web , the world has become a whole lot smaller, but the tax
regime has failed to keep up, although EU sales tax changes
buried traders under even more bureaucracy. European VAT
regulations and statistics are very onerous to deal with, and
the pena lties for non-compliance harsh.

E

Political showboating

In Britain, a Parliamentary Select Committee has been
investigating the levels of business tax paid into the UK
economy by multi-national companies (MNCs). Some soft
juicy targets include Starbucks, Coogle and notably Amazon.
This has been an ideal opportunity for British politicians to
grandstand: there is much talk of MNCs not 'playing fair',
being 'unethical' and 'immoral' and - worst of all - not
paying what they loosely call 'the right amount of tax'. A
business owner will reply that business is business, and
each MNC retorted that they have obeyed the law and paid
everything that has been asked of them anyway.
In the 1990s, well before Amazon arrived in the UK and
Germany, I would import parcels direct from Amazon USA.
Amazon invested epic amounts of cash during their start-up
phase, when the press carried doleful reports of how it had
burnt through yet more cash. Predicting the likely demise of
Amazon became a sport, but the company persevered and
has become the success that it is today.
Much more than a bookstore, it has enriched most
people's lives in our Internet age, offering myriad products
delivered to our door, MP3 music downloads, cloud storage,
industrial data processing services, and also enabling small
businesses to operate their own storefronts on Amazon
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Marketplace. One small trader I know is doing a roaring
trade thanks entirely to Amazon.
The nai:ve accusations of ' tax evasion' being stoked up
against Amazon and other MNCs are making enormous
profits coupled with wilful tax avoidance by offshoring their
business. The popular cry is that, in doing trade in Britain,
the British deserve some tax revenue. What, then, would
taxpayers like to see? More tax, obviously. Perhaps they had
a large donation in mind then, because until tax 'fairness'
is quantified in law, who can say how much is fair? MNCs
including Coogle and Amazon are highly gifted in creating
tax-efficient practices and none of them has been accused
of breaking any law. Until the politicians change their own
tax regime, it is no use them, nor 'showrooming' consumers,
complaining about loopholes in their own tax system and
boycotting Amazon or Coogle in the meantime.
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W7 Mobile Device Centre settings: showing as 'Not Connected',
which will allow Internet sharing
Phoned home

Always-on Internet access that many of us enjoy today is, like
most utilities, something that is taken for granted until it goes
wrong. The ADSL broadband service operated by BT was
founded on good old copper wires, the cost of which have
probably been bought many times over by BT subscribers
over the years. The cables are often decades old and data rates
depend on the quality of the copper cables, the integrity of the
connections and the distance from the exchange. Distances
and throughput have gradually edged up in line with
technological updates as well as BT's confidence in being able
to deliver a consistent service. The industry has also cleaned
up its act a little, and users now understand that the promise
of data rates 'up to 8 Mbps' or whatever, usually means far less
than that in practice.
Access to high-speed fibre-based broadband seems to be
a prize in a postcode lottery. Some users may enjoy a cable
service or full-on fibre to the home/premises (FTTH/FTTP), but
'fibre' for many users will, mean fibre-to-the-cabinet (FTTC)
or curb/kerb (US), a reference (UK) to roadside cabinets with
copper wire forming the last leg of the journey.
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The reason for my interest in copper wires , readers, is that
once again my overhead phone cable has developed a fault
at the pole's junction box, and this has left me with neither a
phone landline nor an ADSL service. For BT users in the UK,
faults can be reported on 0800 800 151 and progress reports
can be received on another contact number. Residential users
face up to a five-working-day lead time on repairs. In my case
it looks like BT will run to the 11th hour, and, including the
weekend, I'll endure seven days without broadband.
I suggested in previous Net Work columns that now is
a good time to consider moving on from Windows XP in
favour of Windows 7. It runs decently enough on a moderatespec Pentium PC and is a mature and extremely well-sorted
operating system, with fast boot-up and power-down times.
Brand new systems may offer Windows 8, but a W7-based
package is still easy enough to find . Feeling a bit desolate
without my Internet connection, I pondered how to check
email on an XP netbook or my Windows 7 PC and keep things
moving, when I spotted my Windows mobile phone.
UK readers have doubtless heard of the arriva l of 4G service,
which offers high-speed mobile access, typically 8Mbps to
12 Mbps or so, but for users not within the catchment area
of major cities this pipedream is irrelevant. My 3G mobile
phone soldiers on with Windows Mobile 6.1 and I spent
some of my ADSL downtime hooking it to my PC, using the
phone as a wireless modem. Data simply passes through the
phone using the mobile phone's GPRS data service.
Getting hooked

Although I cannot cover every step in detail, some general
pointers may help with the job of configuring a typical
Windows mobile phone for Internet access and readers are
encouraged to explore the options available to them. On
the phone itself, I opened Communications Manager (in
my case) and turned on Internet Sharing, ensuring that the
connection settings and data service pointed to the mobile
operator's data service.
After hooking them together with a mini USB cable,
various drivers installed in Windows 7 automaticall y.
Mobile Device Centre will open in Windows 7, where
mobile device settings can be viewed. If the phone shows
as 'Connected ', then this refers to the syn c mode between
the Windows phone and PC to exchange email, files etc
with each other, as opposed to sharing the phone's Internet
connection with the PC, w hich is what we need, so close
the sync session if needed (eg, close Activesync): the phone
will then show as 'Not Connected' (see screenshot).
By viewing Connection settings in Mobile Device Centre, I
could enable the key option 'Allow USB connections'.
By opening Control Panel/Network and InterneUNetwork
and Sharing Centre, the new connection to the Internet could
be seen. The process was commendably smooth and troublefree , and email soon started to trickle onto my PC while I
worked. Thanks to authsmtp (www.authsmtp.com) I could
also send email as normal witl1out making any changes to my
email SMTP settings. It is undoubtedly very slow, but better
than nothing, and helps with ch ecking email, or emergency
online banking.
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Network and Sharing Centre in Windows 7 displays the new
network name, Network 2
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You can also use the phone's Bluetooth connection to
achieve the same thing wirelessly. A Bluetooth dongle for
a PC costs as little as £1 from a Poundstore and Windows 7
makes it easier than ever to install one. In Networking and
Sharing Centre, simply set up a new connection or network
by clicking 'Connect to a Bluetooth personal area network
(PAN)' and follow tl1e prompts.
_
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In Windows 7, you can connect to a Bluetooth personal area
network (PAN) and follow the prompts

Ensure that both Internet Sharing and Bluetooth are
enabled on the phone, and that the phone's Internet Sharing
is configured to connect through a Bluetooth PAN instead of
USB. To connect to a PC for the first time, the device must be
made 'visible' in Bluetooth settings and the phone may offer
to do tl1at automatically. Back at the Windows PC, right-click
on the Bluetooth icon in the system tray, and select 'Join a
Personal Area Network'; choose the mobile device in Devices
and Printers and right-click on it, Connect Using [Access
Point] and the PC should connect to the phone straight away.
In my case, my multithreading Eudora email program soon
started fetching mail from a number of mailservers, but of
course, the process is very much slower than normal. I found
that incoming telephone calls knocked off the Bluetooth
connection, which has to be re-established at tile phone and
the PC (join a PAN) again.
It's a dongle

If you don't have access to a phone, then another option is to
try a USB GPRS dongle, which plugs directly into a USB port
and cmmects to a designated mobile network. I borrowed
such a USB dongle and Windows XP netbook, which offered
a GPRS mobile data quota on the 0~ network. The dongle
is free with some BT broadband packages, and mine had a
3GB monthly usage quota. The Huawei dongle carries its
own Connection Manager software on the built-in memory
stick, and it installed completely fuss-free on several test
machines. They can also be used on Wi-Fi.
After 30 seconds or so it registered on the 0 2 network, ready
for use, witl1 a popup proclaiming a snail-paced speed of
80kbps, a bit faster than a fax machine. The program displays
usage on that machine (total them up manually, if spread
across multiple devices), and I found that after an intense day
of surfing, about 1% of the monthly allowance had been spent.
Most mobile operators offer USB dongles on a 'Pay As You Go'
or monthly contract basis. Watch out for time-outs and lockins, witl1 a typical PAYG dongle requiring topping up after
three months otherwise any pre-paid quota will be lost.
For non-city dwellers, high-speed mobile Internet access
and 4G are tantalisingly out of reach, and local coverage
should be checked before investing in a new 4G phone.
There is no disputing that GPRS is excruciatingly slow, but
it manages to keep online banking moving along and basic
online transactions can be carried out as well. Trying to
download complex pages full of graphics will be an extremely
unrewarding experience and is barely worth tl1e effort.
That's all for this month's Net Work. You can contact the
writer by email to alan@epemag.demon.co.uk or share your
views with the editor at editorial@wimborne.co.uk for possible
inclusion in Readout, and you could earn a valuable prize!
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EPE IS PLEASED TO BE ABLE TO OFFER YOU THESE

ELECTRO ICS CD·ROMS

CODE !5

Complex electronic
systems in minutes
New features include:
C code views and customisation
Simulation improvements
Search and replace
New variable types
Project auto-documentation
Project explorer
Bookmarks
Improved chip interrupt features
Compilation errors and warning
rupts overhaul

The FlowKit can be connected to hardware systems to provide a real time
debug facility where it is possible to
step through the Flowcode program on
the PC and step through the program
in the hardware at the same time. The
FlowKit can be connected to your own
hardware to provide In-Circuit Debug
to your finished designs.

PRICES

Prices for each of the CO-ROMs above are:
(Order form on third page)

(UK and EU customers
add VAT to 'plus VAT
prices)

Flowcode4

Flowcode 5

DSPIC & PIC24

PICMICRO/AVR & ARM

Download only

Hobbyist/Student. .. . .. . ..... • ........ . ....... . £45.95 inc. VAT
Professional (Schools/HE/FE/Industry) ... . ....... . £149.00 plus VAT
Professional and Flowkit bundle ........ . ... . .. •. N/A

£58.80 inc. VAT
£199.00 plus VAT
£220.00 plus VAT

Please note: Due to popular demand, Flowcode PICmicro, AVR & ARM V5 are now available as a download. Please include your email
address and a username (of your choice) on your order. A unique download code will then be emailed to you. If you require the CD ROM as a
back-up (available June 2012) then please add an extra £14 to the above price.
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PICmicro TUTORIALS AND PROGRAMMING
HARDWARE

VERSION 3 PICmicro MCU
development board
Suitable for use with the three software packages
listed below.
This flexible development board allows students to learn both
how to program PICmicro microcontrollers as well as program
a range of 8, 18, 28 and 40-pin devices from the 12, 16 and
18 series PICmicro ranges. For experienced programmers
all programming software is included in the PPP utility that
comes with the development board. For those who want to
learn , choose one or all of the packages below to use with the
Development Board .
• Makes it easier to develop PICmicro projects
• Supports low cost Flash-programmable PICmicro devices
• Fully featured integrated displays- 16 individual LEOs, quad
?-segment display and alphanumeric LCD display
• Supports PICmicro microcontrollers with AID converters
• Fully protected expansion bus for project work
• USB programmable
• Can be powered by USB (no power supply required)

This board is being upgraded, therefore. it is
currently unavailable.

£161

including VAT and postage, supplied
with USB cable and programming software

SOFTWARE
ASSEMBLY FOR PICmicro
V4

'C' FOR 16 Series PICmicro
Version 4

FLOWCODE FOR PICmicro
VS (see opposite page)

(Formerly PICtutor)

The C for PICmicro microcontrollers CD-ROM is
designed for students and professionals who need
to learn how to program embedded microcontrollers
in C. The CD-ROM contains a course as well as all
the software tools needed to create Hex code for a
wide range of PICmicro devices - including a full
C compiler for a wide range of PICmicro devices.
Although the course focuses on the use of the
PICmicro microcontrollers, this CD-ROM will
provide a good grounding in C programming for
any microcontroller.
•
Complete course in C as well as C
programming for PICmicro microcontrollers •
Highly interactive course • Virtual C PICmicro
improves understanding • Includes a C compiler
for a wide range of PICmicro devices • Includes
full Integrated Development Environment •
Includes MPLAB software • Compatible with most
PICmicro programmers • Includes a compiler for
all the PIC micro devices.

Flowcode is a very high level language programming
system based on flowcharts. Flowcode allows you to
design and simulate complex systems in a matter of
minutes. A powerful language that uses macros to
facilitate the control of devices like 7-segment displays,
motor controllers and LCDs.The use of macros allows
you to control these devices without getting bogged
down in understanding the programming. When used
in conjunction with the Version 3 development board
this provides a seamless solution that allows you to
program chips in minutes.

Assembly for PICmicro microcontrollers V3.0
(previously known as PICtutor) by John Becker
contains a complete course in programming the
PIC16F84 PICmicro microcontroller from Arizona
Microchip. It starts with fundamental concepts
and extends up to complex programs including
watchdog timers , interrupts and sleep modes.
The CD makes use of the latest simulation
techniques which provide a superb tool for
learning: the Virtual PICmicro microcontroller, this
is a simulation tool that allows users to write and
execute MPASM assembler code for the PIC16F84
microcontroller on-screen. Using this you can
actually see what happens inside the PICmicro
MCU as each instruction is executed, which
enhances understanding.
• Comprehensive instruction through 45 tutorial
sections •
Includes Vlab, a Virtual PICmicro
microcontroller : a fully functioning simulator •
Tests, exercises and projects covering a wide
range of PICmicro MCU applications • Includes
MPLAB assembler • Visual representation of a
PICmicro showing architecture and functions •
Expert system for code entry helps first time users
• Shows data flow and fetch execute cycle and has
challenges (washing machine, lift, crossroads etc.)
• Imports MPASM files.

• Requires no programming experience
• Allows complex PICmicro applications to be
designed quickly
• Uses international standard flow chart symbols
• Full on-screen simulation allows debugging and
speeds up the development process.
• Facilitates learning via a full suite of
demonstration tutorials
• Produces ASM code for a range of 18, 28 and
40-pin devices
• 16-bit arithmetic strings and string manipulation
• Pulse width modulation
• 12C.
Features include panel creator, in circuit debug ,
virtual networks, C code customisation , floating
point and new components. The HobbyisVStudent
version is limited to 4K of code (8K on 18F devices)

1n1mum system requ1rements or,t ese
items: Pentium PC running , 2000, ME,
XP; CD-ROM drive; 64MB RAM ; 10MB
hard disk space.
Flowcode w1ll run on XP or later
operating systems

PRICES
Prices for each of the CO-ROMs above are:
(Order form on next page)
(UK and EU customers add VAT to 'plus VAT' prices)
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Hobbyist/Student. ...... . ..... . ................ £58.80
Professional (Schools/HE/FE/Industry) ..... ....... £150
Professional10 user (Network Licence) ........... £499
Site Licence .. . .... . .......................... £999
Flowcode Professional (Schools/HE/FE/Industry) ... £199
Flowcode 10 user (Network Licence) .... . . . ....... £599
Flowcode Site Licence ......................... £999

inc VAT
plus VAT
plus VAT
plus VAT
plus VAT
plus VAT
plus VAT
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EPE PIC
RESOURCES V2

CIRCUIT WIZARD
Circuit Wizard is a revolutionary new software system that
combines circuit design, PCB design , simulation and CAD/
CAM manufacture in one complete package.
Two versions are available, Standard or Professional.

Version 2 includes
the EPE PIC
Tutorial V2 series of
Supplements
(EPE April, May,
June 2003)

By integrating the entire design process, Circuit Wizard provides you with all the tools necessary to
produce an electronics project from start to finish -even including on-screen testing of the PCB prior
to construction!

* Circuit diagram design with component library (500 components
Standard, 1500 components Professional)
* Virtual instruments (4 Standard, 7 Professional)
* On-screen animation
* Interactive circuit diagram simulation
* True analogue/digital simulation
* Simulation of component destruction

- 5. 10

_ __

.....
------·
--·-

This software can be used with the Jump Start and Teach-In 2011 series
(and the Teach-In 4 book).
Standard £61.25 inc. VAT
Professional £91.90 inc. VAT

M1mmum system requirements for these CD· ROMs: Pentium PC, CD-ROM dnve, 32MB RAM , 1OMS hard d1sk
space. Wmdows 2000/ME/XP, mouse, sound card , web browser.

Please send me: CD-ROM
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

ORDER FORM

Assembly for PICmicro V4
' C ' for 16 Series PICmicro V4
Fl owcode for PICmicro V5 (DOWNLOAD + CD ROM)
Fl owcode for PICmicro V5 (DOWNLOAD ONLY)
Flowcode for AVR V5 (DOWNLOAD + CDROM)
Flowcode for AVR V5 (DOWNLOAD ONLY)
Flowcode for ARM V5 (DOWNLOAD + CD ROM)
Flowcode for ARM V5 (DOWNLOAD ONLY)

•

EPE PIC Tutorial V2 complete series of
articles plus demonstration software,
John Becker, April, May, June '03

•

PIC Toolkit Mk3 (TK3 hardware
construction details), John Becker,
Oct '01

•

PIC Toolkit TK3 for Windows
(software details), John Becker,
Nov '01

Plus 18 useful texts to help you get
the most out of your PIC programming.
Price £14.75 inc. VAT

* PCB Layout

* Interactive PCB layout simulation
* Automatic PCB routing
* Gerber export
* Multi-level zoom {25% to 1000%)
* Multiple undo and redo
* Copy and paste to other software
* Multiple document support

The CD-ROM contains the following
Tutor ia l -r elated
software and texts :

Version r equired:
D Hobbyis t/Student
D Professional
D Professional 10 user
D Professional + Flowkit
D Si te licence

A high quality
selection of over
200 jpg images
of
electronic
components .
This selection of
high resolu tion
photos can be
used to enhance
projects and presentations or to help with
training and educational material. Th ey
are royalty free for use in commercial or
personal printed projects, and can also
be used royalty free in books, catalogues,
magazine articles as well as worldwide
web pages (subject to restrictions - see
licence for full details).
Now contains Irian View image software
for Windows, with quick-start noles
included.
Price £19.95 inc. VAT

ORDERING
ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK
POSTAGE
StudenVSingle User/Standard/Hobbyist
Version price includes postage to most
countries in the world
EU residents outside the UK add £5 for airmail
postage per order

Emai l : .............. ... .. .. ... . .... .
Username : •... • • .. •. . •.• .. •. .• • .. . •.
D Flowcode for dsPIC & PIC24 V4
Note: The software on each version is the same, only the licence for use varies.
D PICmicro Development Board V4 (hardware) - currently unavailable.
D
D
D
D

Professional, Multiple User and Site License
Versions - overseas readers add £5 to the basic
price of each order for airmail postage (do not
add VAT unless you live in an EU (European
Union) country, then add VAT at 20% or provide
your official VAT registration number).

Ci rcuit W izard - Standard
Ci rcuit Wizard - Pro f essional
EPE PIC Resources V2
Electronic Com ponents Photos

Full name : .. . .. . ... . .. . . . ... . .. . . . . .. . ... . ... . . . .... . .. . . ............. .. .. .
Address : . ... .. . .. . . . .... ..... .. .. . . . .. . .... ... . .... . . . . .. .... . . ..... .... . .
...... . . . .. . . ... . . . . . . Post code : ... ........ .. ... . Tel. No : . .... ... . . . . . . . .. . .
Signature : . .. .. . ... .. . . . . ........... ...... ...... . . .
D I enclose cheque/PO in£ sterling payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for£ . .. . .... .
D Please charge my Visa/Mastercard/Maestro : £ . . .... . .. .
Valid From : . . . .... .. . Card expiry date: ... . . ....... .
Card No : . . . ..... . .... . ... ................ . ..... . Maestro Issue No.
Card Security Code ... .. . .. . . (The last 3 digits on or just under the signature strip)
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Send your order to:
Direct Book Service
Wimborne Publishing Ltd
113 Lynwood Drive, Merley, Wimborne,
Dorset BH21 1 UU
To order by phone ring

01202 880299. Fax: 01202 843233
Goods are normally sent within seven days
E-mail : orders@wimborne.co.uk
Online shop :

www.epemag.com
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All letters quoted here have previously been replied to directly

Rugged systems

Dear editor
I was interested to see the news item
in the December 2012 issue of EPE
concerning the retro technology used
in the latest Mars rover. At the risk of
sounding pedantic, I must take issue
with the assertion that the on-board
computer bas an old PowerPC chip as
its core.
The concept of using old, fullydebugged and proven designs is, of
course, not new: I was involved in
the design of the RAF Nimrod antisubmarine gear in the 1970s, and
despite semiconductor RAM being
available, MoD requirements meant
that magnetic core memory technology
had to be used. In that case, it was
also because ferrite core memory was
resistant to nuclear radiation.
Throwing down the gauntlet!

Dear editor
I am a long-time subscriber with a
little suggestion and a wish. Wouldn't
it be nice to publish a valve (tube) preamplifier and amplifier- not everything
has to be small and transistorised! Plus,
the sound they say is better - but that is
another discussion.
On the web, I see so many very
expensive valve designs. The challenge
for EPE is can you can design something
that is really good and not too expensive;
with components that aren't to hard to
source.
Will you take up the gauntlet?
Steven de Kat, The Netherlands,
via email

Matt Pulzer replies:
Thank you for your suggestion, or
should I say challenge?
We do not have any plans for a valve
amplifier at the moment, but a clever
design m ay be just around th e corner.
Any readers out there who would like
to help Steven or make a submission to
Ingenuity Unlimited ?
eat's eyes and processors

Dear editor
The final lines in MarkNelson 's motoring
article (Techno Talk, November 201 2)
set me wondering. I appreciate that

Space probes have the same
problem with radiation, which is
why the computer at the heart of
Curiosity uses a microprocessor
chip , the core of which has its origins
with the PowerPC 750, but which
use completely different hardware
technology. The device, a RAD 750,
is made by BAe Systems and is fitted
in a gold-plated module that sells for
$200,000. The design of the silicon
has been optimised for radiation
resistance, but in theory the RAD
750 could run programs written for
the old Apple Mac!
Another example of proven
designs being used, is the computer
system for the Bloodhound SSC
supersonic car project. This uses
ruggedised computer modules with
a processor chip based on Pentium
III technology.
the eye-brain combination is complex
and that 'persistence' of vision is used
for all manner of circuits and system:
brightness control, multiplex displays
and television. In most of these, the
image maker and viewer remain
relatively static.
When does the eye/brain begin to
perceive a 250Hz refresh cycle as a 'new'
image to be processed, especially as I
presume our brains recognise the road
scene should be changing because we
are driving along? I'm guessing there is
a car velocity vs eat's eye displacement
vs refresh frequency which begins to
get the eye/brain combination 'annoyed
or distracted'. Could this trigger photoinduced seizure?
I h ave seen figures of 5Hz to 25Hz
for triggering photosensitive sufferers.
However, I suspect I may be looking at
a theoretical issu e with far too many
unknowns to solve on the back of a
cigarette pack. I know someone who
suffered photo-induced migraines
- driving along the old A4, with a
line of trees alternately blocking
and unblocking a low sun, instantly
triggered a migraine.
My thoughts are far less to do with
looking at or tracking 'a particular'
LED eat's eye, but between 'this one'
and the 'next one'. I doubt that the
LEDs are either exactly 250.00Hz
or synchron ised. So, with a moving
vehicle at a suitable speed to make
the 'next cats eye' appear to 'replace'
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There are new microcontroller
families aimed at applications with
high safety requirements, such as the
Texas Instruments Hercules and the
Freescale PXS range. These are based
on redundant-core techniques, which
takes me right back to my PhD research
on automatic train control. Scope here
for an article on safety/high-reliability
systems I would of tl1ought!
Bill Marshall, by email

Matt Pulzer replies:
Thank you very much for a most
interesting letter. Not at all pedantic,
but a fascinating window into the
world of rugged systems. I like your
suggestion for an article on 'safety/
high-reliability systems', and we will
definitely consider it.
the previous eat's eye, could there be a
sort of a 'beat' effect that the eye brain
perceives as a 5Hz to 25Hz signal.
If I were thinking of this in a DSP
area, then I would be looking at a 250Hz
signal sampled at 30Hz (seems to be a
figure for the eye's 'exposure time' in
camera terms). Well below the Nyquist
san1pling frequency and, therefore,
prone to a frequency ali as.
I'm not certain my explan ation is
clear, but I found the following link
(BBC no less) http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/
hi/england/essex/6226285.sbn, though
I note the quoted 100Hz.
I'm in favour of solar-powered active
eat's eyes because they open up the
possibility of turning off motorway and
dual carriageway streetlights, while
still providing a medium/long-distance
view of lanes. This in turn might help
vehicles halted on hard shoulders to be
seen to be 'not in my lane'.
So, I do wonder if a shift to 1kHz
would still give the desired illumination
vs energy saving and completely avoid
'beats'. The whole topic seems like a
3D bat detector heterodyne, but with
light instead of sound!
Youth in electronics

On a completely different track, I am
one of the leaders of the teenagers'
Saturday Science Club at the Catalyst
Science Discovery Centre (www.
catalyst.org) in Widnes . I take along my
Arduino and .NET Gadgeteer projects
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as a sideline to see ifl can interest any of
the youth in electronics. It's interesting
to see how .NET Gadgeteer is making
electronic systems a 'plug and play
plus a bit of software' world. I can't say
I'm totally in favour of this approach,
as these processors are far too overspecified for many of the simple tasks
they are used for. I understand that the
interrupts aren't true , but a 20ms pollalmost an eternity in PIC code.
So, I discern at least three tiers of such
electronics: PIC/AVR with interface chips
and assembler/Basic/C; then comes the
Arduino, with plug and play shields and
a C development system (but abstracted
away from port registers to 'pin x'); and
finally the .NET heavyweights, where
the user is hardly aware of what a chip
is! But each seems to have its place.
Mike Halliday, via email

Matt Pulzer responds:
Thank you fora fascinating and thoughtprovoking letter. I must confess I do
not know very much about persistence
of vision, but the following Wikipedia
piece does provide some interesting
facts and figures when it comes to film
and TV refresh rates:
http://en. wikipedia.org!wiki!Refresh_
rate
I did a little more digging - and, of
course, Wikipedia produced another
interesting page:
http :/len. wikipedia. org!wikil
Photosensitive_epilepsy
My impression is that 250Hz is
sufficiently fast to avoid most problems
and perhaps that is why it was chosen,
but as you point out, the LED frequency
is not the only one of interest.
Implementing safety is often not the
simple and straightforward process that
we would like it to be. It is often a balance
of sensible and practical funding versus
conflicting requirements. These active
eat's eyes might help prevent 100
accidents but contribute to one or two.
Of course, we'll never know who avoids
an accident, but the 'one or two' who
suffer from a seizure might feel they
have been jeopardised unnecessarily.
I should end with the caveat that
Wikipedia is usually ve1y reliable (in
my experience) especially in 'noncontmversial' areas such as engineering,
but that references and citations should
always be followed up if you wish to
really check facts and claims.
Circuit Wizard limitations

Dear editor
Perhaps you should warn your readers
that while Circuit Wizard is excellent
as far as it goes, especially useful in
drawing layouts from circuit diagrams ,
it seems to be aimed primarily at digital
circuits only.
I have found two drawbacks so far.
First, plotting a frequency response
seems to be impossible, as the function
generator does not allow varying
frequencies or wave shapes, and even
if it did, plotting would have to be
done with pencil and paper because
there is no instrument to display a
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frequency/voltage curve (ie, a Bode
plotter). Second, there seems to be no
way of adding random text to a circuit
drawing; eg, labelling switch terminals
or annotating any point of interest.
If you were to alert CW designers
to these points, and maybe others, it
would vastly improve its usefulness.
They might take more notice of a
magazine than an individual, because
they told me they had no plans to
include these suggestions in the future.
Lloyd Stickells, via email

Mike Tooley responds:
I'm not sure that there's a lot that Richard
and I can do to make the improvements
that are suggested to the Circuit Wizard
package, but I will at least pass on your
comments to the company.
In our defence, we have never
envisaged readers of Teach-In and
Jump Start doing any frequency/phase
response plots for the projects that we
have described. We are attempting to
produce a series for beginners and not
for those at a more advanced level (for
whom Tina Pro would be a much more
effective tool). Maybe we'll consider
a future series based on Tina Pro for
readers with a little more experience
and/or students studying at a higher
level.
Richard and I have used a large
number of different electronic design
packages over the last 20 years, and we
remain convinced that Circuit Wizard
is a first-rate tool for teaching the
basics of electronic circuit design and
construction to younger learners. Yes,
it has shortcomings compared with
more expensive packages, but that's
not really surprising because these are
designed primarily for professional
users and not for the education market
Hearing Loop

Dear editor
I have very much enjoyed reading and
learning from John Clarke's series of
articles about the construction of a
Hearing Loop and the associated Level
Meter.
However, I do have a technical
question about a small detail of the
Hearing Loop Level Meter that was
featured in the November 2012 Issue of
EPE. My question is about the capacitor
placed in the feedback path of IClb.
I understand that this capacitor, in
conjunction with the parallel lOOkQ
resistor, rolls off the high frequency
response of the amplifier, thereby acting
as a low pass filter.
My question is this - how did John
come to arrive at a value of 33nF for this
capacitor? The way I usually calculate
the value of a capacitor placed in this
position is to use the equation:
fcutoff = 1/(Z'ii'RC)
Rearranging for C yields:
C = 1/(Z'TI'Rfcutoff)
R is the feedback resistor (equal to
lOOkQ), connected in parallel witl1 the
33nF capacitor.

fc!'J aff is J;he high frequency cut-offpoint,
omerw1se known as the -3dB pomt.
'iT is the fan1iliar constant, equal to
approximately 3.14.
By use of this equation, I calculate
that the 33nF capacitor gives an upper
cut-off frequency (-3dB point) of about
48Hz, which seems far too low for this
application, whereas a smaller capacitor
(of say 33pF) would have given an upper
cut-off frequency of about 48kHz, leaving
ICla's feedback components to give the
required 10kHz upper cut-off frequency
of the overall circuit, as is shown in the
graph of Fig.4 on page 14.
Is my theory correct, or am I missing
some practical reason for John specifying
the higher value 33nF capacitor? I do
understand that John must be a very
busy man, but I would be very grateful
if he could find the time to answer my
query and put my mind at rest.
Chris Hinchcliffe, Dorset, via email

fohn Clarke responds:
The amplifier roll-off is to compensate
for the rising response of the pickup
coil. As the pickup coil has an increase
in level with frequency, the 33nF
capacitor rolls off at the same rate,
so there is an overall flat frequency
response. The roll-off is at 48Hz, the
lower end of the audio bandwidth for
the hearing aid loop receiver
TK3 Tookit problems

Dear editor
I see there is a letter about the TK3
Toolkit software in the November 2012
issue. I have a different problem with
tlle system from tl1at quoted, so there
may be a need for an update or warning.
I built the kit from Magenta at the
time it appeared, after I had already
been using the earlier TK2 board, and
used both successfully for a time. Other
matters then took over and the kit was
put aside for some years. I recently took
it out again following a requirement
for motor control in tlle work I do with
REMAP, a charity whose members use
their engineering and other skills to
improve the lives of adults and children
with disabilities.
However, I now find that the 16F84
is unobtainable and have had to use the
16F628 - not witl1 total success though.
What happens is that an attempt to
download is suddenly blocked halfway
though the development of a program
by a message that implies tllat tlle code
is protected, and I cannot see how to
get out of the impasse. I certainly have
not consciously instigated this. Any
suggestions? I see tl1ere is an option for
low-voltage programming on the 16F628,
but tlle board does not offer this.
Best wishes for your articles
encouraging young beginners.
LM Newall, via email

Matt Pulzer responds:
Thank you for the warning about TK3
-have any readers met and solved this
issue?
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DIRECT BOOK SERVICE
ELECTRONICS TEACH·IN 2 CD·ROM
USING PIC MICROCONTROLLERS A PRACTICAL
INTRODUCTION
This Teach-In series of articles was originally published
in EPE in 2008 and, following demand from readers, has
now been collected together in the Electronics Teach-In 2
CD-ROM.
The series is aimed at those using PIC microcontrollers
for the first time. Each part of the series includes breadboard
layouts to aid understanding and a simple programmer
project is provided.
Also included are 29 PIC N ' Mix articles, also
republ ished from EPE. These provide a host of practical
programming and interfacing information , mainly for
those that have already got to grips with using PIC
microcontrollers. An extra four part beginners guide to using
the C programing language for PIC microcontrollers is also
included.
The CD-ROM also contains all of the software for the
Teach-In 2 series and PIC N ' Mix articles, plus a range
of items from Microchip - the manufacturers of the PIC
microcontrollers. The material has been compiled by
Wimborne Publishing ltd . with the assistance of Microchip
Technology Inc.
The Microchip items are: MPLAB Integrated
Development Environment V8.20; Microchip Advance
Parts Selector V2.32 ; Treelink ; Motor Control Solutions ;
t 6-bit Embedded Solutions ; t6-bit Tool Solutions ; Human
Interface Solutions; 8-bit PIC Microcontrollers; PIC24
Micrcontrollers ; PIC32 Microcontroller Family with USB
On-The-Go; dsPIC Digital Signal Controllers.
CD-ROM

Order code ETI2 CD-ROM
Book and CO-ROMs

[

£9.50

ELECTRONICS TEACH·IN 3

160 pages

Order code ETIBUNDLE

Order code ET13

264 pages

£7.99

INTRODUCING ROBOTICS WITH LEGO
MINDSTORMS
Robert Penfold
Shows the reader how to build a variety of increasingly
sophisticated ccmputer controlled robots using the brilliant Lego
Mindstorms Robotic Invention System (RIS). Initially covers
fundamental building techniques and mechanics needed to
construct strong and efficient robots using the various "clicktogether" components supplied in the basic RIS kit. ex~ains in
sim~e terms how the "brain" of the robot may be programmed
on screen using a PC and "zapped" to the robot over an infrared link. Also, shows how a more sophisticated Windows
programming language such as Visual BASIC may be used to
control the robots.
Detailed building and programming instructions provided,
including numerous step-by-step photographs.
288 pages + Large Format Order code BP901

£14.99

MORE ADVANCED ROBOTICS WITH LEGO
MINDSTORMS - Robert Penfold
Shows the reader how to
extendthecapabifitiesofthe
brilliant Lego Mindstorms
Robotic Invention System
(RIS) by using !ego's own
accessories and some simple home constructed units. You
will be able to build robots that can provide you with 'waiter
service' when you clap your hands, perform tricks, 'see' and

£8.50

£14.99

298pages

THE PIC MICROCONTROLLER
YOUR PERSONAL INTRODUCTORY COURSE
- THIRD EDITION John Morton
Discover the potential of the PIC microcontroller through
graded projects - this book could revolutionise your
electronics construction work!
A uniquely concise and practical guide to getting up and
running with the PIC Microcontroller. The PIC is one of the
most popular of the microcontrollers that are transforming
electronic project work and product design .
Assuming no prior knowledge of microcontrollers and
introducing the PIGs capabilities through simple projects,
this book is ideal for use in schools and colleges. It is the
ideal introduction for students, teachers, technicians and
electronics enthusiasts. The step-by-step explanations
make it ideal for self-study too: this is not a reference book
- you start work with the PIC straight away.
The revised third edition covers the popular
reprogrammable Flash PfCs: 16F54/16F84 as well as the
t 2F508 and t 2F675.
Order code NE36

£25.00

INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCESSORS AND
MICROCONTROLLERS- SECOND EDITION
John Crisp
If you are, or soon will be, irrvolved in the use of microprocessors
and microcontrollers, this practical introduction is essential
reading. This book provides a thoroughly readable introduction
to microprocessors and micrcontrollers. Assuming no previous
knowledge of the subject, nor a technical or mathematical
background. It is suitable for students, technicians, engineers
and hobbyists, and covers the full range of modern micros.
After a thorough introduction to the subject, ideas are
developed progressively in a well-structured format. All
technical terms are carefully introduced and subjects which
have proved difficult, for example 2's complement, are
clearly explained. John Crisp covers the complete range of
microprocessors from the popular 4-bit and 8-bit designs to
today's super-fast 32-bit and 64-bit versions that power PCs
and engine management systems etc.
222 pages
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Available NOW - see page 24 in this issue fo r details

The books listed have been selected
by Everyday Practical Electronics
editorial staff as being of special
interest to everyone involved in
electronics and computing. They
are supplied by mail order direct to
your door. Full ordering details are
given on the last book page.

Order code NE31

FOR A FURTHER SELECTION
OF BOOKS AND CDROMS
SEE THE UK SHOP ON OUR
WEBSITE

l

avoid objects by using 'bats radar', or accurately follow a line
marked on the floor. Learn to use additional types of sensors
including rotation, light, temperature, sound and ultrasonic and
also explore the possibilities provided by using an additional
(third) motor. For the less experienced, RCX code programs
accompany most of the featured robots. However, the more
adventurous reader is also shown how to write programs
using Microsoft's VisuaiBASIC runn ing with the ActiveX control
(Spirit. DC X) that is provided with the RIS kit.
Detailed building instructions are provided for the featured
robots, including numerous step-by-step photographs. The
designs include rover vehicles, a virtual pet, a robot arm, an
'intelligent' sweet dispenser and a colour conscious robot
that will try to grab objects of a specific colour.

270pages

A Broad-Based Introduction to Electronics
~us FREE CD-ROM
The Teach-In 4 book covers three of the
most important electronics units that are currently studied in
many schools and colleges. These include, Edexcef BTEC
level 2 awards and the electronics units of the new Diploma in
Engineering, Level 2.
The Free cover-mounted CD-ROM contains the full Modern Electronics Manual, worth £29.95. The Manual contains
over 800 pages of electronics theory, projects, data, assembly instructions and web links.
A package of exceptional value that will appeal to all those
interested in learning about electronics or brushing up on
their theory, be they hobbyists, students or professionals.

Bundle Price £14.00

COMPUTING AND ROBOTICS

WINDOWS XP EXPLAINED
N. Kantaris and P. R. M. Oliver
If you want to know what to do next when confronted with
Microsoft's Windows XP screen, then this book is for you . It
applies to both the Professional and home editions.
The book was written with the non-expert, busy person in
mind. It explains what hardware requirements you need
in order to run Windows XP successfully, and gives an
overview of the Windows XP environment.
The book explains: How to manipulate Windows, and
how to use the Control Panel to add or change your printer,
and control your display; How to control information using
WordPad, notepad and paint, and how to use the Clipboard
facility to transfer information between Windows applications;
How to be in control of your filing system using Windows
Explorer and My Computer; How to control printers, fonts,
characters, muHimedia and images, and how to add hardware
and software to your system ; How to configure your system to
communicate with the outside world, and use Outlook Express
for all your email requirements ; how to use the Windows Media
Player 8 to play your CDs, burn CDs with your favourite tracks,
use the Radio Tuner, transfer your videos to your PC, and how
to use the Sound Recorder and Movie Maker; How to use the
System Tools to restore your system to a previously working
state, using MicrosoH's Website to update your Windows setup, how to clean up, defragment and scan your hard disk, and
how to backup and restore your data; How to successfully
transfer text from those old but cherished MS-DOS programs.

ELECTRONICS TEACH·IN 4

The three sections ot this book cover
a very wide range of subjects that will
interest everyone involved in electronics, from hobbyists and
students to professionals. The first 80-odd pages of Teach-In 3
are dedicated to Circuit Surgery, the regular EPE clinic dealing
with readers' queries on various circuit design and application
problems - everything from voltage regulation to using SPICE
circuit simulation software.
The second section - Practically Speaking - covers the
practical aspects of electronics construction. Again, a whole
range of subjects, from soldering to avoiding problems with
static electricity and indentifying components, are covered.
Finally, our collection of Ingenuity Unlimited circuits provides
over 40 circuit designs submined by the readers of EPE.
The free cover-mounted CD-ROM is the com~ete Electronics
Teach-In 1 book, which provides a broad-based introduction to
electronics in PDF form, plus interactive quizzes to test your
knowledge, TINA circuit simulation software (a lim~ed versionplus a specially written TINA Tu1oriaf), together with simulations
of the circuits in the Teach-In 1 series, ~us Flowcode (a
limijed version) a high level programming system for PIC
microcontrollers based on flowcharts.
The Teach-In t series covers everything from Electric Current
through to Microprocessors and Microcontrollers and each part
includes demonstration circuits to build on breadboards or to
simulate on your PC. There is also a MWILW Radio project in
the series. The contents of the book and Free CD-ROM have
been reprinted from past issues of EPE.

£29.99

www.epemag.com
2

All prices include UK
postage

EASY PC CASE MODDING
R.A Penfold
Why not turn that anonymous grey tower, that is the heart of
your ccmputer system, into a source of visual wonderment and
fascination. To start, you need to change the case or some case
panels for ones that are transparent. This will then allow the inside
of your ccmputer and Ws working parts to be clearly visible.
There are now numerous accessories that are relatively
inexpensive and freely available, for those wishing to
customise their PC with added colour and light. Cables and
fans can be made to glow, interior fights can be added, and it
can all be seen to good effect through the transparent case.
Exterior lighting and many other attractive accessories may
also be fitted .
This, in essence, is case moclding or PC Customising as
it is sometimes called and this book provides all the practical
details you need for using the main types of case madding
components including:- Electro luminescent (EL) ·go-faster'
stripes: Internal lighting units: Fancy EL panels: Data cables
with built-in lighting: Data cables that glow with the aid of 'black'
light from an u~raviolet (UV) tube: Digital display panels: LED
case and heatsink fans: Coloured power supply covers.
£8.99

192 pages+ CD-ROM

ROBOT BUILDERS COOKBOOK
Owen Bishop
This is a project book and guide for anyone who wants to
build and design robots that work first time.
With this book you can get up and running quickly, building
fun and intriguing robots from step-by-step instructions.
Through hands-on project work, Owen introduces the
programming, electronics and mechanics involved in practical
robot design-and-build. The use of the PIC microcontroller
throughout provides a painless introduction to programming harnessing the power of a highly popular microcontroller used
by students, hobbyists and design engineers worldwide.
Ideal for first-time robot builders, advanced builders wanting
to know more about programming robots, and students
tackling microcontroller-based practical work and labs.
The book's companion website at httpJ/books.elsevier.
com/companions/9780750665568 contains: downloadable
files of all the programs and subroutines; program listings
for the Quester and the Gantry robots that are too long to be
included in the book.
366pages

Order code NE46

£26.00
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THEORY AND REFERENCE
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER
R. A. PenloldM
This book is primarily aimed at beginners and those of limited experience of electronics.
Chapter 1 covers the basics of analogue and digital multimeters , discussing the relative merits
and the limitations of the two types. In Chapter 2 various methods of component checking are
described, including tests for transistors, thyristors, resistors, capacitors and diodes. Circuit
testing is covered in Chapter 3, with subjects such as voltage, current and continuity checks
being discussed.
In the main little or no previous knowledge or experience is assumed. Using these simple
component and circuit testing techniques the reader should be able to confidently tackle
servicing of most electronic projects.
96 pages

£5.49

OSCILLOSCOPES - FIFTH EDITION
lan Hickman
Oscilloscopes are essential tools for checking circuit operation and diagnosing faults, and an
enormous range of models are available.
This handy guide to oscilloscopes is essential reading for anyone who has to use a 'scope for
their work or hobby; electronics designers, technicians, anyone in industry involved in test and
measurement, electronics enthusiasts . . . ian Hickman's review of all the latest types of 'scope
currently available will prove especially useful for anyone planning to buy - or even build - an
oscilloscope.
The contents include a description of the basic oscillscope ; Advanced real -time
oscilloscope ; Accessories; Usi ng oscilloscopes; Sampling oscilloscopes ; Digital storage
oscilloscopes ; Oscilloscopes for special purposes ; How oscillocopes work (1): the CRT;
How oscilloscopes work (2): circuitry ; How oscilloscopes work (3): storage CRTs; plus a
listing of Oscilloscope manufacturers and suppliers.
288 pages

£36.99

UNDERSTANDING ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
Owen Bishop
Owen Bishop has produced a concise, readable text to introduce a wide range of students,
technicians and professionals to an important area of electronics. Control is a highly mathematical

subject, but here maths is kept to a minimum, with flow charts to illustrate principles and techniques
instead of equations.
Cutting edge topics such as microcontrollers, neural networks and fuzzy control are all here, making
this an ideal refresher course for those working in Industry. Basic principles, control algorithms and
hardwired control systems are also fully covered so the resulting book is a comprehensive text and
well suited to college courses or background reading for university students.
The text is supported by questions under the headings Keeping Up and Test Your Knowledge
so that the reader can develop a sound understanding and the ability to apply the techniques
they are learning.
Order code NE35

228pages

£36.99

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TTL DIGITAL ICs
R. A. Penfold
This book first covers the basics of simple logic circuits in general, and then progresses to
specific TIL logic integrated circuits. The devices covered include gates, oscillators, timers, flip/
flops , dividers, and decoder circuits. Some practical circuits are used to illustrate the use of TIL
devices in the "real world".
Order code BP332

142pages

£5.45

MICROCONTROLLER COOKBOOK
Mike James
The practical solutions to real problems shown in this cookbook provide the basis to make
PIC and 8051 devices really work. Capabilities of the variants are examined, and ways
to enhance these are shown. A survey of common interface devices, and a description
of programming models, lead on to a section on development techniques. The cookbook
offers an introduction that will allow any user, novice or experienced, to make the most of
microcontrollers.
Order code NE26

240pages

£36.99

FULL COLOUR COMPUTING BOOKS
HOW TO FIX YOUR PC PROBLEMS
R.A. Penfold
What do you do when your laptop or desktop stops working properly. Do you panic, try to
lind the answer on the page of fault finding tips you may lind at the back of the manufacturers
manual. Or do you spend hours trying to get through to a telephone helpline or waste even
more time waiting lor an email reply from a helpdesk.
Well help is now at hand! This book will assist you in identifying the type of problem ,
whether it's hardware, software or a peripheral that is playing up? Once the fault has been
identified, the book will then show you how to go about fixing it. This book uses plain English
and avoids technical jargon wherever possible. It is also written in a practical and friendly
manner and is logically arranged lor easy reference.
The book is divided into lour main sections and among the many topics covered are:
Common problems with Windows Vista operating system not covered in other chapters.
Also covers to a lesser extent Windows XP problems. Sorting out problems with ports,
peripherals and leads. Also covers device drivers software and using monitoring software.
Common problems with hard disc drives including partitioning and formatting a new drive.
Using system restore and recovering files. Also covers CD-ROM and Flash drives. Common
problems with sound and video, including getting a multi-speaker system set up correctly.
An extremely useful addition to the library of all computer users, as you never know when
a fault may occur!
Printed in full colour on high quality non-refective paper
128 pages

Order code BP705

£8.49

AN INTRODUCTION TO WINDOWS VISTA
P.R.M. Oliver and N. Kantarris
If you have recently bought a new desktop or laptop it will almost certainly have Windows
as its operating system. Windows Vista manages the available resource of a computer and
also 'controls ' the programs that run on it.
To get the most from your computer, it is important that you have a good understanding of
Vista. This book will help you acheive just that. It is written in a friendly and practical way and
is suitable lor all age groups from youngsters to the older generation. It has been assumed
that Vista is installed and running on your computer.
Among the numerous topics explained are: The Vista environment with its many windows.
How to organise your files, folders and photos. How to use Internet Explorer for your web
browsing. How to use Microsoft Mail for your emails. How to control your PC and keep it
healthy. How to use Vista's Accessibility features if you have poor eye sight or difficulty in
using the keyboard or mouse. And much more besides ....
With the help of this book you will easily and enjoyably
gain a better understanding of Microsoft's amazing Windows
Vista operating system.
Printed in full colour on high quality non-refective paper
120pages

Order code BP703

£8.49

COMPUTING WITH A LAPTOP FOR THE OLDER
GENERATION
R.A. Penfold
Laptop computers have rapidly fallen in price, increased in
specification and performance and become much lighter in
weight. They can be used practically anywhere, then stored away
out of sight. It is therefore, not surprising that laptop sales now far
exceed those of desktop machines and that they are increasingly
becoming the machine of choice for the older generation.
You may want to use your laptop as your main computer
or as an extra machine. You may want to use your laptop
on the move, at home, at work or on holiday. Whatever your
specific requirements are, the friendly and practical approach
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of this book will help you to understand and get the most from your laptop PC in an easy and
enjoyable way. It is written in plain English and wherever possible avoids technical jargon.
Among the many topics covered are: Choosing a laptop that suits your particular
needs. Getting your new computer set up properly. Customising your computer so that it
is optimised lor your particular needs. Setting up and dealing with user accounts. Using
the Windows 'Ease of Access Center'. Optimising the life and condition of your battery.
Keeping the operating system and other software fully up-to-date. Troubleshooting common
problems. Keeping your computer and data sale and secure. And much more besides ..
Even though this book is written for the older generation, it is also suitable lor anyone of
any age who has a laptop or is thinking of buying one. It is written lor computers that use
Windows Vista as their operating system but much will still apply to Windows XP machines.
Printed in lull colour on high quality non-refective paper

120 pages

Order code BP702

£8.49

AN INTRODUCTION TO EXCEL SPREADSHEETS
Jim Gatenby
The practical and friendly approach of this book will help newcomers to easily learn
and understand the basics of spreadsheets. This book is based on Microsoft's Excel 2007
spreadsheet, but much of the book will still apply to earlier versions of Excel. The book is
written in plain English, avoiding technical and mathematical jargon and all illustrations are
in lull colour. It is suitable lor all age groups from youngsters to the older generation .
Among the many topics explained are how to: Install the software. Use the exciting new
features of Excel 2007. Create and use a spreadsheet. Enter, edit and format text, numbers
and formulae. Insert and delete columns and rows. Save and print a spreadsheet. Present
the information on a spreadsheet as a graph or chart. Manage and safeguard Excel fi les on
disc. Use Excel as a simple database for names and addresses.
This book will help you to quickly gain confidence and get to grips with using spreadsheets.
In fact , you will wonder how you ever managed without them.
Printed in lull colour on high quality non-reflective paper.
118pages

Order code BP701

£8.49

AN INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY WITH VISTA R.A. Penfold
The friendly and practical approach of this book will help newcomers to digital
photography and computing to easily learn the basics they will need when using a
digital camera with a laptop or desktop PC. It is assumed that your PC uses Windows
Vista, however, if it is a Windows XP machine the
vast majority of this book will still apply. The book is
written in plain English , avoiding technical jargon and
all illustrations are in full colour. It is suitable for all age
groups from youngsters to the older generation.
Among the many topics explained are how to:
Understand the basic features of a digital camera.
Transfer photographs from your digital camera to your
computer. View your photographs. Save, sort and file
your photographs. Manipulate, crop and carry out simple
corrections to your photographs. Copy your photographs
on to CD or DVD. Print your photographs. Share images
with family and friends anywhere in the world by email or
with an online album.
This book will help you quickly get to grips with, gain
confidence and expand your horizons in the fascinating
hobby of digital photography.
Printed in full colour on high quality non-reflective paper.
120 pages

Order code BP700

£8.49
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COMPUTING & PROJECT BUILDING
eBAY - TWEAKS, TIPS AND
TRICKS
R. A. Penfold
Online auction sites are one of the most popular types of site
on the internet, and the most popular of these is the eBay
site. On eBay you can buy and sell practically anything at
surprisingly low cost, and all from the comfort of your arnnchair!
This book contains numerous tweaks, tips and tricks
covering various aspects of buying and selling on eBay.
These tweaks, tips and tricks will help both new and more
experienced users of the site to make the most of eBay's
facilities while remaining safe and secure.
Among the many topics covered are: Finding the items
you requ ire using the eBay search facility: Getting the best
prices when buying and selling on eBay : Avoiding both
buying and selling scams: Determining the market value for
items you intend buying or selling : How to avoid problems
that may arise when buying and selling on eBay: Making
the most of the various facilities that are built into the eBay
site : How to take good photos of items you wish to sell using
basic equipment: Using the My eBay page to stay in control
of your buying and selling activities: And more besides.
128 pages

Order code BP716

£7.50

THE INTERNET- TWEAKS, TIPS
AND TRICKS
R. A. Penfold
Robert uses his vast knowledge and
experience in computing to provide you with useful hints,
tips and warnings about possible difficulties and pitfalls
when using the Internet. This book should enable you to get
more from the Internet and to discover ways and means of
using it that you may not have previously realised.
Among the many topics covered are: Choosing a suitable
browser: Getting awkward pages to display properly: Using
Java, spell checkers and other add-ons: Using proxy servers

to surf anonymously and privacy facilities so you do not leave
a trail of sites vis~ed . Ways of finding recently visited sites
you can no longer find: Using download managers to speed
up downloads from slow servers. Plus, effective ways and
tricks of using search engines to locate relevant info: Tricks
and tips on finding the best price for goods and services:
Not getting ·conned" when buying or selling on eBay: Finding
free software: Finding and using the increasing range of
Cloud computing services: Tips on selecting the best security
settings: Etc,etc,etc.
128 pages
Order code BP721
£7.50
FREE DOWNLOADS TO PEP·UP
AND PROTECT YOUR PCS
R. A. Penfold
Robert uses his vast knowledge and
experience in computing to guide the reader simply through
the process of finding reliable sites and sources of free
software that will help optimise the performance and protect
their computer against most types of malicious attack.
Among the many topics covered are: Using Windows 7
optimisation wizard: Using Pitstop for advice on improving
performance, reducing start up times, etc: Free optimisation
scans and the possibility of these being used as a ploy to
attack your PC.
Plus, free programs such as Ccleaner, Registry checker
and PCPal optimisation software : Internet speed testing
sites and download managers: Overclocking sites together
with warnings about using this technique: Sites and software
for diagnosis of hardware faults, including scanning for out
of date drivers and finding suitable replacements : Free
Antivirus software and programs that combat specific types
of malware: Firewalls: Search engines to identify mystery
processes listed in Windows Task Manager.
128pages

Order code BP722

£7.50

BOOK ORDERING DETAILS
AIIJ>rices include UK postage . for postage to Euroj::>e a1r an t e rest of e word sun ce Rease
aCfa l£2 per book. For the rest of the world airmail add £3 per booK. Note: Overseas suiface mail
postage can take up to 10 weeks. CD-ROM prices include VAT and/or postage to anywhere in the
world. Send a PO, cheque, international money order (£ sterling only) made payable to Direct Book
Service or card details, Visa, Mastercard or Maestro to:
DIRECT BOOK SERVICE, WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LIMITED, 113 LYNWOOD DRIVE,
MER LEV, WIMBORNE, DORSET, BH21 1UU.
Books are normally sent within seven days of receipt of order, but please allow 28 days for delivery - more for overseas orders.
Please check price and availability (see latest issue of Everyday Practical Electronics) before ordering from old lists.

For a further selection of books see the next two issues of EPE.
Tel 01202 880299 Fax 01202 843233. Email : dbs@wimborne.co.uk
Order from our online shop at: www.epemag.com. Go to the 'UK store'.

HOW TO BUILD A COMPUTER
A.A. Penfold
To build your own computer is, actually, quite easy and
does not require any special tools or skills. In fact, all
that it requires is a screwdriver, pliers and some small
spanners rather than a soldering iron! The parts required
to build a computer are freely available and relatively
inexpensive.
Obviously, a little technical knowledge is needed in order
to buy the most suitable components, to connect everything
together correctly and to set up the finished PC ready for use.
This book will take you step-by-step through all the
necessary procedures and is written in an easy to
understand way. The latest hardware components are
covered as is installing the Windows Vista operating system
and troubleshooting.
320pages

Order code BP591

£8.99

BUILDING VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Morgan Jones
The practical guide to building , modifying, fault -find ing
and repairing valve amplifiers. A hands-on approach to
valve electronics- classic and modern- with a minimum
of theory. Planning , fault -finding , and testing are each
illustrated by step-by-step examples.
A unique hands-on guide for anyone working with
valve (tube in USA) audio equipment - as an electronics
experimenter, audiophile or audio engineer.
Particular attention has been paid to answering questions
commonly asked by newcomers to the world of the
vacuum tube, whether audio enthusiasts tackling their
first build , or more experienced amplifier designers
seeking to learn the ropes of working with valves. The
practical side of this book is reinforced by numerous clear
illustrations throughout.
368pages

Order code NE40

£29.00

PRACTICAL FIBRE·OPTIC PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
While fibre-optic cables may have potential advantages
over ordinary electric cables, for the electronics enthusiast
it is probably their novelty value that makes them worthy
of exploration. Fibre-optic cables provide an innovative
interesting alternative to electric cables, but in most cases
they also represent a practical approach to the problem.
This book provides a number of tried and tested circuits for
projects that utilize fibre-optic cables.
The projects include :- Simple audio links, F.M. audio link,
P.W.M. audio links, Simple d.c. links, P.W.M. d.c. link, P.W.M.
motor speed control, RS232C data links, MIDI link, Loop
alarms, R.P.M. meter.
All the components used in these designs are readily
available, none of them require the constructor to take out
a second mortgage.
132pages

Order code BP374

£5.45

BOOK ORDER FORM

COMPUTING
AND ROBOTICS
NEWNES INTERFACING COMPANION
Tony Flscher·Crlpps
A uniquely concise and practical guide to the
hardware , applications and design issues involved in
computer interfacing and the use of transducers and
instrumentation.
Newnes Interfacing Companion presents the essential
information needed to design a PC-based interfacing
system from the selection of suitable transducers, to
collection of data, and the appropriate signal processing
and conditioning.
Contents : Part 1 - Transducers ; Measurement systems ;
Temperature ; Light ; Position and motion ; Force,
pressure and flow. Part 2 - Interfacing; Number systems ;
Computer architecture ; Assembly language ; Interfacing ;
A to D and D to A conversions ; Data communications ;
Programmable logic controllers ; Data acquisition project.
Part 3 - Signal processing ; Transfer function ; Active
filte rs; Instrumentation amplifier; Noise ; Digital signal
processing.
295pages

Order code NE38

Full name: ............................................... ..... ............................. .................................................... .
Address: ....... ......................................................... ................................ ...... ... ................................ .

.......... .. ....... ........................... Post code: .. ... ... .. ................. Telephone No: .... ......................... .... .. .
Signature: ....................................................................................................................................... .

0 I enclose cheque/PO payable to DIRECT BOOK SERVICE for£ ............................. .. .............. .
D Please charge my card £ .. ...... .. .. .... .... ............ .. .... . Card expiry date ..................................... .. ..
Card Number ................................................................ .. ..... Maestro Issue No................. ..
Card Security Code ................ .. ............. Card valid from date ..... ........................ ...... ..
(the last three digits on or just below the signature strip)

Please send book ord er codes: .. ...................... ............................................................................. ..

£41 .00

Please continue on separate sheet of paper if necessary
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PROJECT TITLE

ORDER CODE

COST

868
869

£8.16
£8.16

870
871
872
873

£12.05
£16.72
£7.78
£8.16

874
875
876

£9.53
£7.75
£8.55

Hot Wire Cutter - Controller
Universal USB Data Logger- Part 1
(double-sided)

*

877
878

£8.55
£16.52

Jump Start - Mini Christmas Lights

879

£10.69

880

£8.55

OCTOBER '12
Printed circuit boards for most recent EPE constructional projects are
available from the PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre,
and are fully drilled and roller tinned. Double-sided boards are NOT plated
through hole and will require 'vias' and some components soldering to
both sides. All prices include VAT and postage and packing. Add £2 per
board for airmail outside of Europe. Remittances should be sent to The
PCB Service, Everyday Practical Electronics, Wimborne Publishing
Ltd., 113 lynwood Drive, Merley, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1UU.
Tel : 01202 880299; Fax 01202 843233 ; Email: orders@epemag.wimborne.
co.uk. On-line Shop: www.epemag.com. Cheques should be crossed and
made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics (Payment in£ sterling only).
NOTE: While 95% of our boards are held in stock and are d ispatched
within seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days
for delivery- overseas readers allow extra if ordered by surface mail.
Back numbers or photocopies of ar ticles are available if required see the Back Issues page for details. WE DO NOT SUPPLY KITS OR
COMPONENTS FOR OUR PROJECTS.

ORDER CODE

PROJ ECTTITLE

COST

DECEMBER '1 1

* Wideband Oxygen Sensor Controller
* WIB (Web Server In A Box)
* Ginormous 7-segment LED Panel Meter
- Master (KTA-255v2)
- Slave (KTA-256v2)
- Programmed Atmega328

JANUARY'12

829
830

£11 .47
£9.72

831
832

£12.67
£5.05
£10.13

I

833

Air Quality Monitor (CO~CO)
WIB Connector Daughter CB

I

834
835

£8.75
£6.80

MARCH'12

I

836
837
840

£8.16
£9.33
£9.33

Balanced Output Board For The Stereo DAC

£9.72

FEBRUARY'12

*
*
*

Internet Time Display Module
Solar-Powered Intruder Alarm
Very, Very Accurate Thermometer/Thermostat

S/PDIF To TOSLINK Converter
TOSLINK to S/PDIF Converter
Digital Lighting Controller
- Master Board
- Slave Board
Jump Start - Crazy Eyes
- Ghostly Sounds

*

NOVEMBER '12
Hearing Loop Level Meter
RFID Security System
Jump Start- Frost Alarm

DECEMBER'12

JANUARY '1 3
Low-Capacitance Adaptor for DMMs
3-lnput Stereo Audio Switcher
- Main Board
- Switch Board
Stereo Compressor - Main Board
Jump Start - iPod Speaker

*

881 } pair
882

£20.00

883
884

£12.63
£8.16

885
886
887

£6.75
£18.46
£6.42

FEBRUARY '1 3
1OW LED Floodlight
Crystal DAC (double-sided)
Jump Start - Logic Probe

*

Please check price and availability in the latest issue.
A large number of older boards are listed on , and can be
ordered from, our website.
Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order b asis.

APRIL '1 2

* Digital Audio Signal Generator

- Main Board (Jay or M )
- ControVDisplay Board

EHTStick
Capacitor Leakage Adaptor For DMMs

838 } pair
839
841
842

£18.86

843
844
845
846

£9.14
£7.58
£9.91
£7.97

~ } pair

£15.36

849 }
.
850 pair

£16.33

851
852
853

£9.33
£8.16
£7.19

854
855

£7.39
£7.39

856
857
858

£13.99
£10.10
£9.14

859
860
861
862

£7.58
£7.20
£16.71
£8.75

863
864

£6.50
£6.75

865
866
867

£8.55
£9.14
£9.33

£9.15
£9.72

MAY '1 2
High-Performance 12V Stereo Amplifier
Low-Power Car/Bike USB Charger
Solar-Powered Lighting Controller
Jump Start
- Plant Pot Moisture Sensor
- Rain Alarm (Main)
- Rain Alarm (Sensor)

*

I
I

EPE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SERVICE
Order Code
Project
Quantity
Price

JU NE'1 2

* Digital Insulation Meter

Name . . . . . .. . ...... . ....... . . .. . . ....... . . . . .

- Main/Display
- DC-DC Converter
Dual Tracking ±OV to 19V PSU
- Main PCB
- Front Panel
- LCD Meter
Jump Start Quiz Machine
- Master
- Contestant

JULY'12

* 16-Bit Digital Potentiometer
* Intelligent 12V Fan Controller

Jump Start - Battery Voltage Checker
High Performance Microphone Pre-amplifier
Jump Start - Solar Powered Charger
Electroly1ic Capacitor Reformer And Tester
Ultrasonic Cleaner
High-power DC Motor Speed Controller
- Non-Reversible
- Reversible
(Both boards double-sided)

*
*

SEPTEMBER '12

*
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Tel. No.. . ....... . . . . .. ...... .. ....... . ... . . .. .
I enclose payment of£ .... . .... .. . . . (cheque/PO in£ sterling only) to:

Everyday Practical
Electronics

I I
VISA

AUGUST '1 2

Hearing Loop Receiver
Ultrasonic Anti-Fouling For Boats
Jump Start - Versatile Theft Alarm

Address . .. .. . .. . . . . .... .. . ....... . .. . . . . . ... .

I

Card No.. . ...... . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . .
Valid From .......... . .. Expiry Date ... . ....... .
Card Security No. . .. . . .. Maestro Issue No. . . . .. .
Signature .. . ......................... . . .. .... .
Note: You can also order PCBs by phone, Fax or Email or via the
Shop on our website on a secure server:

http://www.epemag.com
Everyday Practical Electronics, February 2013

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

If you wa nt your advertisements to be seen by the largest readership at the most
economical price our classified page offers excellent va lue. The rate for semi -display
space is £10 (+ VAT) per centimetre high, with a minimum height of 2· Scm. All semidisplay adverts have a width of S.Scm. The prepaid rate for classified adverts is 40p
(+ VAT) per word (minimum 12 words).
All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Practica l Electronics.
VAT must be added. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent
to Everyday Practical Electronics Advertisements, 11 3 Lynwood Drive, Merley,
Wimborne, Dorset, BH 21 1UU. Phone: 01202 880299. Fax: 01 202 843233. Email :
stewart.kearn@wimborne.co.uk. For rates and information on display and classified
advertising please co ntact our Advertisement Manager, Stewart Kearn as above.

BOWOOD ELECTRONICS LTD
Suppliers of Electronic Components
Place a secure order on our wcb~i t e or ca ll our sales line
All major cred it cards accepted

Web: www.bowood..c lcclronics.co. uk
Uni l 10. Boy1horpc Business Park. Dock Walk. ChcSlcrfi eld.
Derbyshire 40 2QR. Sales: 0 I 246 200222
Send 60p <;(.amp for C3talogue

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS for
OBSOLETE & VINTAGE
EQUIPMENT
For full info Visit Section 4C

www.parbidgeelectronics.co.uk

r

CANTERBURY WINDINGS

BTEC ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN TRAINING

""'~

UK manufacturer of toroidal transformers
(I OVA to 3kVA)
All transformers made to order. o design fees.
o minimum order.

www.canterburywindings.co.uk

\..

01227 450810

..J

NATIONAL ELECTRONICS
VCE ADVANCED ICT
HNC AND HND ELECTRONICS
FOUNDATION DEGREES
NVQ ENGINEERING AND IT
DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE
20 PENYWERN ROAD
EARLS COURT, LONDON SW5 9SU
TEL: (020) 7373 8721
www.lec.org.uk

MISCELLANEOUS
VAlVES AND AlliED COMPONENTS IN
STOCK. Phone for free list. Valves, books and
magazines wanted . Geoff Davies (Radio), te l.
01788 574774.

KITS, TOOlS, COMPONENTS. S.A.E.
Catalogue. SIR-KIT ELECTRON ICS, 52
Severn Road, Clacton, C01 5 3RB, http://
sir-kit.webs.com

If you would like to advertise on this Classified page then please call
Stewart Kearn on:

01202 880299
ADVERTISERS INDEX
BETA LAYOUT . . ......... . .... . .... . ... . ........ .. 80
BRUNN ING SOFTWARE ....... . .... . ............. . 39
COAST ELECTRON ICS . . . . . .... . .... . ........ . . . . . . 57
CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS .... .. . . ...... . ... . . . . 16
ESR ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS ................ . .... 6
JAYCAR ELECTRON ICS ............................. 4/5
JPG ELECTRON ICS ............ . ................... 80
L-TEK POSCOPE . .... . ........ . .... . .............. 45
LABCENTER ................................ Cover (iv)
LASER BUSINESS SYSTEMS ....... . .. .. .............. 57
MATRIX MULTIMEDIA ..... . ..... .. ............... . . 63
MICROCHI P ... . ....... . . . . . ... . .... .. . . . . .. . . . .. 47
MIKROELEKTRON IKA .. . ..................... . . . ... 35
PEAK ELECTRON IC DESIGN ........... . ........ Cover (iii)
PICO TECHNOLOGY . . .. . ........ . ................ 57
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QUASAR ELECTRON ICS . . . . ... . ..... .. ..... . ....... 2/3
SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS ......................... 57
SPIRATRON ICS . ....... . . . . ... ..... .. . . ...... Cover (ii)
STEWART OF READING . .. .. .................. Cover (iii)
TANDY .... . ....... . ... . ... . ..... . ......... . .... 59
VA RIABLE VOLTAGE TECHNOLOGY ... .. ....... . ... . . 63
ADVERTISEMENT OFFICES:
11 3 LYNWOOD DRIVE, MERLEY, WIMBORNE,
DORSET BH 21 1UU
PHONE: 012 02 880299
FAX: 01 202 843233
EMAIL: stewart.kearn @wimborne.co. uk
WEB: www.epe mag.com
For editorial address and phone numbers see page 7
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Next Month

content maybesubjecttochange

Digital Spirit Level
Bui ld an electro nic version of a spirit level - except that this o ne gives a d igital readout of the
angle of any fl at surface in 0.1 ° increments from 0 to 360°. At the heart of the project is a
precision MEMS accelerometer chip, as fou nd in th e latest tablets and smartpho nes.

Lightning Detector
You don't want to be caught in a thund erstorm, especially if you are on a sports field,
out boating, hillwalking or working in the open. If there is even a risk of an electric storm,
take this Lightning Detector w ith you before venturing outdoors.

Interplanetary Voice- may the voice be with you!
Impersonate a robot, a droid or one of the many infamous interplanetary aliens such as Daleks,
Cybermen, Klingons, Cylons or even Darth Vader!

SemTest- Part 2
We present the ful l ci rcuit of this versatil e un it, w hich can test all those semiconductors in your
collection. Under-the-hood, a PIC1 6F877A microcontroller runs all the diffe rent tests and displays
the results on a 2-line LCD panel.

jump Start- DC Motor Controller
An idea l project fo r model makers and electri c train enthusiasts. Learn how to control th e
ubiquito us DC moto r w ith this simple, but effective proj ect.

MARCH '13 ISSUE ON SALE 7 FEBRUARY 2013

Rechargeable Batteries With Solder Tags
NIMH

NICAD

AA 2000mAh ...................... £2.82
C 4Ah ................................... £4.70
D 9Ah ........................ .. .. ....... £7.60
PP3 150mAh ..................... £4.95

AA 650mAh .... .. ............ .... £1.41
C 2.5Ah ............................ ... £3.60
D 4Ah ................................... £4.95

Instrument case with edge connector and screw terminals

Size 112mm x 52mm x 105mm tall
This box consists of a cream base with a PCB slot, a cover plate to protect your circuit, a black lid with a 12 way edge connector and 12 screw
terminals built in (8mm pitch) and 2 screws to hold the lid on. The cream
bases have minor marks from dust and handling price £2 .00 +
VAT(=£2.35) lor a sample or £44.00+VAT (=£5 1.70) lor a box ol44.
- . I

.
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866 battery pack originally intended to be
used with an orbite l mobile telephone it
contains 10 1·6Ah sub C batteries (42 x
22 dia. the size usually used in cordless
screwdrivers etc.) the pack is new and
unused and can be broken open quite
easily £7.46 +VAT = £8.77
Please add £1.66 + VAT = £1 .95 postage & packing per order

JPG Electronics
Shaws Row, Old Road, Chesterfield, 540 2RB.
Tel 01246 211202 Fax 01246 550959
www.JPGEiectronics.com
MastercardNisa/Switch

Callers welcome 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Monday to Saturday

PCB-POOL® IS a req1stered trader'na'k of

www.pcb-pool.com

8 e t::~
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The new DCA Pro
••• .IS

. I
now s h"tpptng.

As a result of a major product
development in itia tive at Peak
Ele ctronic Design Ltd , we are delighted
to make this exciting announcement.

£115.95
(£96.62+VAT)

The amazing new DCA Pro is now a vailable!
Just connect your component any way round.
• Graphic d isplay shows d e tailed component sc hematics .
• Enhanced component identification , p inout identification and
analysis .
USB connectivity for power and communications.
PC Software included on Peak USB Stick.
Can be used standalone or with a PC (Win XP or later).
Curve tr a cing functions on your PC. ( D rive ranges: ± 12V
± 1SmA).

I

Supports Transistors, MOSFETs, J FETs, IGBTs, Diodes,
Zeners, LEOs, Voltage Regulators and much morel
Free updates online for PC Software and Firmware.
Uses a s ingle Alkaline

AAA battery (and/o r

USB power).

We aim to despatch your order as soon as possible. Demand for the
DCA Pro is currently very high and that may cause a small delay. We
USB cable in clu ded

Curve tra ci ng on you r

PC!

Deta iled specs on y our

PC

will contact you immediately to confirm expected despatch date and
you can cancel at any time of course.

www.stewart-of-reading .co .uk
Check out our website, 1, 000 's of items in stock.

---
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HP8560E SPECTRUM ANALYSER
30HZ-2.9GHZ with Tracking Generator
£3,500
HP8560 SERIES SPECTRUM
ANALYSER Frequency up to 26GHZ
Various Models from £2,500-£7,000
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RACAL 1792 RECEIVER
£300

AGILENT E4402B Spectrum Analyser
1OOHZ - 3GHZ with Option 1DN Tracking
Gen ; 1 DR Narrow Res ; A4H GPIB,
UKB .......................................... £5800
HP 35670A FFT Dynamic Signal Analyser
2 Channel. Unused in original box ...£4000
AGILENT 837526 Synthesised Sweeper
0.01 -20GHZ ............................... £6000
HP83711 B Synthesised 1· 20GHZ with
Opt lEI Attenuator ........................ £5000
AGILENT/HP E4431 B Signal Generator
250KHZ-2GHZ Digital Modulation ... £2750
MARCONI 2024 Signal Generator 9KHZ·
2.4GHZ Opt 04 ............................ £1250
MARCONIIIFR 2030 Signal Generator
10KHZ-1.35 GHZ .... .... .............. .. . £995
MARCONI 2022E Synthesised AM/FM
Signal Generator 10KHZ· 1.01GHZ ... £500
HP8566A Spectrum Analyser 100HZ22GHZ ... .. ........ .. .. ........ .... .. ....... £1950
HP8568A Spectrum Analyser 100HZ1500MHZ .... .................... ........... £1250
AVCOM PSA-37D Spectrum Analys er
1MHZ-4.2GHZ .. .. .. . .... .... .. .. .... .. ..... .. £IFR 1200S Service Communication
Monitor ...................................... £1500
HP6624A Power Supply 0-20V 0-2A
Twice, 0-7V 0-SA ; 0-50V 0.8A
Special price ...................... .. ....... £350
AVO/MEGGAR FT6/12 AC/DC
breakdown tester .... ............... £400-£600
MARCONI/IFR/AEROFLEX 2025 Signal
Gen 9KHZ-2 .51GHZ Opt 04 High Stab
Opt 11 High Power etc As New .. ..... £2500
SOLARTRON 1250 Frequency Response
Analyser 1OuHZ-65KHZ .... .. .... ....... £995
HP3324A Synthesised Function
Generator 21 MHZ .......................... £500
HP41800A Active Probe 5HZ-500MHZ
......... .................. ...... .... ........ ... .£750
ANRITSU MS2601A Spectrum Analyser
10KHZ-2.2GHZ 50ohm .................. £750
AGILENT E4421 B 250KHZ-3GHZ
Signal Generator. ....................... £2500

HP53131A Universal Counter Opt 001
Unused Boxed 3GHZ ...... .. .......... £850
Unused Boxed 225MHZ ...... ......... £595
Used 225MHZ ..... ....................... £495
HP8569B Spectrum Analyser 0.01 ·
22GHZ ... .................................. £995
HP54616C Oscilloscope Dual Trace
500MHZ 2GS/S Colour. ............. £1250
QUART LOCK 10A·R Rubidium
Frequency Standard .... ... .. ......... £1000
PENDULUM CNT90 Timer/Counter

SPECIAL OFFERS
MARCONI 2305 Modulation Meter.£295
MARCONI 69606 Power Meter with
6910 Sensor 10MHZ-20GHZ ........ .£295
HAMEG 605 Oscilloscope Dual Trace
60MHZ ...... .. .. .. .. . ................... £125
BLACK STAR 1325 Counter Timer
1.3GHZ .. ....... ............................ £95
HP8484A Power Sensor O.D1 -18GHZ
.. .. ....... £125
0.3nW-10uW .. .. ..

/Analyser 20GHZ ...................... £1950 'fiijiii!!IIIIJII•••If=-::==-:-===-:~
ADVANTEST R3465 Spectrum
I
ANRITSU 54 16 9A
Analyser 9KHZ-8GHZ ...................... £Scaler Network
HP Programmable Attenuators £300
each
Analyser 0.01·
33320H DC-18GHZ 11db
40GHZ £POA
33321 G DC-18GHZ 70db
ANRITSU 37247C
Many others available
Vector Network
AGILENT E3610A Power Supply 0-8v
Analyser 0.04·
0-3A/0-15v 0-2A Unused
20GHZ £POA
AGILENT E3611 A Power Supply 0-20V
0-1 .5A/0-35V 0-0.85V Unused
Many Accessories
HP6269B Power Supply 0-40V 0-50A
with each unit
...... .. .... .. ... .. ...... ...... .. .. .. .. .. .... £400
AMPLIFIER RESEARCH Power
Ampl ifier 1OOOLAM8 .. ................ £POA FLUKE SCOPEMETERS 996 Series II
MARCONI/IFR 2945/A Radio
2Ch 1OOMHZ 5GS/G
Communication Test Sets with options
....................................... from £325
..................................... from £3,000 97 2Ch 50 MHZ 25MS/S ....... from £225
MARCONI 2955/A/B Radio
Communication Test Sets .. ... from £625
STEWART of READING
MARCONI/IFR 6200/62006 Microwave
Test Set.. ....... ... .... ...... ... ..... ....... .. £.
17A King Street, Mortimer,
HP33120A Function Generator
Near Reading RG7 3RS
100 Micro HZ - 15M HZ Unused Boxed
Telephone: 0118 933 1111
.... ............. ........... ......... .. ........ £595
Fax : 0118 933 2375
Used, No Moulding, No Handle .....£395
9am - 5pm Monday- Friday
ENI 3200L RF Power Amplifier
250KHZ-150MHZ 200W 55Db ... £POA
Used Equipment- GUARANTEED
CIRRUS CRL254 Sound Level Meter
Prices plus Carriage and VAT
with Calibrator .. ........................... £95
CEL328 Digital Sound Level Meter with
Please check availability before
CEL284/2 Acoustical Calibrator. .. .. ......
or CALLING IN
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